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SYNOPSIS 
This is a study of the expansion, retention and exercise of the 
terri-torialv political and military power of the premier earldom of 
England in the most crucial century of its history. The history of the 
Earls of Shrewsbury has been approached in four parts, the first two 
covering the genealogical and-political history of the familyt the 
second exploring aspects of the material bases of its power. 
The study begins with a survey of the position of Ankaret, Lady 
Talbotj widow of the fourth Lordq over the turn of the century and the 
baptism of her elder sons in war in Wales. It carries through the his- 
tory of her family until the succession of her second son, Johnt to the 
combined inheritances of Talbotj Le Strange and Furnival in 1422. The 
second chapter traces the fortune of this inheritance under John, con- 
centratine paxticularly on the two great disputes, one with Lord Berkeley 
over the possession'of the barony of Berkeley, and the other with his own 
heir over the partition of the inheritance, in which he involved his 
family. The third chapter considers the fortufies of the second and third 
Earls in the Wars of the Roses. It is argued in this that John, second 
Earl of Shrewsbury is to be numbered among the moderate Lancastrians in 
the years 1453-60 and that Edward IV, with eventual success, took advan- 
tage of long minorities during his reign to reconcile the Talbots to his 
regime. 
The second part is devoted to the career of the principal founder of 
the family fortunes, John, Ist Eaxl of Shrewsbury. In one chapter the 
intervention of him and his brother Richardq Archbishop of Dublin, in the 
affairs of Ireland is described and in a second his long war career in 
Franceq which ended after thirty-three years on the field of Castillon, is 
traced and the legend that grow up around his name is assessed. 
The third and fourth parts look beyond the surface of genealogical 
and political history to examine the foundations of. the fmily's power and 
influence in its estates and affinity in the time of the first Earl. One 
chapter considers the composition of the first Earl's following and the 
influence maintained through it, particularly in Shropshirep in spite of 
his continued absence abroad. A second examines the composition of his 
retinues of war in Normandy and reveals that there were only very loose 
connections between these and his English following. And a third recon- 
structs the administration of the Talbot estates in his time, examines dhis 
finances and finally assesses his profits of war. The fourth and last 
part is a detailed study of the economic history of the largest of the 
Talbot estates in Shropshirep the lordship of Blackmere or Blackmere over 
the whole of the later middle ages. 
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On 19 January 1377 Gilbertp 3rd Lord Talbot of Goodrichq settled 
for the rent of a rose rendered at midsummer a number of his manors in 
Herefordshire and Gloucestershire on his sixteen year old song Richard, 
and his bride, Ankaret Le Strange, sister and eventual heiress of the 
5th Lord Strange of Blackmere. 
(1) 
This union of two lesser baronies 
was the crucial step in the rise of the Talbot family into the leading 
ranks of the peerage. It extended the territorial power of the family 
along the length of the Walsh borders from the plains of Cheshire to 
beyond the estuary of the river Severng and it led eventually, after 
the gathering in of more estates, to elevation to the Eaxldom of 
Shrewsbury in the person of Richard and Ankaxet's second song John. In 
John's time the family was rankedo according to his declaration for the 
income tax of 1436, among the twelve wealthiest of the realmq enjoying 
estatest annuities and offices in England approximately equal to the 
Earldoms of Northumberlandp Salisbury and Westmorland. 
(2) 
Although its 
wealth could'not compare with the EarldOMB of Stafford, Suffolk and 
Warwick, or the Duchies of Norfolk and Yorkv it was nevertheless firmly 
established in the ranks of the greater peeraget from which eminenceg as 
the premier Earldom today, it has never since fallen. 
Transactions of the Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological 
Up (1938)v p292. 
(2) H. L. Gray, 'Incomes from land in England in 1436,, EHR9 xlix, (1934)t p615* 
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The purpose of this study is to explore the expansiong retention 
and exercise of the territorial, political and military power of the 
family in the crucial century of its historyq 1399-1485. Apart from the 
interest of the history for its own sakeg there is one factor that 
particularly commends this. This is that no full study has as yet been 
r4ade of a family representative of the greater peerage in the fifteenth 
century. The Lords Hungerford and Grey of Ruthin in the later middle 
ages have been the subjects of unpublished thesest but theseg as their 
authors claimedt were of the lesser baronage. 
(') 
Biographies of indi- 
vidual peers have been written and aspectst notably the estates and 
financest of others as wealthy and wealthier than the Talbots have been 
exploredg 
(2) 
but as yet no wider scale has been tackled. In the res- 
pects to which the Talbots were typicalt it is hoped that this work will 
do a little to fill the gap, 
(1) J. Lo Kirbyq The Hungerford Family in the Later Middle Ages, 
(London M. A. ) 1939; R. I. Jackj The Lords-Grey of Ruthinp 1325- 
1490: a study of the lesser baronage (London PhD. ) 1961. 
(2) R. J. Mitchell, John Tiptoft; C. W. C. Qnanv Warwick the Kirlpmaker; 
Paul Murray Kendall, Warwick the Kinmaker. J. M. W. Beang 
The Estates of the Percy FamilX. -1416-1537; 
To B. Pughq The 
Marcher Lordships of Wales, -1415-1536 
(Stafford family); - 
Jo To Rosenthalt 'The "tates and finances of Richard, Duke of 
YorkIf Studies in-Medieval and Renaissance History, 11,19659 
PP117-204; C. Do Ross, 'The Estates and Finances of Richard 
Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick$, Dugdale Society Occasional Papersq 
129 1956. 
3 
There are several reasons why this study has been restricted to 
the fifteenth century. It was crucial to the family not only because 
it witnessed its rise to prominences but also because the family sur- 
vived it. By coincidence the yeaxs 1399 to 1485, which span the England 
of Lancaster and Yorks also define a clear limit in the history of the 
family. Henry IV came to the throne three years after the death of 
Richards the fourth Lords during the brief minority of Gilberts the 
fifths and the accession of Henry VII coincided with the end of the 
minority of George, the ninth Lord and fourth Earl. In additions this 
was the one periods spanning three generationsg in which its centre of 
gravity lay in Shropshire, the county from which the title of its 
Earldom was, taken. In the fourteenth century its roots lay in 
Herefordshire; in the sixteenth century they were transferred to the 
region of Sheffield and north Derbyshire. It was between 1399 and 1485 
only that the family'was first and foremost a Shropshire family. 
The subject has been approached in four partst in which aspects 
studied bec=e progressively more specialised in scope. The first part 
traces the genealogical and political history of the family in three 
chapters. The first chapter recounts the history of Lady Ankaret Talbot 
and her children from the death of Lord Richard to the accession of Lord 
John in 1422p and traces the fozmation of his inheritance; the second 
4 
continues the history of the f=ily and the inheritance until 1460 and 
the third considers the fortunes of the second and third Earls in the 
period known as the Wars of the Roses. In some respects this first part 
is a preliminary survey to the second and third partso which concentrate 
on the dominant member of the family, Johng Ist Earl of Shrewsbury 
(cl387-1453)o The second part is a narrative in two chapters of his 
public career in Englandq Ireland and France from 1414 until his death. 
The third part examines the material bases of his power in mid-century. 
In this, one chapter considers the composition and influence of his 
affinity in England andq in particularg Shropshire; a second analyses 
the composition and organisation of his retinues of war in Normandy and 
their connection with his affinity in England, and a third examines the 
administration of his estatesp his finances and his profits of war. The 
final part is a study of the economic history of the principal and lar- 
gest of the Shropshire estatesp the lordship of Blackmerej over the 
period 1377-1522. Thust although the whole history of the family is 
considered, emphasis is placed upon the person of the first Earl and the 
county of Shropshire. 
In addition to the materials generally available for the study of 
baronial history in the major public collectionst this work has drawn 
on two groups of sources. The first is the scattered-documents which 
5 
fo= the military and financial records of the English occupation of 
No=andy. The majority of these are now in the major French collec- 
tions in the Archives Nationales and the Bibliotheque Nationale, but 
they axe supplemented by documents in the British Muse= and the 
Public Record Office. These provide the basis for the study of the 
composition and organisation of John Talbot's retinues of war and their 
relationship with his affinity in England. They also supply the basic 
evidence on his wages of war and give much incidental information on 
his activities in France. The second group is the fairly full collec- 
tion of estate accounts for the lordship of Blackmere between 1331 and 
15229 which form paxt of the Bridgewater Papers deposited in the 
Shropshire Record Office. These accountsq mostly those of the receivert 
bailiff and rent collectors of the lordshipg, concentrated in two main 
periods, 1377-1437 and 1466-15229 not only provide the basis of the 
study of BlacImereo but also contain valuable information on the admini- 
stration of all the Talbot estates. In addition they supply interesting 
biographical detail of the familyl its officers and its local connections. 
The history of the family before the fifteenth century should first 
be mimms ised. The Talbots c=e to England with the Conqueror. Although 
6 
little is known of the early Norman f amily, the name has been traced 
back to Normandy and a Geoffrey Talbot is to be found, according to 
Domesday, holding the manor of Listong Essex. It appears that the 
faaily did not establish itself on the borders of Wales until the reign 
of King Stephent for on the accession of Henry 119 the first Sir 
Richard Talbot is to be found seated at Ecoleswall, Herefordshire. In 
reward for his good services to Henryq Sir Richard was granted the 
neighbouring manor of Linton, But for the next one hundred and fifty 
years his descendants remained lesser and somewhat obscure landed 
knights of southern Herefordshire. 
(') 
The troubled reign of Edward II saw the first advance in the familY 
fortunes and it was then 'also that they first became linked with the I 
house of Lancaster. Both Sir Gilbert Talbot and his son, Richardq were 
followers of Thomas of Lancaster and, indeedg were captured at 
Boroughbridge in 1322. After 1326 they successively helped'Mortimer 
against Despenser and, in 13309 Edward III and Henry of Lancaster 
against Mortimer. The opposition to the Despensers arose out of compe- 
tition for the hand and patrimony of Elizabeth Comyng heiress of 
(1) gE, xiiq Pt 1, p606. 
7 
Goodrich and Painswick. 
(1) 
Support for Mortimer won Elizabeth and her 
estates; support for the King and Lancaster won elevation to the 
ýeerage for both father and son - Gilbert as Lord of Eccleswallp Richard 
as lord of Goodrich. 
(2) 
Elizabeth Comyn was thus the first of three 
heiresses to mark the major steps in the rise of the family. Her 
inheritance established it in the lesser peerage of the southern bor- 
ders of Wales. 
Lord Gilbert died in 1346 and Lord Richardq who succeeded to his 
father's title, died in 1356. His song Gilbertq was the first to hold 
the Comyn lands in his own right. He married Pernel Butlerg daughter of 
James, Ist Earl of Omond, She brought no great territorial additions 
to the inheritanceg but, as a great-granddaughter of Edward It she did 
provide royal blood to enhance the family's prestige. 
0) 
The second 
marriage of territorial significance was that of Gilbert's son, Richardl 
(1) She was a niece and eventual co-heiress of Aymer do Valencev Earl of 
Pembroke. Goodrich and its castle high over the banks of the river 
Wye was the centre of the hundred of Archenfield. The manors of 
Moreton and Whaddon were part of the lordship of Painswick on the 
Cotswold edge on the other side of the Severn in Gloucestershire. 
(2) 29 xii9 Pt-1, p606. 
(3) Her mother was Elizabeth Bohunp daughter of the 4th Earl of Hereford 
and the Princess Elizabeth. She did bring the addition of a moiety 
of Lydney (Gloucestershire) and possibly Weston Turville (Buckinghamshire), known on occasion as 'Butler's manorlo to the 
inheritance (Gloucestershire Notes and Queriest iiq P495)- 
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to Ankaret Le Strange. When they were married, Ankaret was heiress 
to the barony of Le Strange then held by her niece, Elizabethp a child 
of four. This child died in 1383 and Richard and Ankaret entered her 
estates. When Richard's father died four years later, the union of the 
two baronies was achieved. Their estates lay in a line-along the bor- 
ders of Wales from Maxbury in south Cheshireq through Whitchurch in 
north Shropshire, Corfham (near IAidlow) in south Shropshire, Credenhillf 
near Hereforaq and Goodrich on the Wye in south Herefordshire to 
Painswick on the Cotswold edge in south Gloucestershire. Richard was 
thus made one of the more important of the border barons and his family 







The Famil) r Tree 
Gilbert, Ist Lord Talbot 
d 1346) 
Elizabeth Comyn, Richard, 2nd Lord Talbot 
ý.; , 
Gilbert 3rd Lord -Talbot pernel Butler 
56) 
John, 4th Lord Strange 
(d 1387) 
(41V Richard, 4th Lord Talbot I ý1=et 2e Strange (2) Thomas Nevillf Joan John Isabel 41 qpý a=et Le Strange Purnival (d 1375) (d 1416) 7d 139ý) 1413) Lord Funiiva-l 
(d 1407) 
Maud John Joan of (2) Beatrice of '-Ridhard, William 
Till 
Anne (1 Hugh, Gilbert, A Elizabeth Alice (1) Sir, Thomas Mary (1) sil Thomas Joan Sir Hugh Elizabeth Woodstock 5th Lord Talbot Portugal') Arcýbishop (d 1426) (d 143Z) Bax=e Gr6en (414 V Earl of Cokesey Talbot (d 1363) (d 1400) (d 1418) (d 1448) of Dublin Devon (d 1445) 
(d 1449) (2) Richard do (2) joýn Nottingham (SOO to left) 
la Mare John Botreaux Ankaret 
See Table III 
John, 6th Lord Talbot, Ist Earl'of Shrewsbury 'Novill (2) Margaxet-Beauchamp (01387-1453) 22) (1404-1467) 
John 2nd Earl- Elizabeth Christo her Thomas- Joan James, Lord Lord Joan Cheddar' Humphrg Lewis Elizabeth John, Duke of El anor Sir Ralph Butler Waren ý13 60) Butler d 1442ý (d 1416) Berkeley 9 Norfolk (d 14 2 (d c1455). '4 
4 11r 
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Ve' on 




'., *-_count Herbert (d 1487) 
7 Lord Lisle (d 1476) le (d 1492) 
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THS FAMLY AIM MMITAITCE9 1399-1485 
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I 
THE PAULY AND THE INIEMITANCE, 1399-1422 
The fifteenth century opened ominously for the Talbot family. 
Richard, Lord Talbotq died on 8 or 9 September 1396 having enjoyed his 
enhanced position for only nine years. 
( I) He could hardly have died at 
a more unfortunate momentp for he left his widow and at least nine chil- 
dren (all under age) to face the disturbances of a change of regime and 
rebellion in Wales. These dominate& the affairs of the family for 
several years. 
Lady Ankaret was fortunatel howevmý, in having a considerable p=-t 
of the combined Talbot and Le Strange inheritance in her possession. In 
addition to all the Le Strange estates (including Corfham, Wrockwardine 
and Ashton Gifford, which had been occupied by her mother as dower until 
her death shortly after Richard)j she held Eocleswall and the other manors 
in Herefordshire and Gloucestershire with which she and Richard had been 
settled by her father-in-law in 1377 9 and Painswick which had been 
enfeoffed to use'by Richard. 
(2) 
The only estates to fall into the 
Kincls hand were Goodrich (with Penyard Chase) and B=ptont but from 
(1) 2, xii, p617- 
(2) Transactions of the Bristol and C 
Societvq lx (1938)9 p292; CPR9 I 
tershire 
P38; COR, 1396-92, P31. 
eel 
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these too she received as dower the customary third part. 
(1) 
In addi- 
tion the manors in Shrivenhamq Swindon and Lydney had been granted to 
Joan, daughter of Thomaso Duke of Gloucesterg on the occasion of her 
betrothal to Ankaret's eldest son Gilbert, 
(2) 
It was as well that Ankaxet possessed this laxge estatet for she 
had a large family to support. Gilbert was aged thirteen or more on his 
father's death andq although as a minor he bec=e a ward of the Kingg he 
nevertheless appears to have stayed in his mother's household until he 
(3) joined the household of Henryo Prince of Walesp in 1403. Ankaret's 
second son, John, was borng "as all conc=ing indication do avouch"i at 
The keeping of the two-thirds of Goodrich was committed to (1) 
Thomas, Earl of Notti ham for LBO per annum on 20 May 1397 (CFR9 
1391-999 pp2II-2)q ý12 JoL Scudamore of Keynchurch for F. W67-6d- 
on 18 February 1398 Ibidq pp249y 282)# (3) Sir Hugh de Waterton on 
4 November 1399 for 00-713/4d. (jFRj 1329-1405.9 P17). The two- 
thirds of Bampton were committed to Thomas Stanleyq clerkq for 
C35/14/2id. on 12 June 1397 (Ms 1391-990 pp2139 290). 
(2) 20 May 1392. It is not certain when the marriage took place but 
Joan died on 6 August 1400 and in letters fine of 22 March 1401 she 
was referred to as Gilbert's late wife. After her death Shrivenham 
and Swindon were committed to Thomas Nevill, Lord Furnival. Lydney, 
one of the manors settled in 1377, reverted to Lady Ankaret (CF. Ko 
1392-1405, p120; CCRq 1399-1402t p261; gE, xiiq p619). 
(3) BP 81/1399-14009 75/1401-02. There are references in these accounts 
to items spent on his maintenance. 
11 
Blackmere(l) in o1387 
(2) 
and also remained in her household until 14049 
as did her other sons, Richard, William and Thomas, the youngest of whomp 
Thomas, must have only been a baby when his father died. 
(3) 
The eldest 
of her daughters and perhaps the eldest of all the children was 
Elizabeth, who was old enou3h to play a fairly active part in the affairs 
of her mother's household between 1399 and 1403 . 
(4) 
Elizabeth is not 
known to have married and it is possible that she may have taken holy 
orders, Of the other daughterst Mary ma=ied (1) Sir Thomas Green of 
Norton Davy, Northamptonshireg in or before 1401 and (2) John Nottingham 
before 5 July 1419- 
(5) 
Anne married (1) Sir Hugh Courtenayt later Earl 
(1) 56 Thomas Fuller in his Worthies of Erý-, land (ed P. A. Nuttall), iii, p62. 
(2) The legend grew that John lived to eighty. This could not have been so. 
In 1422 he was said to be over thirtyl but he was probably of age when 
he took his seat in the House of Iords in 1409. He was still in his 
mother's household at Christmas 1401 (HP 75/1401-02) but. held his first 
command and established his own household at Montgomery in 1404 (PROP 
E 101/44/6). This suggests that he-was at least sixteen and possibly 
one or two. yeaxs older in 1404t which gives 1386-88 as the period of 
his own birth. 
He attended his first mass in the year 1401-02 (BP 75/1401-02). 
(4) EP 81 and 75,1399-1403o 
(5) Green was paid E15 from the issues of Wrockwardine, in 1400-01 as 
part of his Imarritagium'. He died in 1417 (HP 87/1400-01 (valor); 
CFRf 1413-229 p196; CCRt 1419-229 P31. ) 
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of Devon in 1412 and (2) John Botreaux bY 5 November 1432. 
(') ' Finallyp 
Alice married (1) Si= Thomas Barre of Rotherwas, near Herefordp before 
1414 and (2) Richard de la. Mare. 
(2) 
Over the turn of the century the 
household had its headquarters at Blackmereq although the family does 
not appear to have spent a great deal of time thereq om of the few 
occasions of which there is clear evidence being Christmas 1401.0) 
Lady Ankaret probably met the change of regime in 1399 with equa- 
nimity, for lUchard Talbot had maintained the f=ily connection with the 
house of Lancaster. 
(4) 
But with most of her lana so near the mountainsp 
the rebellion in Wales must have been far more disturbing. It was pro- 
bably this that really committed her to Henry IV., There were clearly 
advantages to be found in a second ma=iage to someone high in the King's 
Sir Hugh Courtenay was the second son of Edwardt Earl of Devon. Items 
spent on the occasion of his marriage to Anne are attached to the 
Blackmere Household account-., of 1411-12. Hugh succeeded his father on 
29 June 109, but died three years later (16 June 1422). Anne and her 
brother John were granted the wardship and marriage of her young son 
Thom-as in 1423 (CFR9-.. 1_42_2-30_ PP58,62). On 5 November 1432 she ur 
chased a licence for her marriage to Botreaux (CPR, 1429-36, p2503. 
She died on 16 January 1441. 
(2) Barre was paid a fee of 91 by Ankarett Lady Talbott in 1410-11. His 
son by Alice was born in 1415 and John Talbot was the godfather. He 
died in 1421. Alice and her second husbandt Richard de la Mare, were 
granted the manor of Creclenhill by John Talbott which they occupied 
until they both died in 1436. 
EP 75/1401-02. 
(4) In 1387, for instancet he had served with John of Gaunt in Spain (EE, xii, p617). 
0 
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favour. She could not have found a wiser choice than Thomas Nevillp Lord 
Furnivalq himself a widower and one of Henry's most trusted supporters. 
He was the second son of Sir John Nevill of Raby and the brother of 
Ralphq Earl of Westmorland. His first wife had been Joan, only daughter 
and heiress of William de Furnival, in right of whom he held the baxorV 
of Furnival centred on the lordship of Sheffield. Ankaret and he were 
married before 4 July 1401-(1) One daughter was born to themp Joang who 
married Sir 11agh Cokesey of Willey, Worcestershire. To l'urnivall of 
courseq Ankaxet's wealth was an obvious commendation. Shet howeverp was 
clearly not prepared to allow him the use of her estates merely for 
current favour at court and a promise of protection. Her terms included 
a double marriageg by which in exchange for her own hand Furnival Gave 
the hand of his daughter and sole heiress, Maudt to Ankaret's second sont 
John. 
(2) 
The capture of the Furnival inheritance for John was a far 
more tangible and significant benefit than the hope of protection. 
Lord Furnival came to Shropshire in the simmer of 1401 both to serve 
the King and protect his bride's estates. He established his 'foreign' 
M9 1399-14019 P51. The Xing probably Imew of the marriage on 22 
March when he granted the custody of Shrivenh= and Swindon to 
, Purnival (CPR, 1399-IQý9 p120). 
(2) CFRv 1405-139 P74- 
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household at Blackmere on 16 June and it remained there at least until 
25 September 1402. 
(1) 
In September 1402 he took part in the King's 
disastrous expedition into Wales andq although he received E12 from the 
Exchequer for his wages of warg he paid almost C50 to his soldiers frora 
the issues of Blackmere. 
(2) 
He was still in Shropshire in 1403 and 
undoubtedly fought beside the King at Shrewsbury, for immediately after 
the battle Hotspur's body was given to him and buried at Whitchurch, only 
to be disinterred for display in Shrewsbury. 
(3) 
The battle proved to be 
a major step in his careerg for he was rewarded with several Percy offices 
and estates, summoned to the great council, made joint Treasurer of Wart 
and finally promoted to Treasurer of Englandp before 12 December 14049 a 
IT 75/1401-02* In this year the Receiver of Blackmere was also 
'Custodius hospiciis forinseci de Domino de Neville'* This title 
suggests that Furnival's 'foreign' households like that of Richards 
Earl of Warwick twenty years laterg travelled with himp whilst his 
'inner' household stayed at Sheffield (see C. D. Ross, 'The Household 
Account of Elizabeth Berkeleyt Countess of Warwick# 1420-2119 
Transactions of the Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological Society 
lxx (1951)9 P84)- alter Woodburn, the keeper, was responsible for 
the household finances from 16 June 1401 to 25 September 14029 and for 
the entire year the finances of Purnival's household and Blackmere 
lordship were integrated. 
(2) He served in the company of the Earl of Arundel. According to the 
account of J. H. Wylieg He M IV, il p2859 Arundel operated from 
Hereford and the King from Shrewsbury. An order was sent out on 31 
July for troops to meet the King at Shrewsbury (Peoderat vii, p271)9 
but on 24 Ausust Furnival was at Shrawardine, six--miles west of 
Shrewsburyq in the company of Arundel, for payment was made by the 
keeper of his household to a servant lexistendi in quadam villam iuxta Shrawardyn quo tempore Dominus fuit ibidem. cum Comitis Arundelli in 
septimo Sancti Bartholomew'* Arandel must certainly have set out 
from Shrewsbury. 
(3) J. H. Wylie, OP cit, p364- 
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position he held until his death in March 1407-0) 
He was less successful as a protector of the Talbot estates in 
Shropshire, for he had left the county when Blackmere and presumably 
Corfhamp like most of Shropshireg were sacked in a series of raids in 
1404. Blackmere was so completely devastated that even four years later 
some parts of it were still in a state of ruin. Despite the protection 
(2) 
of Goodrich castleg the family's Archenfield lands shared the same fate. 
The raids of 1404 gave the Talbot boys something of a personal score to 
settle with the Welsh. Both Gilbert and John Talbot received their 
first blooding in the drawn-out war against Owain Glyn Dwr. As soon as 
they were old enough they were both thrown into the fight and the need 
first to defeat the Welsh and then to police the marches dominated their 
youths. For Johng paxticularlyt it was the beginning of fifty years of 
almost contimous warfare. S 
Gilbert apparently first saw action under his step-father in the 
disastrous campaian of September 14029 for he was specially provided with 
CPq vp P589. Immediately after the battle he was given the charge of 
Newcastlel and in December made keeper of Berwick, Alnwick and Wark- 
Worth. It is interesting to note that Furnival had been in touch with 
Henry Percyq for on 18 May 1402 he sent a messenger to him at Denbigh (BP 75/1401-02). 
(2) J- 11. Wylie, op citt it PP4339 448; iit P9; BP 81/1405-06,1407-08- On 21 April 1404 the borough of Shrewsbury informed Westminster that 
over one-third of the county had already been laid waste and by the end, 
of the year the vdiole of Western Shropshire was 'burnt, wasted, des troyed an& uninhabited'. For further details of the sacking of Blackmere- 
-see 
beloi -TX- bAr, 4- v Ch 
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armour and a horse for the occasion. 
(') 
But early in the following year 
he joined the household of Henry, Prince of Wales, with his own retinue 
of two lances and twenty archers. 
(2) 
It is probabley thereforep that he 
fought at the battle of Shrewsburyj particularly since three days laterg 
on 24 Julyq he was made Justice of Chester in succession to Henry Percy* 
Throughout the following year he was in constant attendance on the Prince. 
And by 19 October 14049 when 
' 
his indenture was renewed, his retinue had 
groim to thirty-six iien. 
(4) 
John Talbot, toot began his military career in the service of Lord 
Furnivall but not until 14049 when the situation was at its worst- With 
the Prince of Wales holding the South, Furnival was appointed Captain of 
the key fortresses'of Montgomery, , Cause and Bishop's Castle in the cen- 
tral borders. He appointed his untried son-in-law as his deputy and 
aciual commander. Talbot took up his duties with garrisons of 185 men 
in December and was there until 25 April 14071 when he was promoted to 
the fall command in succession to his father-in-law. 
(5) 
(1) EP 75/1461-02. The horse, purchased from the parson of Whitchurchq 
cost C10, 
(2) J. H. Wyliel -op cit, ivq Appendix F, pp242-59 account of the Household of Henry, Prince of Waleat 17 April 1403-20 July 1404- 
(3) Deputy Keeper's Report,, 36, Appendix iit P464. 
J. H. Wylie, OP citj ivp Appendix F. 
(5) PRO9 E 101/44/6t 14. His troopaq himself included, were first mus- 
tered on I December 1404. The appointment in 1407 Yvas for one year. 
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But by then the Welsh were at last under control. On 11 March 1405 
Gilbert Talbot, with only a small forcep had caught and scattered a fa= 
larger number as they were about to descend on Grosmont. 
(I) 
Two months 
later the Prince of Wales gained a fax more substantial vir-torY at Usk* 
16 
The English forces, the brothers Talbot included, ranged along the mar- 
ches, henceforth concentrated on policing the marches and the tedioust 
but necessaryp pacification of the Principality. The main obstacles to 
the complete reduction of Wales were the strongholds of Aberystwyth and 
Elarlech, which had fallen into rebel hands in 1404- In the summer of 
14079 thereforep the Prince of Wales collected an axmy of over two thou- 
sand at Herefordq and with John and a contingent from Montgomery ands 
probably, Gilbert in his rankst he n ched across to the coast at 
Aberystwyth. Although the castle treated to surrender on 12 Septemberg 
,V 
Glyn Dwr manage& to relieve the garrison and the expedition returned to 
England empty handed. 
(3) 
Ilevertbelesso. '-inte following sii=er Henry 
set out againt-this time successfullyq even though the castle hold out 
until late in the season. Pressing on, Henry sent the brothers Talbot 
up to Haxlech with nine hundred men. After a rigorous winter viegep that 
(1) J. H. Wylie, op cit, iit 071 ff; Ellisq Lettersq P38. Henryp 
Prince of Walesq wrote to his father inforaing him of Talbot's 
victory. 
J. 11. Wylie 9 ibid. 
Ibidq iiit P3. 
July 1407 (P50)- 
10 June. 
Gilbert was still in the Prince's household on 7 
Masters were taken of the force in Hereford on 
18 
castle fell to them in January 1409, 
(') 
The rebellion was at last 
crushed. However, with Glyn Dwr still at largev the Prince took no 
risks and kept both Gilbert and John in North Wales. In the summer 
John was apparently appointed Captain of Caernarvon and he garrisoned 
the town with two hundred men. 
(2) 
It was probably not until 1410 that 
either of them bad time to enjoy their estates. 
(3) 
Gilbert had been given livery of his lands on 9 September 14039 
but with well over half his inheritance still in his mother's handsp his 
income was very small. 
(5) 
Indeedt his expenses in the service of the 
Prince of Wales so outstretched his resources that on 13 February 1406 
he was grantea C200 from the Exchequer in assistance. His financial 
Ibid, pp266-7- 'Wylie also states that Gilbert went to Ireland in 
company of Thomass Duke of Clarencep in the silmmer of 1408- His 
evidence is, Gilbert's-appointmefit of attorneys to represent him in 
that country in November 1407 (MAP 1405-08, P378)- Since Gilbert 
was definitely at the siege of Harlech (see Proo Priv Counco ii, p139) 
Wylie's statement must be discounted. On the other handp when new 
attorneys were appointedl 26 November 14099 they were to hold their 
powers until the arrival of the Nominator, But there is no evidence 
that Gilbert actually ever went (MR, 1408-139 P149)- 
(2) J. E. Tyler*9 Henry of Momouth, i, p241- He quotes a petition of 
2 Henry V that states that 1%=nival was "on his road towaras 
Caernarvon there to abide and resist the-malice of Owyn Glendower" 
(my italics). Gilbert, Lord Talbotq remained with 240 men to gamis- 
son North Wales (Jo H. Wylieg. op cit, iiiq p266)* 
(3) The first record of John being at Sheffield is in November 1410 (EP 
75/1410-1l)- His public career after 1410 is taken up in Ch III. 
(4) 2R-, 1401-05, p2ý62. 
(5) See above P9. 
A 
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plight appears to have been considerableg for he claimed that during 
his minority he had only 100 marks for his maintenance after 9 March 
1401, and for four and a half years before then, nothing. 
(') 
Since. he 
was then maintained in his mother's household, 
(2) 
he was probably exag- 
gerating the extent o. f his paverty, but there can be little doubt thatt 
during the reign of Henry IV, Gilbert was in some difficulty. In 1408 
his prospects were further diminished when his mother devised the lord- 
ship of Corfham to his brother John. 
(3) 
Since John bad already entered 
the barorq of Furnival (he and Maud'Were granted seisin on 3 May 1407) 
(4) 
it seema likely that he was the better endowed of the two. 
Lady Ankaret had her other sons to provide for. Richaxd entered the 
Church. On 22 October 1399 he was collated to a portion of the preberA 
(5) 
of Bromyard in Hereford Cathedralt and in JanuaxY* 1404 he was presented 
to the living of Ludlow to support him while he studied for a year. In 
the next eleven years he was well provided with beneficest culminating in 
M, 1399-1LO1, p443; 1405-089 113 He was paid C120 of this on 
3 December (Devont Issue-st p3623. 
iee 
also J. H. Wyliet OD cito 
iit P4121 for his complaints of indebtedness. He was first summoned 
to Parliament in 1406. 
(2) See above pIO- 
(3) CCRj 
-141-3-199 p24- 
In this year Ankaret enfeoffed Corfh= to use so 
that her feoffees therein could convey the lordship to herself with 
the remainder t6 John. 
(4) MER9 1405-13t P74- 
Registrum Johannis Trefuantt Canterbury and York Societyt xxi P183. 
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v 
1415 with his election as Deanof Chichester. 
(') 
But it was his bro- 
ther John's position as Lieutenant of Ireland which opened the way to 
higher offices. In 1416 John procured his election as Archbishop of 
Armagh, but Richard failed to secure confirmation. In 1417, howeverp 
the Archbishopric of Dublin fell vacant and this time there was no 
(2) 
hindrance to his election and consecratione The rest of his career 
was spent embroiled in Irish affairs and these are discussed in Ohapter 
III following. 
It was left to Lora Gilbert to provide his brother William with the 
manor of Marbury, a member of the lordship of Blackmeret before Michaelmas 
1414- 
(3) 
Sir William Talbot fought at Agincourtg(4)"returned to France 
(1) They were as follows: 14019 Prebend of Pubton Major; 26 March 1407 
canon of Hereford; 26 May 14079 exchanged Ludlow with Henry Mylet 
precentor of Hereford$ 4 March 14049 licence to procure a maxim= 
of two benefices in the sees of York, Lincoln and Salisbury; 14109 
the free chapel of Willey and Kingsland; 14129 Prebend of Fridayhope 
in York Cathedral; 26 April 14079 a portion in Ledbury church called 
Overhall; 24 April 1413t exchanged Kingsland for Old Radnor and Old 
Radnor for Hentles (Registrug Roberti Mascallq Lbidq xxiq pp1359 
1709 1869 188t 189; CPRp 1405-08, p328; 1408-13, p279; 1413-169 
P14; DNB9 lvt p33O 
(2) Cal Pap Reg: Letters, viii PP459 57; DNBq lvt P330 ff. 
(3) IP 75/1414-15- 
(4) Prop Priv Counct ijig p124- In 1423 he petitioned for payment of four 
lances and two 'archers retained by him in 1415- See also N. H, Nicolast 
The Battle of Ag-incourt, q P351, for this retinue. 
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in 1417P possibly in Gilbert's retimep and served there continaously 
at least until 1421. 
(1) 
He was back in England by 06tober 1422 and 
there remained until his death-at the hands of servants of Joan, Lady 
of Abergavenrq. 
(2) 
Thomasg the youngestq was more favoured by his 
motherg for she provided him with the manors of Cheswardine and 
Wrockwardine. He was in his ýrother William's comparq at Agincourt and 
probably fought at the battle of the Seine in the following yeart for 
he was retained in May 1416 to go to France for the relief of Harfleur. 
(3) 
He was clearly quite closely attached to his brother Johng for in the 
same year he was a witness to a deed of Hughq Lord Burnell, settling 
lands on his young nephew Jo)m at the time of the latter's betrothal to 
(4) 
Hugh's granddaughter Katherineq and in 1418 lie accompanied both his 
(5) 
brothersq John and Richard to Ireland, He probably returned with 
John in 14199 but he died, like William, without issuel before 
He was Gilbert's Lieutenant in Caen 4astle in June 1418- His own 
retinue was mustered from July 1419 until December 1420- He POs- 
sibly took oyer the Captaincy of his brother's men after his death 
in October 1418 (2N-Rt it P714; iit PP3229 3249 3269 373,392-3). 
(2) MR, 1422-299--, PP35,317-8- For details see below p 141. His will was 
proved on 17 Januaxy (E. R. Jacobq Register Henry- Chichelef ii, P325- 
(3) PRO9 E101/69/8/549- 
(4) Cat Ang De_edsg UP C23989 PP515-6. 





The lands granted to both of them hence reverted to the 
main inheritance. 
Lady Ankaret died in 1413. She had weathered the storm in the 
4 
early years of the reign of Henry IV and had launched her childreng 
particularly her favourite John, successfully into the world. On her 
death Gilbert succeeded to his full inheritance with the exception of 
three estates devised to his brothers, Although he had spent years of 
service in the household of Henry V, when Prince of Wales, and was 
clearly trusted by himq he received no great political or military pro- 
motion after 1413, This suggests that proven loyalty rather than 
outstanding ability co=ended him most to the new King. His first 
command as joint Captain of the fleet with Sir Thomas Carew was given 
him on 18 Februamy 1415- 
(2) 
But shortly after this he was retained by 
Henry to serve in the expeclition, to Franco. He was consequently at 
Southampton in early July with his retirme of thirty lances and ninety 
a=chers. 
(3) 
Howeverv he did not sail with the King$ for on 5 July he 
was appointed to treat with Owain Glyn Dwrg with a general brief 9 pro- 
Ibidt P332. After his death Wrockwardine was granted to William and 
Meswaxdine to Gilbert's widowq Beatricet during the minority of 
his daugghterg Ankaret (CFR, 1413-22p P274). 
(2) Feodera, ix, p202; cpR, 1413-16, p294. They were deputies of Thomaso 
Earl of Dorset, the Admiral of Englande 
J. H. Wylie and W. T. Waugho Henry Vp it P467; N. H. Nicolasp 
OP cito P345- 
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sumably, to keep watch on Wales in the King's absence. 
(') 
While at 
Southampton, on 5 Augustq he served on the jury of Peers that passed 
sentence on the Earl of Cambridge and Lord Scrope. 
(2) 
In April 1416 
he was employed in a minor diplomatic role, being sent to Calais to 
associate himself with the Captain in welcoming the Emperor Sigismndt 
and in August and September he was, at Sandwich in the Kingla. compary 
before he crossed to Calais. 
(3) 
The last year of Lord Gilbert's life was spent in Normandy. lie 
joined the 1417 expedition with a retime of four hundred men. 
(4) 
He 
took part in the siege of Caen and on I October was appointed Captain- 
General of the marches of Normandy. In this capacity he led a raid into 
the Cotenting but on his return was caught by the tide in the mouth of 
the Vire and only escaped with the loss of all his baggage and loot. 
Perhaps because of this he was relieved of the command on 28 January 
1418. 
(5) 
He subsequently served at the sieges of Domfront, Caudebec 
(1) MR, 1413-16, PP3429 404- His commission was renewed on 24 February 
1416 with reference to treat with Owain's son Meredith. 
(2) Rot Parl, iv, pp64-7; RamsaYt PP198-99* 
(3) Je He Wylie and We T. Waugh, op cit, iii, p22; Prop Priv Councq 
iit P194. 
Vita Henrici Quinti, P32- Unfortunately Talbot is one of those faw 
peers whose musters have not survived. 
H. Wylie ancl W. T. Waugho o-p citt iiit P72-3- 
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and Rouen. It was before Rouen that he died, probably of diseaset on 
19 0 ctober 1418-(') 
Gilbert's death left but one lifeg that of his daughter Ankaxetp 
between his brother John and succession to the combined inheritances of 
the Talbotsp Le Stranges and Purnivals. Howeverg Gilbert had taken pre- 
cautions against the eventuality of an early'death. His first wifev 
Joan of Gloucesterq having clied in 1400, 
(2) 
he had not married again 
until the beginning of the reign of Henry V9 when he took as his second 
wife a certain Beatrice of Portugal. 
(3) 
Their daughter was born in 1416. 
Various enfeoffments had been made to proteot the interests of his 
family before he sailed to Normandy in 1417; firstg the lordship of 
BlacImere was enfeoffecl to use and the title conveyed to the joint 
enfeoffment of himself and Bgstriog; 
(4) 
second, on I June 14159 the 
xii, 
)p6le. 
He was Captain of Caen in June 1418 (CNR, oR citp 
41: P713 
(2) See above P10. 
(3) Collectanea Topogra ýphica-et Genealop-icat it ppSO-9. Little is 
known of Beatrice except that her seal bore the five crescents of 
the house of Pinto. She is not to be confused with the Donna 
Beatrice, an illegitimate daughter of the King of Portugal, who 
married Thomas, Earl of Arundel. 
(4) Ibid; CCR, 1419-22, pp24-5. The fooffees were two senior members 
of his ho-usehold - Roger Thirsk, Rector of Whitchurcht and John Camvillp Steward of Blackmere - and Edward Sprencheauxg or Sprerighose, 
of (? )Plashl Shropshireq an NP in 1416 who was retained by Talbot as 
a lance in 1415 (see H. T. Weymanp 'Shropshire UPsIq TSAS9 4th 
Series, xi, Pt It P14; X. H. Nicolas, oD cit. P345)- 
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lordship of Painswick was enfeoffed to use, the feoffees being led by 
his brother Richard; and thirdly, on 15 JulYP the lordship of Goodrich 
and the manors of Eccleswallq Badgewo: rthv Huntleyq Longhope and the Lea 
were also enfeoffed to useq-the feoffees being led again by Richaxd*(') 
Unfortunatelyp Gilbert had not been nearly careful enough in making 
his arrangements to deny the King the fruits of wardship. Not only had 
he failed to purchase licences for his enfooffmontst he had also ignored 
the fact that Lady Beatrice was still an alien and thus had no rights 
under English law. The Crown exploited this carelessness ruthlessly. 
Initially it proceeded in total disrega: rd of the enfeoffments. Orders 
were sent out to the Escheators to take the lands into hand and make 
inquisition on I November 1418, assessors (John Merbury and John Bridge) 
were appointed on 13 December and custody of the inheritance during the 
minority of Gilbert's heiressl, Ankaret, was awarded to George Hawkstone 
OCR, 1419-229 PP4P 17-8; CPR, 1416-229 p219. The feoffeen inclu- 
ded Sir William Beauchamp of Powickq Sir William Stanley and two 
men - James Holt and John Walsh'- who both at one time acted as his 
deputy as Justice of Chester (CCRq 1413-199 PP519,522; BP 65/ 
1417-18) and in both enfeoffmentag Walter Woodburn, his Receiver 
General (Ibid) * 
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of Hawkstonel Shropshireq on 22 February 1419-(1) In June and July 
followingg however, the enfeoffments to use were recognised on payment 
of fine and the lands involved were consequ; ntly excluded when, on 
16 Julyl custody of the inheritance was transferred to Robert BaYnham 
of Mitcheldean, Gloucestershire. 
(2) 
But no recognition was as yet made 
of the claims of M4 Beatrice either for dower or in Blackmere. This 
did not come until 23 Octobert fully a year after Gilbert's death, when 
CFR, 1413-229 pp239-40,265-61 268. According to his account 
rendered to the Exchequerg Hawkstoneg Escheator of Shropshire in 
1417-189 kept the custody of the Shropshire estates from the time 
of Gilbert's death until the grant in his favour of February 1419- 
During this period he delivered 11/4d. from the issues of 
Cheswardine and 95/5/10id- from Blackmere. He also reported the 
enfeofDaent in favour of Beatrice. And yet it is apparent from 
the Bailiff of Blaoltmere's acebunt for 19 October 1418 - 20 August 
1419 that Beatrice enjoyed uninterrupted occupation. Did Hawkstone's 
custody involve a compromise with Beatrice? He later became a 
councillor of John Talbot and a family connection may well have 
influenced his position (PRO, E368/191/222; BP 81/1418-19,76/1424-25)- 
In Herefordshire the feoffees' accountantep including Walter 
'Woodburn at Ecoleswall, delivered the estates to the new Escheator, 
Thomas de la Hayl on 4 November. At Easter following Hay delivered 
C17/8/4d. of the issues of the 'hundred of Irchenfield' to the 
Exchequer (PRO, E368/191/176,192/189)o 
(2) CFRj 1413-22, p284; CCRI 1419-229 pp4t 17; CPRO 1416-229 p219. 
The feoffees were fined PO for trespasses in entering without 
licence. Baynham was a close neighbour of Goodrich, Longhope and 
Eccleswall, and probably brother-in-law of Beatrice's Receiver 
Generall John Abr ý-Ill 
(J, Maclean, 'The History of Dene Magna't 
Transactions of the Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological 
Society, vi (1881-2), P131 ff)- 
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the King relentedf accepted her as a liegewomang recognised her de facto 
occupation of Blackmere and Gilbert's deed of joint-enfeoffment and 
awarded her the customary dower of. z third part of the inheritance. 
(') 
Moreoverg on 14 February 14209 the custody of the remainder was trams- 
ferrecl from Baynham, to her with the wardship and marriage of her 
daughter. But a price was set to the King's apparent generosity. 
Beatrice had to pay no less then 2P500 maxkst in instalments of 300 
twice yearlys for the privilege. 
(2) 
The burden of this proved too much 
andl after the death of her daughter on 13 December 1421, she petitioned 
the King that the issues of the land could not support the charge. The 
King's pardon of the outstanding sum c=e on 22 March 14229(3) a month 
after her brother-in-lawq John Talbott had been given seisin of the 
inheritance (6 February). 
(4) 
One of the reasons stated for the pardon 
was Beatrice's goo& services about the Queeng but this must have affor- 
dea little consolation. 
(5) 
The whole affair not only demonstrates the 
(1) CCRq 1419-229 pp24-5* 
CPR, 1416-22, P258o 
(3) Ibidt P415. She should have paid 19500 marks up 109 and includr, 61 
Easter 1422. Evidence of her selling stock to raise the Capital can 
be found in the Blackmere Receiver's account of 1420-21 (EP 75/1420-21: 
(4) CFR9 1413-229 P422o 
She is known to have'been in attendance on the Queen at Eltham in 
the su=er of 1421 (BP 75/1420-2l)- 
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Crown's attitude to a device (enfeoffments to use) which sought to 
circumscribe its rights of wardshipp(l) but also in his treatment of the 
widow of one of his life long companions in arms throws an interesting 
sidelight on the character of Henry V. 
In the backgroundl a fairly important role seems to have been 
played by Beatrice's brother-in-law and the head of the familyp John. 
James Ilext, Beatrice's servantg had been sent to Normandy in December 
1420 to confer with him andegain to London in February 1421. In 1421 
John had also drawn extensively on the lordship of Blackmere in both Men 
and arrows for his retime of war(2) and on 4 March 1421 he came to an 
interesting agreement with Beatrice, whereby she granted her entire 
dowerg drawn from the fuU revenues of the manors of Bampton, Swindong 
Shrivenhaml Ashton and Broughton Gifford to Johng who then made her his 
tenant therein. 
(3) 
At this time it would appear she was planning to marrY 
I Thomas Fettiplace of East Sheffordt her late husband's Steward of 
Bampton. In the following summer the couple were in London together and 
Enfeoffments to use have been studied in detail by G. A. Holmest 
The Estates of the Higher Nobility in Fourteenth Century Enplandq 
Ch II passim, and J. M. IV. Beanj The Decline of EAllish Feudalismv 
Chs Three and Four passim. 
(2) 13P 75/1420-21. 
CCR, 1447-54, ppll-12. 
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were married after a few months. 
(') 
She was preparing to quit all 
her claims in the Talbot inheritancep for after the death of the childq 
Ark et (which appears to have been expected)q she surrendered Blackmere 
to John as well. She was probably glad to be able to leave behind all 
her connections with the Talbot family and the trouble they had brought 
herl and to start a new and more humble life as the wife of Thomas 
Fettiplace. She bore Fettiplace several children and lived until 
Christmas Day 1447- 
(2) 
But if Lady Beatrice was more than willing to come to terms with 
the new Lord Talbotp John Abrahall, her Receiver General, was not. 
(3) 
but in the Abrahall was dismissed before, or at, Michaelmas 1422, 
following year he took up ams against Talbot. Such-disturbance was 
caused by both in the neighbourhood of Goodrich that the inhabitants 
appealed to Parliament. 
(4) 
The origins of the dispute are obscure. 
BP 75/1420-21; Collectanea ToDoRra-Dhica et Genealogical iq p88. A 
boat was hired to carry Beatrice and Fettiplace from London to 
Westminster. Their first child was born at East Shefford in 1423. 
(2) CCRP 1447-541 ppll-129 
(3) MP 75/1420-21t 76/1422-23. John Abrahall of Gy1ough and Eton Tregozp Herefordshireg was Receiver General in 1420-21 but he had been 
replaced by Richard Legett, by Michaelmas 1422. 
(4) Rot Parig iv, p254a. The names of those involved axe recited. Talbot 
had a following of at least 49 men, including his brother William. His 
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It is possible that Lady Beatrice had allowed Abrahall a free rein in 
the management of her Herefordshire and Gloucestershire estates and 
that his dismissal involved the loss of much local influence (he wasIMP 
for Herefordshire in 1419). It is conceivable too that the quarrel 
existed before Talbot succeeded to his brother's estates, for it may 
be more than coincidence that in 1419 the custody of the Talbot estates 
ms first granted to John Talbot's retainer and then to Abrahall's brother- 
in-law. Talbotp inevitablyg triumphed and no'- more is heard of the 
quarrel. Abrahall survived to take office in the Crown estate adminiStra- 
tiong(l) and eventually served Talbot himself twenty years later. 
For John Talbot things could not have turned out better. He had 
succeeded to the combined inheritances of the Talbots, Le Stranges and 
Purnivals without having to meet any rival claims. He must have been 
particularly pleased to have been able to add Blackmere to his Shropshire 
I 
possessions. He had always shown more interest in Shropshire than in 
the neighbourhood of his wife's inheritance in Sheffield. He had already 
betrothed his eldest son to the heiress, of one of the largest inheri- 
tances in the county and he drew his closest retainers and companions 
from the county gentry. 
(2) 
The possession of Blackmereq his birthplace 
For notes on Abrahall's stormy career see Wedgwoody pl. 'When he died 
in 1443 he was Receiver of the lordship of Momouth and left a for- 
tune of E1,129/l/Sid. (PRO9 E368/233/109). 
(2) For these matters see Chs II and VI below. 
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and childhood home must have been close to his heart. It was perhaps 
to insure his possession of this that he secured a quit claim on 
20 June 1424 from the survivors of feoffees who had held the lordship 
to the use of his mother. 
(') 
Within thirty-five yearsp through the 
making of three shrewd marriages and the fortune of two premature deathsq 
the family had advanced from lesser marcher lords to the ranks of the 
richer nobilitye John, 6th Lord Talbotq could be thankful for his good 
fortune. 
PRO# C 179/139. 
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ii 
THE PPOILY AIM THE IM=TANCE, 1422-1460 
The emergence of the Talbot family in the senior ranks of the 
nobility was due largely to the time-honoured fortune of shrewd mar- 
riages and premature deaths. No other such windfalls were to come its 
way. Although both John Talbot and his heir were able to increase, 
largely by purchase, the number of their estates, and despite Talbot's 
own attempt to break it upt the foundation of the Earldom of Shrewsbury 
remained essentially that which was brought together between 1387 and 
1422 for almost two centuries. The history of the yeaxs 1422-1460 was 
determined by 6ne event - John Talbot's second marriagel in or before 
1425, to Margaret Beauchamp. Not only did it bring claims, which they 
attempted to make good, to the lordship of Berkeleyt but it also led to 
the attemptj equally futile, to partition the inheritance between the 
children of Talbot's two marriages. But before describing these terri- 
torial disputes, John TalbotIs family by his first wife must be 
considered. 
John, as described in Chapter It married Maud Nevill, heiress of 
Furnivalg as a result of his mother's marriage treaty with Lord Furnival 
in 1401. There were at least five children of the marriage: John (born 
before 1413), Thomas (born and died in Ireland in 1416), Christopherl 
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Joan, and another daughter who died in childhood. 
(') 
Talbot had ambi- 
tious schemes for his eldest song whilst still only a baby, for he was 
betrothed to Katherine, granddaughter and co-heiress of Hughq Lord 
Burnellq in or before 1416. In that yeax Burnell enfeoffed no less than 
twenty-nine Shropshire manors and the manor of Wolverhampton to feoffees 
who were responsible for conveying the estates back to himself with the 
remainder to Talbotj Talbot's song Johng and his own granddaughter, 
Katherinel and the heirs of 
- their bodies. 
(2) 
And after Hugh's death on 
27 November 1420, in accordance with the deed of 1416, the Escheator of 
Shropshire wan ordered to take the fealty of John, John and Katherine. 
(3) 
Yet, despite thisp neither Talbot, father or song ever gained possession 
of the manors involved. At some unknown date the contract was broken, 
for by 1430 Katherine had married Sir John Radcliffe. 
(4) 
What led to 
the loss of Katherine's inheritance is not known, although one would like 
(1) Thomas was born at Fing ýlas)On 19 June and died there on 10 August (Chronicle of Ireland 26 Joan eventually married Jamesq Lord Berkeley (see below pýqý. 
; 
osts for the funeral for a daughter were met by the Steward of Blackmere in 1423-24 (HP 85/1423-24)- 
(2) Cat Ana Deed 
. ii. C2398j p215- John and Katherine were cousins. Hugh Burnell married Eleanor Le Strange of Knockin, Ankaret Talbot's first cousin. Katherine was about twelve in 1416 (CPf ii, P435)o 
(3) CCRq 1419-22, P154; MR, 1416-229 p371* 
(4) 29 xit PP704-5- Perhaps Radcliffe's gift of a pipe of wine to the Blacl=ere household in 1423-24 was comected (BP 85/1423-24) 
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to think that Katherine herself showed a rare spirit of independence 
afid married the man of her choice. One manor from the Burnell inheri- 
tance (Tasley) didg in fact, pass into the hands of the Talbots and this 
could possibly have been the price of her freedom. 
This affair, little that we know of it, is one of the few recorded 
incidents of the first forty yeaxs of Sir John Talbot Ia life. He was 
knighted in 1426 and for his support received the manor of Worksop from 
his father in 1435-36. He was possibly given other estates from his 
father's lands, for by 1442 he employed his own Receiver. 
(') 
His where- 
abouts can be traced but rarely in all these years. Only in March 1443 
is it known that he was at Fulbourne in Cambridgeshire on his father's 
business. 
(2) 
Beforo 1445 he had married Elizabetho daughter of James 
Butler, Earl of Ormond. 
(3) 
After hie marriage he perhaps took a closer 
interest in tho lands he was due to inherit from his motherv for by 1446 
he was maintainiq3 an establisbment known as his guest-house within 
Sheffield castle. He is known to have been in residence there twice; 
on 6 September 1446 when he drew up his will before crossing to Ireland 
as Chancellor in his father's compaxy and on 30 November 1451 when he 
(1) Sheffield Receiver's accounto 1442-43, printed in THASv Jit pp229-46. 
(2) Ibid, p243. 
(3) 2, xiv P705. 
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sealed letters making his kinsman, Thomas Talbot, Prior of Kilmainham, 
his deputy in that office. 
(') 
Until his succession to his father's 
Earldom in 1453 little more is known of Talbot's eldest son. 
More, in factp is recorded about his second song Christopherp 
knighted before 1433. Unlike his elder brotherl Sir Christopher is 
known to have served in France between June 1435 and July 1436. He may 
possibly have been capturedg but if so was immediately ransomedq for he 
is to be traced at Blackmere in 1436. 
(2) 
He seems to have been both 
more impressive as a man and more, active in his father's affairs than 
John. He clearly enjoyed a considerable reputation in the listst for in 
November 1440 it was r0ported in a letter of Robert Repps to John Pastong 
full of news of the recapture of Harfleur and the release of the Duke of 
I 
Orleans, that a Spanish Knight had a=ived who would "reme a cours wyth 
a sharpe spore for his sovereyn lady sake; qwom other Sir Richard 
WodvYle or Sir Christofere Talbot shall delyver, to the wyrohip of 
Englond and hemselffq be Goddes grace. " 
(3) 
In addition to demonstrativa 
his sporting prowessq 'Master Christopher' was also fairly busyt as the 
Blackmere accounts revealy in his father's affairs in the 1430s. This is 
(1) THAS9 ii, P352; Testamenta Eboracensial (Surtees Societyq xxx), 
p253; CPRq IAýý2, _p560. 
(2) -CPR, 1429-36, P475; 1249 Ad Ch 439; HP 76/1435-36. An unn=ed son 
of Talbot's was captured, whom he had to ransom in 1436. 
(3) Paston Letters, ii, p47. 
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all the more significant since there axe no references to his elder 
brother being similarly occupied. 
(') 
His promising career was brought 
to an early endq howeverg at Cause (Shropshire) on 10 August 14439 when 
he was run through by a lance wielded by his IservantIq Griffith 
(2) 
Vaughan. On his death the manors of Bubnell and Glossop, which he 
had been granted by his fatherg were divided in the absence of heirs 
6-1V' between his brother ancl. 'step-brother 
Johng Lord Lisle. 
Lord Lisle was Talbot's oldest son by Margaret Beauchamp. Maudq 
Lady Talbott died on 31 May 1422(4) and Talbot married the eldest daughter 
of RicharcIq Earl of Warwick in the chapel of Warwick castle before 
(1) BP 76/1433-37; Wedgwood, P837- In 1437 he was also associated with 
his father as a feoffee of Bolas (see below P63). 
(2) Ibid- Mr. J. lawsong of Shrewsbury Schoolq has suggested that 
Vaughan was involved in a border raid on the Stafford lordship of 
Cause and that Talbot was killed attempting to protect the pro- 
perty. It is sometimes stated (wrongly) that Sir Christopher was 
killed at the battle of Northampton in 1460 - eg, Sir James Tait's 
article on the second Earl in the DNB and more recently R. I. Jack, 
'A Quincentenary: the Battle of Northampton1g, Nottipghamshire'Fast 
and Present, q 111,1 (1960)9 p24* 
(3) Sheffield Receiver's account, 1446-47, THAS9. iit PP340-60. 
(4) Rot Pat Claus Hib, p225. 
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14 April 1425, and p. ossibly on 6 September 1424-(') It was undoubtedly 
a fine matchp for not only was Margaret a daughter of one of the noblest 
families of Englandq but also at the time of the ma=iage she was both 
close in line of succession to the Earldom of Warwick and joint-heiress 
to her mother's barory of Lisle and her claim to Berkeley. The likeli- 
hood of succession to part of her father's inheritance decreased when 
his second wifeg Isabel Despenserp gave birth to a sono Henryq later 
Duke of Warwickq in March 1425- It was revivedq howevert in 1449 when 
Henry died leaving an only sister, Anneq as sole heiress. There is 
some evidence that Maxgarett, her sisterst Eleanor, Duchess of Somersett 
and. Elizabetht Iady Lcýtimer, and their husbandsq contested the succession 
of Anne's husband, Richard Nevillq to the title. 
(2) 
They certainly suc- 
ceeded in securing recognition as heirs to Richard and Anne in the event 
(3) 
of their dying childless. Furtheraoreq Talbot had obviously long 
had half an eye on the Earldom, for he referred in his will in 1452 to 
The Complete Peerage has 6 September 1425 as the date of the marriage. 
But 'Margarett Lady Talbot' was appointed a supervisor of Sir William 
Talbot's will on 14 A ril preceding (Register Henry Chicheleg ed 
E. F. Jacob, ii, P32653. The deed from which the compilers of the 
gomplete-Peerage took this dateg then in the possession of St. Clair 
Baddeleyq Castle Haleg Painswick, is unfortunately no longer traceable. 
The wedding might have taken place on 6 September 1424. 
(2) For a discussion of thisq see R. L. Storeyq The End of'the House of 
Lancaster Appendix vig p231 ff. 
(3)- CPR, 1446-529 P324. 
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his Irightt in the lhonour of Warwick'. 
(') 
But it is to be doubted 
that he pursued this right with any great vigour. 
The Talbot energies were conCentratedp in factp on the claims inheri- 
ted from Lady Margaret's mother. 'After her father's death in 1439 she 
duly entered her share of the Lisle inheritance, -being granted as 
the 
(2) 
eldest sister the head of the barony at Kingston Lislej Berkshirer- 
and her (much smaller) shaxe of the few Berkeley lands which had des- 
cendeat unchallenged, to her mother. These estates formed the basis 
of the lands provided for her children; three boysq Johnp Humphrey and 
Lewisq and three girlsg Elizabeth# Eleanor and Waren. The eldesto 
John (born c1426)q was created Lord Lisle in 14449 
(3) 
But neither she 
nor her husband were satisfied with a share of the Lisle inheritanceso 
for after 1439 they not only took up her mother's claim to the ancient 
barony of Berkeleyq but also attempted$ at the expense of John's first 
family, to convey a large part of his own inheritance to their childrdn. 
His efforts to realise these two aims and the passionate opposition they 
aroused dominated Talbot's domestic affairs in the last fourteen years 
of his life. 
(1) Register Stafford and Kemp, f 312b. 
(2) CFR9 1437-459 PP97-8- 
(3) 29 Viiii PP55-8. Lisle was promoted to the rank of Viscount on 
30 October 1451 - 
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The Berkeley lawsuitj in which the Talbot paxticipation was but a 
phasel has been described elsewhere. 
(') 
This account will, inevitablyp 
draw heavily on J. Smyth's Lives of the Berkeleys, but it is hoped that$ 
in examining the dispute from the Talbot angle, particularly between 
1439-53, fresh light will be thrown on their part. The origin of the 
dispute was the settlement of the lordship of Berkeley and its members, 
separate from the other estates forming the Berkeley inheritancep in fee 
tail male in 1349. This was tested in 1417 when, on the death of Thomass 
Lord Berkeleyq his only. daughtert Elizabethp and her husband, Richaxdj 
Earl of Warwick, took possession of Berkeley castle and laid claim to 
the whole of the Berkeley inheritance in defiance of Lord Thomas' nearest 
male heirl his nephew James. Howeverl the inquisition post mortemt which 
fin4ly completed its inquiries in Novemberg found that James was heir 
male and that he should by right of the entail of 1349 inherit the castle 
of Berkeley and the dozen manors in the Vale of Berkeley which consti- 
tuted the ancient barorq. All other lands held by Lord Thomas, both of 
the Lisle inheritance and of the Berkeley inheritance as held in fee 
simple or heir generall were found to descend to Elizabeth. The Earl and 
Countess ofWarwick consequently sued livery and paid relief for these 
lands. The Berkeley part of these was some half dozen manors and other 
J. Smyth's Lives of the Berkeleysq (referred to henceforth as Smyth) is still the fullest account, b einS firmly based on documents preserved 
in Berkeley castle. A surnmary of the lawsuit can also be found in Transactions of the Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological Society, 
iii. 
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properties in Gloucestershire, Somerset, Bristol and Bridgwaterv which 
included the manors of South Cerney, Bedminster and Portishead, but 
excluded Portbury. These, with the Lisle estates, eventually passed 
without dispute to Elizabeth's daughters. 
(') 
But the nucleus of the Berkeley inheritance with its "opulent 
revenue , 
(2) 
was denied to Warwick and it was over this that he fought 
Lord James. The details of the quarrel between them need not concern 
us. A settlement was eventually negotiated between the two in October 
1426. Warwick made significant concessions and agreed on a division of 
the lordshipq whereby he kept the manors of Wotton-under-Edgeg Simondshall 
and Cowley, with rents in other properties in Gloucestershire and 
Somersetq for the term of his life only. James' right as heir male to 
Berkeley castle and the remainder, and to the whole after Warwickts 
death, was recognised. 
(3) 
Lord and Lady Talbot and her sisters must have concurred with the 
compromise of 1426. But no sooner was Warwick dead than they took action 
to reverse it. In one vital respect, however, they were forestalled by 
(1) Smytht PP34-59 42. These Berkeley lands were included as part of 
the Lisle lands in a later Beauchamp valor (PRO, SC 12/18/46). 
(2) Ibidq P35- 
(3) Ibidt P47- 
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Jamesj Lord Berkeleyq for he immediately re-entered the lands he had 
conceded to Warwick. But he was made to pay for his temerity. The 
influence wielded by Warwick's sons-in-lawp Edmundq Earl of Dorset, 
Talbot and George, Lord Latimer, bore heavily on him. On 2 July 1439 
he was committed to the Tower and only released on recognizance of 
E190009 an undertaking to appear in Chancez7 for the following three 
Michaelmases and a promise to abide by the order of that court. Hewas 
also removed from all commissionst including Commissions of the Peace. 
(') 
Having thus dealt with Berkeleyq the heiresses' attention turned to the 
inquisition post-mortem, on their father's landsl held at Gloucester on 
6 September. The JUXY9 packed or intimidatedg found that the succession 
I 
of not only Wotton-under-Edgeg Simondshall and Cowleyt but also Hinton, 
Cam and Slimbridget belonged to Margaretq Eleanor and Elizabeth. 
(2) 
This favourable findingg howeverp did not give the heiresses actual 
possessiong which became less likely as the years went by. The Crownt 
whichy perhaps under the influence of Cardinal Beaufort, had turned a 
blind eye in 1439 (Beaufort was Dorset's uncle)p began to take a firmer 
Ibidt P57. The heiresses were also allowed to enter their lands 
parcel by parcel as inquisitions were returned and on 26 July were 
given livery of all before inquisitions were completed because 
"certain persons purposed and greatly laboured to hinder the taking 
of inquisitions" (CPR, 1436-41, p293; CFR9 1437-459 P97)1 
Ibid, P57. 
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and more neutral attitude. At the same time Dorset and Latimer- appear 
gradually to have lost interestv leaving the Talbots alone to pursue 
the claim. This was apparent by August 1440, The heiresses had suc- 
ceeded in entering a few tenements in Wotton-under-Edge and Cowleyq and 
Berkeley, disregarding the inquisition of 14399 brought a charge of novel 
disseisin against themg to which the heiresses countered with charges 
concerning Hintont Cam and Slimbridge. Arbitration was entrusted to a 
panel consisting of three Peers - Humphrey, Duke of Gloucesterp 
Berkeley's lord since 1421, Richardq Duke of Yorkt from whom Talbot 
received annuities worth at least MOO, and the neutral Humphreyt Earl 
of Stafford - and two Judgesq Sir John Hody and Sir Richard Newton. But 
a decision was postponed because both Dorset and Talbot were at the time 
fully engaged in the siege of Harfleur. Moreovert Talbotj and he alonet 
threatened that if Judgment were reached in his absence, he would raise 
the siege and return to England. 
(') 
The narrowing down of the dispute 
to Berkeley and Talbot was again demonstrated by an incident which pro- 
bably occurred later in the same year. John Talbot, later Lord Lisle, 
sent a servant to serve a subpoena on Berkeley at Vlotton-under-Edge to 
appear in Chancery. Berkeley's answer was# in the customary manner$ to 
beat the bearer and force him to eat the ordert parchment, wax and all. 
(2) 
CCFto 1455-419 P325. Berkeley and Gloucester had sealed indentures on 1 November 14219 in which Gloucester had agreed to SUPPOrt his quarrels It was Probably his influence which had paved the way for the agree- ment Of 1426 (Smytho P45). For Talbot and York see below p 2. zS. 
(2) Smythl P599 
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Early in 1441, Dorset and Latimer, in Talbot's absencel showed 
their willingness to come to terms. On 18 February they and Berkeley 
bound themselves over for 59000 marks each and agreed to accept an award 
to be made by Hody, Newton and John Frayq chief baron of the Exchequerv 
before midsummer. This wasp in factp postponed to November#(') but by 
this time Talbot had probably revealed his opposition to any settlement 
his brothers-in-law might make, for he obtained a protection from all 
suits for a year from 24 October. At the same time, another 
Gloucestershire inquisition was moved to find that the heiress' rights 
in Berkeley were even more extensive than those found in 1439. 
(2) 
And 
in January 1442 a petition was presented on his behalf in Parliament to 
have a protection for all his lands, particularly against assize of novel 
disseisin. This was grantedg but the Crown warily insisted thato if any 
action were taken against the Berkeleysq it. would be disallowed. 
(3) 
It 
was possibly to allay suspicions that in the following monthp having 
recently returned from Prancel he Agreed to Soin Dorset and Latimer in 
referring the dispute to axbitration again. 
(4) 
But thisq like the earlier 
effort came to nought. The real intentions of the Talbots were revealed 
(1) CCRP 1435-419 P464. 
(2) Smythq PP58,60. Thisp it was claimedq came as a result of a thorough 
investtgation of Berkeley deeds by the late Earl of Warwick and his 
council, 
(3) Rot Parl, iv, pp4O-1* 
(4) CCR9 1441-479 p6o. The awaxd was to be made by Palm Sunday (25 March). 
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later in the year when Margaret, now Countess of Shrewsburyp lost 
patience with the process of law and took forcible possession of Wotton- 
under-Edgep Cowley and Simondshall. 
(') 
Having thus eventually gained possession of the manors occupied by 
Warwickg the Talbots were prepared to come to terms with Berkeley. But 
this took time. Not until 12 September 1445 aia all parties appear in 
Chancery and agree that a settlement should be made. Talbot and Berkeley 
both entered into ; ecognizances of C29000 eachq(2) and an award was 
finally made at Cirencester on 5 April 1448 by Lords Beauchamp and 
Ferrersp and Judges Fortescue and Yelverton. Once again a compromise 
was proposed. Referring to the settlement of 1426, the arbitrators 
awarded Wotton-under-Edgeo Simondshall, and Cowley to Margarett Countess 
of Shrewsburyg for torm of life onlyg and the rest to Berkeley. In 
sanctioning the forcible possession of 1442 this represented a qualified 
victory to the Talbotsq but the award had carefully avoided any refer- 
ence to an hereditary title. 
(3) 
The test was whether Berkeley was 
prepared to accept yet again the position he had endured in 1426-39. 
Berkeley in fact almost i=ediately revealed his dissatisfaction by 
Smyth, P59. He states this took place three years after James 
Berkeley had taken peacable possession. 
(2) Ibid 
(3) Ibids p6l. 
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refusing in 1449 to join in a petition to Pýxli=ent to ratify the 
award. Indeedl according to Smyth, he was never prepared to accept it. 
In the silmyner of 14509 therefore, taking advantage of the disorder 
caused by Cade's rebellion and Lord Lisle's presence in the King's army 
at Blackheath, he turned his anger on Wotton-under-Edge and thoroughly 
sacked the manor house. The damage done was extensive. All the main 
timbers were cut and all the iron and lead stripped. 
(2) 
But this act 
of destruction only succeeded in cxeating a feud out of a dispute, for 
the Talbots detexmined to reverige themselves* For a year it seems, 
southern Gloucestershire was disrupted by their private war. The 
Berkeleys took to their castle whilst Lisle mobilised local support 
against them, 
(3) 
In the early summer of 1451 Shrewsbury himselft 
recently returned from Franceg arrived on the scene. On 16 June Isabelf 
Lady Berkeleyl wrote from London to her hunband: 
(1) Ibid, p62. 
(2) C. L. KirL, -sford, Ervýlish Historical Literature, P366- Six Town 
ChMniclesq P130; Chancery Proceediruzs, Eli abeth 1,, 
0 it plxxviii. 
Lady Margaret claimed in 1464 that the lead in the drainsg conduits 
and sewers. was ripped out, goods worth 4,000 marks were taken and 
that initial repairs cost 1,600 marks. 
Ibid. S=jth refers to the 11inroaes and spoiles that their followers 
made each upon others lands and tenants" (P73). For the Talbot 
supporters see belowW2-35-8. 
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"The Earle of Shroesbury lieth right nye unto Yout and 
shapeth all the wyles that hee can to distrusse you and 
yoursq for hee will not meddle with you openly noe manner 
of wise, but it bee with great falsdome that hee can bring 
about to beguile you, or els that hee caused yee have so 
fewe peopull about youg then will hee set on yout for 
hee saith hee will never come to the king againe till hee 
have done you an ill turne". (I) 
Possibly Talbot kept his wordt for he is not known to have returned 
to the court until after Lisle had managed to enter Berkeley castle. Of 
two versions later put fowaxd by the parties, Lady Margaret's descrip- 
tion of how this was achieved is probably basically correct. 
(2) 
That is 
that 9 on the night of 6 September 1451 . Berkeley sent a band of men to 
raid the house of one Richard Andrews, a blind tenant of the Talbots. 
But Viscount Lisle was forewaxmedp came to the rescue and overcame 
Berkeley's men. Amongst them was one Ryse Teweg who under threat of 
death was m ched back to Berkeley and forced to persuade the unsuspec- 
ting guzxd to open the gate* James Berkeley and his sons were surprised 
in their beds. With their enemies in their hands, the Talbots proceeded 
to exact their revenge, 
What part Talbot himself played in this or subsequent actions is hard 
(1) Smyth, p63. 
(2) In 1466 James' son William petitioned the Crown against Margaretq citing 
his version of the events of 1451-52. Margaret replied with her ver- 
sion. Berkeloycould only accuse the Talbots of hiring Tewe to betray 
his father "by their subtle and dampnable ymagenancions" (Chancery 
Proceedirxgs. Elizabeth I,, i, plxxvi ff). 
t--, 
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to assess. He seems to have stayed in the background whilst the lead in 
prosecuting the Berkeleys was taken by his Countess. Certainly at the 
end of September he was surmoned to the King in the Midlands, who was 
then preparing to take action against the war between Devon and Bonville 
in Devon and Somerset. 
(') 
Whilst this was being settled Lady Margaret 
kept the Berkeleys imprisoned in their own castle. 
(2) 
Then on 4 October 
she brought them before the court of oyer and terminer at Chipping Campden. 
Here the Berkeleys were condemned for the sack of Wotton-under-Edge and 
ordered to make compensation for the lands in Slimbridgeq Warthe and 
Newleaseq and pay C19000 in cashq with the grant of the castle of Berkeley 
to the Talbots for two years as surety. Jamesp Lord Berkeley, was further 
bound to pay 700 marks damages to Lislej and his son William was bound over 
as Lisle's retainer. Finally, the court confirmed the Talbot right to 
Wotton-under-Edgep and ordered Berkeley to raise a recognizance of F-10POOO. 
(3, 
(1) R. L. Storeyq The End of the House of Lancasterl p9l. Between 22-30 
September Devon c=paigned through Somerset against Bonville and the 
Earl of Wiltshire. It was Richard of York, not the Kinsy who pacified 
the quarrel. His presence in the West Country led one chronicler to 
state that he had imprisoned Berkeley (Six Town Chroniclest P138). 
(2) ChanceEy Proceedings, op cit. Berkeley charged Margaret of keeping 
them under great duress. Margaret would only admit to their being 
in house arrest. 
(3) The proceedings of this and following courts were outlined by Smyth (pp69-71) and were also enrolled on the Coram Rege roll, Hilary 30 
Henry VI (PRO9 KB 27/763/41-2). This fills out Smyth's account. The 
retaining of William Berkeley seems to have been intended as an addi- 
tional surety. William agreed to serve Lisle before all man except 
the King and his cousin John, Duke of Norfolk. 
4 
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The next step was to take the Berkeleys down to Bristol where they were 
f ormally bound to keep the peace and to find C1 29 204 in compensation and 
surety. 
(') 
But the Countess of Shrewsbury was not satisfied with this revenget 
thorough as it wasq and having her enemies still in: her hands could not 
resist the temptation of making yet another bid for the whole lordship. 
Consequently, in the next year she presented her case, before no less than 
three courts, thather temporary occupation of Berkeley should be con-' 
verted into permanent possession. The juries of these courtsp Smyth had 
no doubtsq were laboured. And yet she did not succeed in disinheriting 
her enemies. At the first court held at Cirencester in December the 
judgeq Bingham# was persuaded to rule against the entail of 1350, but he 
never certified his decision. "Whereof"l wrote Smytht "may be gathered 
that he held the shufling fowlq howsoever the dealing might seem faire 
before him". At the sedoncl court held at Gloucester early in 1452 she 
was challenged by Isabelq Lady Berkeley. But Lady Margaret was too 
strongg for she had the unfortunate Isabel thrown into Gloucester gaol 
where she died shortly before Michaelmas. At the final courto once more 
at Cirencester, in Octoberg Margaret had to satisfy herself with confis- 
(1) Smythq P71. Thie took place on 4 November at Greyfriarse 
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cation of all the Berkeley lands. 
(') 
The death of Shrewsburyq Lisle and Sir James Berkeley at Castillon 
in the f ollowing summer put a sudden end to Lady Margaret Ia ef f orts to 
disinherit her enemies. She still occupied Berkeley and remorselessly 
exploited it 9 
(2) 
but apparentlyq on the completion of the term of two 
years, she leftg although still asserting her Claim- Both parties were 
exhausted. Much damage had been done not only in Berkeley and Wotton- 
under-Edgeg but also in the Talbot lordship of Painswick. 
(3) 
And a new 
factor appeared in the, - person of Johnt 2nd Earl of Shrewsbury. He was 
no friend to his step-motherg whose attempts to disinherit him he had 
managed to overcome. 
(4) 
"His weight was now thrown on to the side of 
Lord Berkeley. In 14579 when he was Treasurer of Englanaq he sealed a 
complicated, and interestingg indenture with Berkeley. Under its tems 
the marriage took place (25 July) between Berkeley and John's elderly 
sister Joan. In addition the Earl agreed to secure the return, of a 
recognizance worth E1,000, pay a maritagium of 100 maxks and provide 
(1) nidt PP71-2.3)espite Margaret's powersp Berkeley had managed to pur- 
chase a pardon on 20 November 1451 for all his and his sons' crimes 
comitted between. Easter 1450 and Michaelmas 14519 the period in which 
he had been attacking the Talbots (CPR, 1446-52, P511)- On 3 June 1452 
the Earl and Countess themselves felt it prudent to buy a pardon for all 
entries, giftal alienations, debts in her inheritance after the deaths 
of any of his ancestors without due suit to the King (ibid, P552). 
(2) Smyth, P72. According to Smythl all that belonged to her she utterly 
wasted. 
Ibidt P73. The fee f arm of Berkeley town was reduced from C22 to E119 "where it sticketh to this day". 
See below PP59-60. 
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Joan' a marriage apparel. In return Berkeley promised to make an estate 
of C120 per annum to his fourth wife. But Shrewsbury also became 
Berkeley's lord, promising to support him in all his quarrels. This was 
in effect a cross between a marriage alliance and an indenture of retainer. 
(': 
And although in Shrewsbury's lifetime the Lady Margaret had refused to 
come to termsq three years after his deathq in 14639 and a few weeks 
before James Berkeley himself diedp the two came to an agreement to droP 
all their actions against each other. 
(2) 
It was left to the next generation to play out the final act. Lady 
Margaret died in 1467 and her claims were taken up by her young grandson 
Thomas, Viscount Lisle. He refused to surrender Wotton-under-Edge to 
Williamp Lord Berkeley# and even schemed to emulate his father's feat of 
surprising Berkeley in his castle. Eventually, in March 14709 he reck- 
lessly challenged Berkeley to settle their quarrel by combat. The result 
was the fight at Nibley Green and his death. He left no male heirs and 
Berkeley re-entered Wotton-under-Edge. 
(3) 
(1) Smythl ppSI-2, 
(2) Ibidq P95. 
(3) Ibid, PP107-13. Thomas' sister'Elizabeth was his eventual heiress. 
She married Edward Greyq who was granted the title of Lord Lisle 
and made a formal peace with Berkeley in 1482. 
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One point stands out about the whole of the Talbot campaign 
against the Berkeleys; however much the Earl and Countess of Shrewsbury 
overrode or succeeded in bending the law to their purposes, they never 
in fact made it their slave. At every stage they went to great painst 
and no doubt great cost, to secure legal sanctiong however disorderly 
and unjust their actions and aims might have been. Yet they were never 
able to take the law completely into their own hands. The fact that, in 
the face of all their mightq successive courts refused to recognise the 
Countess Margaret's claim to Berkeley castle testifies to this. Hence, 
although they were ablel without fear of retributiont to disrupt completely 
the peace of the Vale of Berkeleyl this still did not secure their 
objective - the displacement of the Berkeleys. To this extent justice 
was not totally undone. 
The realisation that he might not succeed against Berkeley may 
perhaps have been one of the factors that encouraged Talbot to rearrange 
his own inheritance in favour of his second family. The need to provide 
for the children of a second marriage was an ever present threat to the 
unity of an inheritancet but in Talbot's case this would have appeared 
to have been slight 9 since Margaret Beauchamp Is children were endowed 
with a share of the Lisle estates. There was no obvious need to carve 
a new inheritance out of the old. Neverthelesst this was what Talbot 
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attempted to do. It may have been that he developed a marked preference 
for Johng Lord Lisle, his eldest son by Margaret Beauchamp. But whether 
this or the influence of Margaret herself , or even her 
father, was the 
reasonp Talbot decided to partition his estates between the two branches 
of his family. 
The principal estates set aside for the cadet branch of the family 
were the lordships of Blaolmere and Painswick. Talbot originally 
arranged for the conveyance of Blackmere to the joint-enfeoffment Of 
himself and Lady Margaret and the heirs of their bodies on 20 April 
1434 through an enfeoffment to his father-in-lawl the Earl of 'Warwickj 
his brother Richard and others. 
(') 
On 11 May 1442 he confirmed and 
strengthened this by making a gift of the lordship to Richaxd Talbotq 
so that he in his turn could make an outright grant 9 in the court of 
King's Benchl to John and Margaret and their heirs. Painswick was made 
over to their children in a similar fashion at the same courtj and a 
year laterl to make assurance double sure, the settlement of the two 
(2) 
estates was protected by their enfeoffment to use. At the same time, 
it would appearl as the establishment of these uses, by deeds sealed at 
Cheswardine on 3 June 14439 Talbot granted the manors of Cheswardine, 
(1) PRO9 C 139/1549 179. The date of thin and the involvement of Warwick 
may indicate a connection with Talbot's release from captivity. See below p150. 
(2) Ibid; CCR, 1441-479 P151. 
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Wrockwaxdineq Sutton Mýddockj Tasleyp Credenhillp Penyaxd and Strangeford 
to Lisleg for the term of life. 
(') 
But this was not the limit to his 
settlement in favour of his second family. By September 14529 when he 
made up his last will, he had altered the tenure of the above manors 
from term of life to fee tail and hadq moreover, granted the lordship 
of Corfham to Sir Lewist his second son by Margaret. 
(2) 
After this 
series of sweeping rearrangements to his inheritance he expected his 
heir, Sir Johng to accept the Furnival estates (whichq as Sir John's 
mother's inheritanceg could hardly be alienated), the ancient Talbot 
seat of Goodrich and a handful of southern manors. Only one Shropshire 
property(3) was left to Sir Johnp although he was to inherit the title 
of Earl of Shrewsbury. Financially this would have meant a loss of as 
much as E5009 almost half the value of the inheritance. 
Talbot was clearly under no illusions about his heir's Willingness 
to accept this partition of the inheritance* In his will he added the 
following clause: 
(1) R-1119 P156. 
(2) Register Stafford and Kemp, ff 311-12. 
(3) Shifnalq which had come into the hands of Purnivalls heirs in 1420. 
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"I pray and require my son and heire and on my blessing 
as highly as I can as the fader may charge the son in eachuying 
of my curse and as he wolle have my blessyng I charge him 
that he intercept not ne lette this my wille to be perf ormed 
and nether he ne non other in his name, no non --other of rV 
blood. And yf they or any of them do or let this wille that 
then ny feffees make estate of suche londes as they been 
enfeffed in to my executors and thei to(s 
londes and to dispose hem for my soul". 151le 
the seide 
But these threats and sanctions were of no avail and Sir John, predic- 
tablyt challenged every settlement made by his father. 
Further details of the dispute and the methods adopted by John, 
2nd Earl of Shrewsbury to counter his father's measures, and his step- 
mother's efforts to implement thems are to be found in the inquisitions 
post mortem of the lands of both the father and the son, In the 
Shropshire and Gloucestershire inquisitions of 1453 and 1460 
(2) 
the 
claims of both Johng 2ncl Earl of Shrewsbury and the dowager Countess 
Margaret to both lordships of Blacl=ere and Painswick were recited. 
None of the four documents is impartial. In effectl the findings of the 
Juries repeat the case for the parties dominant at the time of sitting- " 
Hencet in 14539 the Countess Margaretj at the height of her power against 
the Berkeleys in Gloucestershirej secured a favourable finding on 
Painswick, whereas in Shropshire, Shrewsbury was fortunate to have his 
Register Stafford and Kemp, ff 311-12. The transcript published by 
G. H. Vane in TSAS. Series 3, iv (1904), PP371-99 is not absolutely 
accurate, suggesting, for instance, 'aiming' for leschuying' and 
missing Ine non other in his name' in the above passage. 
(2) PRO, C 139/1549 179. 
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close associate and feoffeel Thomas Hordeg as Escheator. In 1460 the 
j tables were turned. Shrewsbury' a man, Sir william Miliq was Escheator 
in Gloucestershire and the Jury reversed the 1453 finding on Painswickj 
whilst in Shropshire Roger Kynaston, a prominent Yorkist, was Escheator 
and the Jury upheld the claim of Countes Ma: rgaxet. 
(') 
In each of the 
four documents, thereforet the case for either side in each estate is 
presented once. 
All inquisitions agreed thatq by a fine levied in the court of 
King's Bence in the Trinity tem of 1442 before Richard Newtont CJ ,i 
both Blackmere and Painswick had been settled on Talbotj Margaret his 
wife and the heirs of their body. This was confirmedo as we have seeng 
in Talbot's will, and covered the following year by enfeoffments to use- 
For Hordev see Wedqwoodo P469. Ile was Shrewsbury's feoffee in 
Shifnal (Pilo, 0140/46) and MP for Shropshire in the Coventry 
Parliament of 1459. Mill was Shrewsbury's Receiver at Painswick (PRO9 C 139/179)- It was Kynaston who killed Lord Audley at Blore 
Heath in 1459- He threw himself on the King's mercy at Ludfords 
but was back on Yorkist commissions after the battle of Northamptont 
being made a JP in Shropshire for the first time on 1 September 
1460. On I November he was appointed Escheator. He was later 
knighted by Edward IV. There can be no doubt of his Yorkist sym- 
pathies in 1460. Yet at Michaelmas 1459 the Bailiff of Bladkmere 
was charged with C49 received ede Rogero Kynaston do annuitate 
dicti comitis per man' Johanni.,, Larton per assign' dominill 9 which although the meaning is ambiguoust suggests'that Kynaston had 
also, been an annuitant of the Earl of Shrewsbury. He must have been a slippery customer (H. Owen and J. B. Blakeway, HistoEy 
of Shrewsbury 9 14 pp227t 229; cpR, 1452-61, pp6oBt 6769 EP 82/1458-59). 
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Johng 2nd Earl of Shrewsburyq did not challenge the existen of this 
fine; he challenged its legality. And to do this he claimed the force 
of a previous enfeoffment of both Blackmere and Painswick by Gilbertj 
Lord Talbot, to the use of one Ralph Stanley, clerk. Stanleyq Shrewsbury 
claimadq was expelled from both lordships by his father when he took 
possession in 1422f but StanleN who had still held the legal rightj had 
himself enfeoffed the lordships to use so that they could be reconveyed 
to Shrewsbury, 
Shrewsbury's case, thereforeq hinged on the validity of the enfeoff- 
ments claimed in the name of Ralph Stanley. The Painswick return of 1453 
(f avourable to the Countess Margaret) , in f act 9 mentions such an enf eof 
f- 
ment but asserts that Stanley released his claim to John Talbot. Mention 
of Stanley is avoided altogether in the Shropshire inquisition,. of 1460- 
Both Stanley and the enfeoffment claimed in his name are shrouded in 
obscurity. Stanley was, according to a court roll of April 1422, 'parson' 
of Whitchurch. 
(1) 
And yet, according to the parish register, Roger 
Thirskj who held high, cafice in the households of both Gilbert Talbot 




The enf eoffment is even more puzzling than Stanley's identityt 
ý, 
(1) EP 19/1421-22. 
(2) He may possibly have been related to Sir William Stanley of the Wi=al, Cheshire, who was one of Gilbert's confi=ed fe-6ffees in Painswick. See below p 57, n(l). 
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for it is certain that Gilbert Talbot enfeoffed Blackmere to the use of 
Thirsk and others (not including Stanley) early iiý-his own tenancyt SO 
as to convey the lordship to the joint-enfeoffment of himself and his 
wife, by right of which she occupied the lordship for four years after 
his death. And at the same time Painswick was enf eoffed to the use of 
Gilbert's brother Riobwa and others (Stanley 'not included). 
(') 
One 
hast thereforeq to reconcile the unsupported claim concerning Stanley 
with the well-documented settlement concerning Thirsk and Richard 
Talbot. -Considerable doubt must surely rest on the validity of Sir 
John's cases The Shropshire jurors in 1460 (favourable to the 
Countess Margaret) completely avoided reference to any enfeoffments of 
Blackmere made by Lord Gilbert. They were carefult in fact, to trace 
the first Earl's claim to Blacl=ere back to his mother's time. They 
quoted an enfeoffment made by herg the existence of which is co=ObOr- 
(2) 
ated by a manorial account of 1400-01, stated that Gilbert entered 
the lordship against the terms of this enfeoffment and recorded that 
Ankaret Talbot's feoffees made estate to Lora John on 20 June 14249 for 
which evidence was produced at the inquisition. They were thus able to 
side step both the contrary evidence of 1453 and Lady Beatrice Talbot"s 
Joint-enfeoffment. Both sides scrupulously avoided any references to 
this Joint-enfeoffmentt perhaps for fear lest Iady Beatrice's son by 
CCRP 1419-22$ PP171 24-5. 
(2) BP 75/1400-ol. 
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Thomas Fettiplace put in a rival claim. The Earl had come to terms 
with Lady Beatri 
- 
ce in 1422(l) and the deeds of 1424,1434 and 1442 were 
probably designed partly to secure his claim against her heirs. As fax 
as the second Earl was concerned, he may well have rakeil'ih Ralph 
Stanley rather than revived Lord Gilbert's enfeoffmentsv so as to fore- 
stall claims from his aunt's heirs. Neither side would have welcomed 
a third claimant. 
One can only conclude that the claim through Stanley was at its best 
weak and at'its worst tramped up. It was most significant in giving 
the second Earl the pretext to set up his own anfeoffments with which 
to challenge his father. These were made within the last five years of 
his father's lifeg for named among his feoffees was his brother-in-lawt 
Jamesg Earl of Wiltshireq who was elevated to that title in 1448- The 
composition of these boards is impressive. In Blackmeret for instancep 
there were fourteen feoffees under H=phreyq Duke of Buckinghamt inclu- 
ding not only Wiltshire, but also Ralphl Lord Cromwellt John, Lord 
Dudleyq Johnt Lord Beauchamp and Sir Thomas Stanleyp andl moreoverg 
several of his father's own associates and retainers. Foremost amongst 
these wereWilliam Burley of Broncroft, who also stood on the smaller 





Barley at least had been persuaded to change his mind 
in this mattert for he had been one of the witnesses to the deeds of 
1443. With its impressive array of Peers, the presence of the res- 
pected lawyer Barley and others who would have been expected to support 
the old Earl, Shrewsbury's enfeoffmant suggests thatt despite his legal 
disadvantagest he enjoyed wide and active oympathys Against the letter 
of the law he could rely on the landholder's deep respect for the con- 
cept of hereditary succession. 
In the event, possession proved to be nine-tenths of the law. On 
his father's deathl the second Earl was able to outmanoeuvre his step- 
mother completely. Although he had no doubt recruited sufficient 
support and sympathy amongst his neighbours, he was helped greatly by 
Lisle's death at his fathers side and the change in the balance of 
Power at court, which removed the Countess' brother-in-law, Somersett 
(2) 
from influence. He took possession of BlacInere on 20 September 14531 
the inVisition Post mortem conducted by Thomas Horde confirmed his 
title on 18 October and on 10 November he secured an order for the 
Escheator to give him full seisin of all his father' s lands in 
Shropshire, saving Only reasonable dower for his step-mother. 
(3) 
In 
For the association of Johng first Earl, with these men see belojv p222rýj ZZ9. ) 28+. 
(2) See below p6q. 
(3) PRO9 C 139/154 
Countess 
CPRq 1452-61, P87- He granted Corfham to the "ax9axet7 for her dower. 
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Gloucestershire also he was soon successful. The Countess' influence 
evaporated and early in 1454 he was able to enter Painswick. Familiesp 
such as the Mills of Harescombeg were quick to make their peace with 
him. 
(') 
His victory was swift and complete. 
The support and influence enjoyed by Shrewsbury in the last years 
of the Lancastrian monarchy left the Countess Margaret isolated and 
powerless. But the success of the Yorkists at North=pton in July 
14609 and Sbrewsbury's death on the field of battlet gave her the 
opportunity to strike back. Following the inquisition rost mortem, held 
at Shrewsbury after Christmasq she re-entered Blackmere. 
(2) 
Andq although 
the fincling of the Gloucestershire inquisition was unfavourablet she 
successfully petitioned against the legality of the proceedings. 
(3) 
When Edward IV usurped the throne her success appeared to be assured. 
Butt although he confirmed her possession of Painswick on 24 JulY 1461, 
the new King was markedly conciliatory towards the young Earl Of 
(1) 'William Mill waa made Receiver of Painswick on I February 1454 (PRO# C 139/179) 
(2) A statement of arrears owed by the Blackmere ministers to the 
Countess Margaret in 1462 has survived (BP 88t list of arreaxsp 
2 Edward IV). 
(3) CFRt 1452-61, p295- In November she was given custody of the lord- 
ship until a decision had been made according to the statute on 
escheator's inquisitions of 1430. Since the Escheatory William Mill, 
was also an officer in the lordshipq the statute which forbade the 
taking of an inquisition by the dead man's officers had clearly 




It was no doubt through his pressure that a compromise 
was reached. In 1466, Margaret surrendered Blackmere to the Eaxl and 
he in his turn released all claims to Painswickq which passed into the 
permanent possession of the Lisle inheritance. 
(2) 
Both parties t1wre- 
after accepted this settlement. 
Blackmere and Painswick were not the only estates intended by the 
first Earl for his second family* In 14539 Johnt second Earlp appears 
to have been able to enter the Shropshire and Herefordshire manors 
granted to Lisle ten years earlierp but on his death his step-mother 
recovered them. However, in these, as in Blacl=ereq Edward IV arbitra- 
ted in favour of the third Earl. In 1465 a special inquisition into 
their tenancy was held and the Earl was found to be the true heir. When 
a second inquisition found in June 1466 that the Countess Margaret was 
enjoying the profitsp she was disseisede 
(3) 
There was no need for 
(1) Ibid, 1A61-71, p28* 
(2) Johno 3rd Earl of Shrewsbury entered Blackmere at Michaelmas 1466. UP 82/1466-67). The Earl and Margaret's grandson Thomas, Lord 
Lisleq, came to-terms in 1469 over Painswick. The lordship was gran- 
ted in dower to Lisle's widow in 1471, and eventually passed into 
the hands ofEdward Grey, Lord Lisle (S. Rudder, History of 
Gloucestershire. P558; MR-# 1467-779 P305; PRO, SC 1119/6). 
PROv E 153/1587/19 2- On 15 May 1461 Margaret, Countess of Shrewsbury 
had the advowson of Tasley as guardian of the lands of Lord de Lisle; 
John, third Earls held it in 1469 (Registrum Johannis Stanbury, 
Canterbury and York Societyq =V, ý=Viq PP1779 186). 
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Edward IV to arbitrate in the other disputed estates. Johno second 
Earl, entered Corfhamp despite his father's grant of the manor to 
Lisle's brother Lewis, but he assigned it to his step-mother as dower. 
The first Earl's feoffees in the southern manors were just as powerless. 
In spite of their orders to sell in such circumstanceov they were 
expelled and replaced by the new Earl's feoffees in two partsp whilst 
the third was added to the dower*(') 
' 
To the lasting fortune of the Eaxldomp the first Eatlls attempt to 
partition the inheritance, which he himself had brought together, failed. 
Through the power and influence of his heir and later thep not altogether 
disinterestedg arbitration of Edward IV9 the threat of his curse passed 
unheeded* Painswick was the only permanent loss to the inheritance. 
The descendants of John, 2nd Earl of Shrewsbury, were thus able to 
enjoy an inheritance only slightly diminished by his father's ambition 
to build up the wealth of his second family. 
Although-the family was preoccupied in the mid-fifteenth centu: ry 
with the Berkeley and partition disputes# throughout these years the 
first two Earls of Shrewsbury had, in factt been steadily expanding 
their territorial power. A considerable n=ber of estates were acquired 
PROt C 139/154P 179. Two executors at least, William Cumberford, 
and Thomas Everinghaml did not care to make a stand against the new Earl-either, for they soon became his feoffees in Alton, Staffordshire. 
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by bothl through grantsp purchases and gifts in Shropshire and the 
neighbourhood of Sheffield. 
John, first Earl's attention concentrated on Shropshire. His 
first acquisition appears to have been the manor of Alberburyq two-thirds 
of which he granted to the use of his retainerg Hugh Burgh, in 1414-(') 
To Alberbury were soon added the manors of Bitterl-ey, Tasley (from the 
inheritance of Hught Lord Burnell) 9 Baldesley and Basford, 
(2) 
, is most 
important acquisitions were the manors of Shifnal and Bolas. He took C, 
possession of a moiety of Shifnal on 12 February 1420 in succession to 
Adam Peshale who had held the manor with reversion to the heiresses of 
Th=asq Lord Funiiva. 19 and their husbands. The other moiety was occu- 
pied by Joang Furnival's daughter by Ankaret Talbotj and Sir Hugh 
Cokesey. They died without issue and their moiety eventually passed to 
Talbot. 
(3) 
In June 1437 he was grantedg with others, the manor of Bolas 
by the surviving feoffees of his brother-in-lawg Richaxd do la Mare. His 
fellow fooffeesp who included his son Christopher and Receiver General, 
Richard Legettq later released their claims to hint for th3 manor passed 
T. Fe Dukeg The Anticluities of Shropshiret P107. Alberbury is but 
a mile from Burgh's seat of Wattlesborough. 
(2) PROP 0 139/154- For Tasley see above p34- Baldesley and Basford were 
in Talbot's hands by 1423 (BP 76/1423-24) but they passed out of the 
inheritance after 1460. Bitterley was secured sometime before 1453 
and remained. 
(3) CFRq 1413-229 P322. Joan died before 1441, and he died in 1445 
Wedgwood, p202). In 1522 Shifnal was worth more than Corfh= and of the Shropshire estates was second only in value to Blackmere. For notes 
on Peshale see H. T. 'Weyman, 'Shropshire MPs1q TSASY 4th Seriesq xit 
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into the undisputed possession of the family. 
() 
In his later years he extended his Shropshire wealth even further 
by the purchase of a n=ber of smaller properties on the edges of Clee 
Forest. These, 'all rq purchases in Shropshirelg he left to Lewis and 
Humphreyq his younger sons by Margaret Beauchamp. By a deed of 8 August 
1452 he settled Ashfieldq Loughtong Middlehope, Neenton and Overton on 
Lewis and his heiraq with the remainder to Humphrey. Lewis died without 
issue before 1460 and so these lands passed to his brother, who already 
had as his shaxe of the purchasesp Astong Bouldong Linley, Sydnall and 
Wheathill. But in 1496 Humphrey himself died without issue and all ten 
properties returned to the senior branch of the family. 
(2) 
(1) CPR, 1436-41, P73; CCRO 1435-411 P89o Bolas included the subsidiary 
Manor of Isombridgeo It is clear from the articles by Eyton on 
IsoMbridge and Bolas Magna (AntiglLities of Shropshiret viiiq pp262-79) 
that the manor described in Letters Patent and Letters Close of 1437 
as 'Boulwas' was Bolasand not 'Buildwas' as given by the editors of the 
Calendarso In: 'later documents it is spelt Bowlas or Bolas (BP 67/1475- 
79; 88/13-14 Henry VIII). Richard de la Mare married Alice Talbott 
widow of Sir Thomas Barreo She died in 1436 in the same year as her 
second husband. He held Bolas by the grant of John Prophetet one time 
Dean of Hereford Cathedral, and also accupiedg at the time of his 
death, the Talbot manor of Credenhillo In the autumn of 1433 Richard 
and Alice were summoned by Lady Margaret to spent Christmas with her 
at Corfham. They were at that time in residence at Credenhill for 
Richard Clerkq Talbot's Auditort made a special journey to the manor to 
deliver his Ladyls summons (BP 76/1433-34; Wedgwood, P572; Calendar 
of Inquisitions Post Mortemp Henry VI, pp16,166). 
(2) Register Stafford and Kemp, f 312; PROt C 139/179; Calendar of 
Inquisitions, Henry VII9 it PP428-go Talbot also intended Lewis to 
inherit Corfhamq the centre of this patrimonyo 
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John, first Earlp also secL=ed two properties in Derbyshire; Bubnell 
from Sir Philip Lecheq and Over Stratton from Hugh de Strelly, both in 
1424-(1) But it was Johnt second Earlt who concentrated his territorial 
expansion in thin area. He purchased the manors of Wi(Pfield and Crich 
from the executors of Ralpht Lord Cromwellp paying an instalment of C100 
in July 1459- 
(2) 
He seems also to have been granted the manors of Moryash 
and Chelmorton by Queen Margaret in reward for his services. In addi- 
tion to these he acquired the neighbouring manors of Carsington, 
Childerton and Foolow andy moving Southl the oxforashire manors of North 
Leigh and Wolvercotp*(3) 
Between them the two Earls added over twenty-five properties to the 
inheritancet constitutingt particularly in Shropshire, a substantial 
increase to the power and wealth of the familyo(4) This achievemento 
not the disputes in which their ancestors were involved, no doubt has 
appeared the outstanding feature of the mid-fifteenth century to the later 
(1) CCRI 1-422-299 P137; Cat Anc Deeds, iiit C 3362. 
(2) HNIC Report, De Lisle and Dudley Mast pp210-12. Shrewsbury was himself 
an executor. On the death of his son in 1473 eight manors in the Peak 
were enfeoffed to trustees to pay off the remainder of the debt (PRO9 C 140/46) * 
(3) PRO9 C 139/179- Nothing is knovm of the manner of acquisition of these 
except that Monyash and Chelmortbn were hold of the Queen. 
(4) In 1522 the estates acquired in the fifteenth century by John, 1st Earl 
of Shrewsbury, provided over one-third of the expected net income (about Z550) from all the Shropshire estates (MP 88, valor). 
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Earls. Hencep despite the threat of partitiont the inheritance passed 
into the reign of Edward IV considerablY onlarged. 
(I) 
The internal threat 
to the unity of the inheritance had been averted but even as this passed 
anotherg external but equally gravel threat materialised; the danger of 
attainder and forfeiture in times of political disturbance. The part 
played by the family in the Wars of the Rosesp and the fate of its 
inheritance in the later part of the fifteenth century is discussed in 
the following chapter. 
(1) For Edward IV and the Talbot estates see below -pp 90 -8 
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III 
THE TALBOTS AND THE WARS OF THE ROSES, 1453-14L 
If the Wars of the Roses were still interpreted along the partY 
lines of Lancaster and Yorkq a strong case could be made out f or treat- 
ing Johnq 2nd EaxI of Shrewsburyt and his sons as diehard Lancastrians. 
John hims'81f , it might be axgued, was one of the main props of Queen 
Maxgaxet Is pairty and was killed defending his King at Northampton. His 
heirt Johnt third Earl, took part in the second battle of St. Albans and 
Towton and came out on the Lancastrian aide in 1470. Although he died in 
14739 his brother Gilbert took up the family cause and revenged their 
father on the house of York at the battle of Bosworth. So might ran the 
argument. But ons oan no longer be certain of such clear alignments. 
Loyalties, as recent historians have establishecl, were far more intri- 
cate and frail in the fifteenth century. There is hence need to examine 
in greater detail Johng 2nd Earl of Shrewsbury's commitment to the 
Lancastrian cause and the relationships of his sons with the Yorkist Kings- 
(i) 
An attempt to study the nature and significance of the 2nd Earl of 
Shrewsbury's caxeerg particularly between 1453 and 1460, is bound to be 
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hampered by the shortage of evidence that dominates this period as a 
whole. Shrewsbury has been swept by historians into that category of 
late medieval barons of which V. H. H. Green has recently repeated: 
"With all the best will in the world it is difficult to escape the con- 
elusion that the English nobility of the mid-fifteenth century lacked 
a sense of political responsibility". 
(') 
In the most recent inter- 
pretation of the outbreak of the civil war this idea has been developed 
and linked with the problems of 'Bastard Feudalism' , so that the out- 
break of war is interpreted as an escalation of private feuds into one 
general dynastic struggle* 
(2) 
A fewl like K. B. McFaxlane; ýinsisted 
that those involved were men not monsteralbut there is still room for 
closer study of the careers of individual Peers. A history of 
Shrewsbury's careert which need not draw on substantial new materiall 
shows whether he was man or monster, 
R. L. Storey accepted the assumption thatt when Shrewsbury was 
appointed Treasurer in 14569 he was a long-standing member of the court 
groupo(3) An examination of his career up to that time hardly bears this 
(1) The Later-Plantagenets, Revised Edition 1966, p293. 
(2) R. L. Storeyl The End of tho House of Lancasters Introdactiong passim- 
Ibidt p182. 
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out. Before 1453, as heir to the Earldomp he took but little part in 
public affairs. The only office held by him was that of Chancellor of 
Irelandl to which he had been appointed on 12 August 1446, when his 
father was Lieutenant. He was apparently only once in Ireland - with 
his father in 1446-47. 
(') 
On succeeding to the Earldom, he was inevi- 
tably drawn more into the affairs of the realm# but for three years he 
still remained much in the background. In these years (1453-56) he 
seems to'. --have, 
identified himself with neither Somerset nor York. He 
was certainly no supporter of Somersett whose close association with 
his father and step-mother! threatened his succession to the full 
Talbot inheritance, Yet at the same timet he appears already to have 
developed the reservations about York whichl eventually, %came out into 
open hostilityq for in 1450 York accused him of having "lain in wait for 
to heaxken upoel him at the castle of Holt on his journey from Irelandt 
(2) 
and in 1452 he was involved in the indictment of traitors at Shrewsburyt 
who may have been York's followers at Daxtford. 
It was no doubt fortunate for Shrewsbury that his succession to the 
Earldom coincided with the King's illness and Somerset's subsequent 
eclipse. - He was soon prominent in the councils which witnessea the 
I 
(1) For Shrewsbury's earlier yeaxs see above Ch II, p349 and for Ireland 
see below Ch IV9 P134-- 
(2) Paston Letters, i, p8l; IMC, Shrewsb= Corporation Mssq p29. 
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establishment of York as Protector. The -first council he is known 
to 
have attended was that of 11 November 14539 which marked York's return 
to favour. 
(1) 
He attended Parliamentg which reassembled in Februaxy 
1454t being one of the twelve lords delegated, in vaing to discover 
the King's choice of Chancellor in succession to Cardinal Kemp. He was 
present at several council meetings during the session, including that 
of 2 Aprilt which witnessed Salisbury's investiture as Chancellor. And 
on the following day he was retained to keep the sea with the Earls of 
Salisburyp Wiltshire and Worcester and Lord Stourton. 
(2) 
But he was 
never a 3iegular member of the Protector's councilq and it appears thatt 
after the dissolution of Parliamentp his only attendance was at the two 
great councils of 6 May and 21 October. 
(3) 
Shrewsbury was absent from councils between May and October 1454 for 
the very good reason that he was involved in the suppression of Exeter 
and Egremont's rising in the North. On 2 June he was appointed to a 
commission of, oyer and terminer under York to inquire into disturbances 
in Newcastle. 
(4) 
It was probably this commission which was diverted to 
CPRq 1452-61, P143. 
(2) Rot Parl, v, pp2400 244 ff; CCRo 1447-549 PP508-9; Proc Priv Counct 
vil ppl679 171- 
(3) Proc Priv Counc, vil PP174-51 216-7- 
CPR9 1452-61, P177. 
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deal with the rising in Yorkshire. The Protector and two of Shrewsbury' s 
f ellow commissioners opened proceedings at York on 15 June, and he 
Joined them on 22 Juneý 
I )How long the proceedings took is not knownp 
but Shrewsbury appears to have remained in the Northt for on 29 September 
he was appointed by Salisbury to head a second commission to suppress 
disturbances in Lancashire, probably'conneoted with Egremont's continued 
manouevres against the Nevills. 
(2) 
It is q: aite possible that Shrewsburyq through frienaship with 
Ralphl Lord Cromwellt was not acting entirely impartially during the 
summer and autumn of 1454. Their alliance can be traced back to 1446 
when Cromwell had been appointed the sole supervisor of Shrewsbury's 
will. Cromwell was also one of those who had supported him against the 
partition of his inheritance. In 1454 Shrewsbury became the senior lay 
lord of the feoffees to use to whom Cromwell entrusted his own lands. 
(3) 
There can be no doubt that Cromwell had a personal interest in the 
suppression of Exeter's rebellion# for he was involved in a bitter dis- 
pute with him over the manor of Ampthillq which had apparentlY come to a 
R. L. S'tOreY9 op cito P146. ' 
(2) MR, 1452-61, pp219-20. Egremont finally fell into Nevill hands at 
Stamford Bridge on 31 October. 
(3) Testament&Eboracensia, Surtees Societyp xxxt p253; PROP C 139/179; 
CPR9 1452-61, ppl99-200. Cromwell had been fairly closely associated 
with Shrewsbury's father. In 1442-43 he was repaid a debt of E1OO 
and gave four swans to Talbot (THAS9 iiq p242). 
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head in 1452. 
(1) 
This dispute had still not been settled in M=ch 14549 
when Cromwell appealed to Parliament against his enemy' s continued 
violence. 
(2) 
Moreoverg in 1453, he had allied himself to the Nevills 
by marrying one of his nieces and heiresses to Salisbury's song Thomas. 
(3) 
There is every indicationg thereforeq that in their rebellion Egremont 
and Exeter had as their immediate targets Salisbury andýCromwell. It 
may well have been his friendship with Cromwell that drew Shrewsbury 
into association with Salisbury-An 1454- 
possible understanding between Salisburyt Cromwell and 
Shrewsbury in 1454 may also explain the behaviour of the latter two in 
1455- Shrewsbury does not appear to have been at court it all from the 
time of the King's recovery (Christmas 1454) until after the first 
battle of St. Albans. Cromwellp on the other handq attended the coun- 
cils which witnessed the reinstatement of Somerset. 
(4) 
His experience 
(1) G. L. Harrist 'A Fifteenth Century Chronicle' 9 Bm 
(1965) 9 p216. 
(2) Rot Paxi, v, p2649 
(3) R. L. Storey, o-v citt PP1309 143. 
(4) reodera, xit PP361-3. Cromwkl had also been prominent in councils 
following the King' s collapse. He was uncommitted in the quarrel bet- 
ween York and Somersetq and probably still held by his declaration of 
1449 that he wished to see 'a good accord amongst the lords'. It was 
no doubt because of this that he was one of the lords appointed to 
arbitrate between the Dukes on 4 March 1455- 
I 
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was perhaps invaluable at a time of such constitutional importance and 
he may also have hopedq as a mediatorg to see a reconciliation between 
the rival Dukes. If this were sot he was soon to be disappointed as 
Somerset rapidly regained his old influence. Perhaps fearing that 
Somerset would release Exeter and take up his causet and mindful of his 
alliance with Salisburyq he withdrew from court 
(as did York and Warwick) 
between 4 and 7 Maroh, 
(1) 
He did not attach himself to the Yorkists, 
but joined Shrewsbury, with whom he was reported to be ma obing towards 
Ste Albans when the battle was fought* 
(2) 
What Cromwell and Shrewsbury's intentions were in May 1455 one can 
only surmise. C. 1. J. Armstrong asserts that "nothing indicates that 
(they) shrank from supporting the crown vi et armis and dismisses the 
possibility that they were "hovering around" the battlefield awaiting 
the result. 
(3) 
But there is reason not to share his confidence. He 
concedes that Sir Thomas Stanley, who was in their cOmPanY9 may possibly 
have held backg(4) but this may equally be said of Cromwell and 
(1) Ibid. 
(2) Padton Letterg, iii, p30s' 
(3) C. A. J. Armstrong Politics and the Battle of St. Albanst. 1455'9 BIHRj xxxii i (1960j, p1G. 
(4) 
_Ibid* The Stanley family were to prove unrivalled at the art of await- ing on results. Stanley's son may have been betrothed to Salisbury's daughter in 1455- He wast as Controllert Cromwell's deputy as Chamberlain of the Household, and with Shrewsbury had in 1450 been one of those who had attempted to intercept York*' For his caxeer see J-S- Roskell 
,I Lancaster Knights of the Shire Chet iam Socj&ty_s New Series, 96, ppl62-72. 
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Shrewsbury. Cromwell's record suggests, particularly if Exeter had been 
releasedt(l) that his 
- ties and sympathies were with the Yorkist#9 but 
that he would be unwilling to fight against the Crown. Shrewsbury's 
attitude is not so clear. One of his executoraq Thomasp Lord Cliffordq 
for instance, was in the court party. But in the light of his own suc- 
cession dispute he could not have welcomed Somerset's return to power. 
Indeedq in a slight wayq the influence that his step-mother enjoyed with 
Somerset had already been demonstrated. 
(2) 
Cromwell and Shrewsbury, 
thereforet may well have had good cause to shrink from fighting for 
Somerset while at the same time not wishing to fight against the Crown. 
In the face of this dilemmat they probably did find it most politic to 
'hover around' and await the verdict. 
Folloitng the battleg both Shrewsbury and Cromwell were initially 
well received and took their seats in the Parliament which assembled at 
c. A. j. Armstrongo Joe citj assumes, following the report of Giles' 
Chronicle, that Exeter was in fact released. R. L. Storey, op cit, 
p253P argues at length that this never in fact took place. But from 
his own evidence Exeter's whereabouts during the vital period (13 March - 26 June) is-unaccountable. On 3 February he was to be 
transferred to Wallingford - an order dating surely from beforeq not 
after (as Storey maintains) Somerset's return to power. By 19 March 
Sir Humphrey Stafford had been ordered to bring Exeter before the King. 
On 26 Juneq three months laterp and a month after St, Albans$ he was 
back in custody atWallingford. The possibility that he was freed by 
Somersetq but interred again after the battle, cannot be dismissed. 
(2) On 11 March Margaret, Countess of Shrewsburyq secured a licence for 
several of her prisoners to go to Fr=-ce to collect their ransoms. 
Shrewsbury did not receive a similar privilege until 28 July, after St. Albans (De-puty Keepers Reports, x1viiiq PP4041 406). 
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Westminster on 9 July. Shrewsbury and his fellow lords were dischargedt 
at their own request, from their commission to keep the sea. He was 
appointed instead to the co=ittee established to organise the defences 
of Berwick and Calais. 
(') 
Cromwell's household position was apparently 
confimed. 
(2) 
The outward unity was disturbedg howeverv by a quarrel 
that flared up between Warwick and Cromwell. Cromwellq having excused 
himself to the King of responsibility for the battle of St. Albansg was 
accusecl by Warwick of being a liar and the Ibegynner of all that journey' - 
Indeed there was such 1gruging' between the two that Cromwell found it 
(3) 
prudent to seek the safety of Shrewsbury's lodging. Howeverl the 
qua=el did not prejudice the grant of the fa= of the subsidy and almage 
on cloth in Yorkshire to Shrewsbury and Cromwell on 5 August- 
(4) 
The qua=el had perhaps left its mark for neither Shrewsbury nor 
Cromwell attended the second session of Parliament in which York was 
establishecl as Protector again. But Cromwell's health was also failing 
(1) Rot Parlq v9 PP2799 283. 
(2) Ibid. 
(3) Paston Letters, iiiq p44, Warwick's suspicions of Cromwell may well 
have been aroused by the paxt Cromwell had played in the reinstatement 
of Somerset in Februaryq and his failure to support the Yorkists 
openly at St. Albans. 
(4) CFR9 1452-61, P104- On the other handl Stanley was apparently exerci- 
sing the office of Chamberlain on 6 August. Cromwell may have been 
relieved as a result of the quarrel with Warwick# although he could 
equally have handed over to Stanley, the Controllerl because of failing 
health (J. S. Roskellp 100 citp P171)- 
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and he died on 4 January 1456. 
(1) 
Having received a letter of warning 
from the councilp Shrewsbury attended the third session which began ten 
days later, There is nothing to suggest that he had as yet openly 
broken with York. On 24 January he signed a petition with Yorkv Warwick 
and others to grant the custody of St. Leon ds, York, to Warwick's 
brother George. And he was also able to secure exemptions from the act 
of Resumption* 
(2) 
Up to the end of York's second Protectorate (25 February 1456), 
though never in the foregroundq Shrewsbury showed himself to be om of 
the many neutral and moderate peers, with his sympathies perhaps even 
inclined, latterly, towards York and certainly away from Somerset. Yet 
nine months later he became Treasurer through the influence of the resur- 
gent court party, The summer of 1456 witnessed the decline once again 
of York's influence and the emergence of Queen Margaretq supported by 
Jamesq Earl of Wiltshire, leading the court party. In a neutral position 
between the two lay Humphreyq Duke of Buckingham. The complexity of the 
situation was demonstrated during the councils hold at Coventry in the 
autumn. The movement of the court away from London to the LUdlands was 
a reflection of the Queen's growing influence. She was aided by the 
rebellious activity of York's lieutenants in Wales, which lost him much 
(1) ML iiiq P552. The yeax is mistakenly given as 1455- 
(2) Proc Priv Couneg vil p286; Rot Paxlv vo p309. 
-- ----------------- 
----- --- ---- 
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sympathy. Herbert and Devereux were called to account at a great council 
held at the end of September. Buckingham joined in the criticism of 
Yorkq but he prevented the Queen taking firmer measures against him. On 
the other handv he could not prevent her from replacing his relationsp 
and York's appointeesq the Bourchierep by Johng Earl of Shrewsbury, as 
Treasurer on 5 October and Bishop Waynfleet of Winchester as Chancellor 
six days later. 
(') 
These changes are Generally considered to mark the 
return to power of the court party with Shrewsbury as one of the key mem- 
bersq but does even 5 October 1456 really mark his open conversion to the 
extreme Lancastrian cause? 
There do not appear to be avy new personal reasons for Shrewsbury 
to identify himself so closely with York's opponents. Nor is there any 
evidence of any new quarrel which might have led him to seek court 
advantage against York or his followers. Nor even does it appear that he 
was driven by bankruptcy to refill his coffers with the profits of office, 
for as Treasurer he was able to loan substantial sums to the Exchequer. 
(2) 
The case for his becoming committed to the court party rests primarily 
on his close connection with James p Earl of Wiltshire 9 He was Wiltshire Is 
brother-in-lawg having married his sister Elizabeth in the early 14400- 
(1) 11. L. Storeyt op cit, pl8l; Ramsay, ii, plgg. 
(2) A. B, Steel, The Receipt of the Exchequer, P330. A total of 
E39295 in two yeaxs. 
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Since then he had acted as a feoffee for him and in return appointed 
Wiltshire as one of his own. 
(') 
But there is no sign of political 
alliance before March 14569 when the fa= of the Yorkshire alrmge was 
reissued jointly to their young heirs. 
(2) 
'Wiltshire wasq of courset a committed opponent of York and an 
adherent of Somerset from 1451 at the latestq even though he was York's 
retainerg reoeiving an aniplity of Ci5/6/8a. until at least 1453. 
(3) 'Soon 
after his father's death in August 1452 Wiltshire set his sights on the 
Lieutenancy of Ireland and secured his appointment on 12 May 1453. But 
his attempt to unseat York was frustratea by the King' 13 collapseana 
York's return to power* Unable to maintain his claim he accepted defeat 
and witnessed the confirmation of York's appointment on 15 April 1454- 
(4) 
(1) See abave ; 58- Shrewsbury became Wiltshire's feoffee in Ashby de la 
Zouche and other English lands on 10 February 1447- Wiltshire was 
one of Shrewsbury's feoffees in Blackmere (HUC, Calendar of Hastings 
Mast it pl; PROt C 139/154)- Wiltshire also held the castle of 
Kylpeke in Archenfield. A letter of Shrewsbury to Wiltshire has sur- 
vivedq addressed to his 'right worshipful and right entirely beloved 
brotherlq dated Woodstockt 24 JulYt on behalf of Alison Morlesp loon 
of my pour tenants of Swindon' (BMq Ad Ms 259 4599 f 307)- 
(2) CFRp 1452-61, P174- 
(3) J. T. Rosenthal, 102 citt PP1899 190- In 3451, as Bonville's 
supporterg he was opposed to the Earl of Devon and York. 
(4) See He Woocl, I Two Chief Governors of Irelana at the same time II 
Journal of the-Royal Society of Antiquarians, Ireland, December 1928t 
P156; Re L. Storey, op citj p140. Wiltshire's father$ James, 
Earl of Ormond, was York's Deputy Lieutenant from 1450 until his death-ý 
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Their rivalry had also been carried into Irish politics. Wiltshire was 
embroiled in a feud with Thomas Fitzgeraldq Earl of Kildarev over 
claims to the manors of Maynooth and Rathmore. York consequently allied 
himself with Kildare. 
(') 
Shrewsbury, as Chancellor of Ireland since 1446, could hardly 
avoid the York-Wiltshire'struggle for the control of the colony. He 
was naturally drawn to Wiltshire and his preference for Wiltshire could 
well have been reinforced by suspicions that Kildare still had designs 
on his offic6. In April 1448 Kildare had been granted the Chanceýlory 
in succession to Shrewsbury and hadq in factq taken possessiong but 
Shrewsbury successfully petitioned Parliament in February 1449 for the 
return of the Great Seal* He subseqaently held the office, apparently 
without inte=ptionp until 1459- 
(2) 
The first certain evidence that he 
allied himself with Wiltshire in his feud with the Fitzgeralds appeaxs 
in an anonymous letter of 1455. This letterp reporting the aisorder 
caused by the Fitzgeralds and their allies against the Butlers in the 
See H, Wood, loo, cit; E, Curtist 'Richard Duke of York as Viceroy 
of Ireland', ibid, 19329 PP176-7. Kildare became York's deputy in 
January 1455. 
(2) CPR, 1446-529 P167; Rot Parlq v, p166b. On 5 April 1458 he appointed 
Michael, Archbishop of Dublin his deputy. After the attainder of the 
Coventry Parliament York sO-ized the office and placed his son Edmund 
therein (CCR, 3454-619 p289; E. Curtis, loc cit, P183). 
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county of Wexford (Shrewsbury's lands)t included instructions that 
copies should be made and sent to the two Earls. 
(') 
It is highly likelyt 
therefore, that Shrewsbury was drawn into opposition with York through 
his associationt particularly in Ireland, with Wiltshirej yet it is 
puzzling that the rift with York occurred no earlier than 1456. One 
can only suggest that, although Shrewsbury tookWiltshire's side in 
Ireland, he was still able, at least until 1456, to maintain some degree 
of neutrality in English politics. 
There is, of courseq considerable evidence of Shrewsbury's court 
affiliation after October 1456. He was well rewarded by the Crown. 
On 14 MaY 1457 he was made Knight of the Garter and on 20 October fol- 
lowing Keeper of the King's Mews. Another sinecure, the office of 
Chief Butlerl was added on 6 May 1458- In 1459 he succeeded Lord 
Stanley as ChiefIJustice of Chester. 
(2) 
He was also aranted the custody 
of the lordship of Woodstockg with Ralph Butler, Lord. Sudeley, at an 
annual farm of C127/16/6d., and in 14589 with Jasparg Earl of Pembroke, 
custody of all the lands of Edmund, Earl of Richmond, during the minority 
of his heir Henry Tudor. 
(3) 
He naturally benefitted from the confisca- 
(1) E. Curtist loc cit, PP178-9- 
(2) 9E, xig P704- On 28 January 1457 he was appointed a councillor of 
Edwardy Prince of Wales (CPR, 1452-61, P359)- 
(3) CPR, 1452-61, PP36o, 391,433. On 10 June 1457 he received a pre- 




tions of the Yorkists after their attainder at the Coventry Parliament 
in 1459. He received 100 marks from Wakefield and in June 1460 the 
Stewardship of ludlow. At the same time his son and heir received the 
Stewardship of Wakefield and the offices of Forester and Constable of 
Sandal. 
(') 
Contemporary Literature adds colour to a list of offices and rewaxds. 
In a Lancastrian poen of 1458 ('The ship of state') his praises were 
sung in the following words: 
"Ther is a toppel the mast on byghtp 
The ship to defendeq in all his ryghtq 
Wt his foomen when he shalle fyght 
They dare him not a byde p The Fxle of Shrovesbury the toppes n=e, 
He keepeth the shype from ham ancl blame". (2) 
To the other side, the Yorkist lords at Calais in 1460, he was, with 
Beaumont and Wiltshiret one of "our mortalle and extreme enemyesp now 
and of long tyme pastq hauving the guyding aboute the most noble persone 
of oure sayde souuerayn lorde". He was branded as one of the causers of 
the exclusion of the Yorkists 
.1 from council, the lack of good gove=ent 
and the attainder of 1459- 
(3) 
From both sides the prop6ganda placed him 
as an important and powerful member of the Lancastrian partyq 
(1) Ibidt PP533o 594; CCR, 1454-61, P532. 
29 xi, P705- 
S. Daviesl Chronicle, pp88-9. 
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And yet, despite the evidence of rewards and propagandat the 
actual record of his two years as Treasurerp years of marked moderation 
in court policy, suggest that he had by no means joined the extreme 
court party. One need not doubt that the Coventry cmmcil of October 
1456 witnessed an attempt by Queen Maxgaret to seize control of the 
govermentg and that his appointment as Treasurer through the influence 
of Wiltshire was part of this. Bat the Queen failed to carry the King 
and his council against York and did not achieve a reversion to extreme 
anti-Yorkist policiest for it was reported that York left the council 
meeting "in right good conceyt with the kingt but not with the Whene" 
(Queen). (') The key figure at this council appears to have been 
Humphreyv Duke of Backinghamt who had been close to the King's person 
through varying party fortunes since 1450- Such was the current rumour 
which James Gresham reported to John Paston on 16 October. He wrote that 
" sum men say ne hadae my Lord of Bucks not have letted 
it my Lord of York had be distressed in his departyng ..... 
Also it is said the Duke of Bucks takes right strangely 
that his brethren arn so sodeynly discharged from ther 
offices of Chauncellerie and Tresoryship; and that among 
other causeth hym that his opynyon is contrary to the 
'Whenes entent, and many other alsol as it is talked". (2) 
Buckingham might have taken his relations' dismissal 'strangely' at first, 
but he must soon have reconciled himself to the appointment of Shrewsbury 
as Treasurer. He hadg in fact, been the senior of ShrewsburY's feoffees 




during the partition dispute and the two evidently arranged the 
marriage of Shrewsbury's heir, John, to Buckingham's daughter, Katherine. 
(') 
All the indications are that an alliance developed between them every 
bit as close as that Shrewsbury had lately enjoyed with Cromwell. That 
they were the King's closest companions and councillors in the next two 
years is suggested by the report of Sir John Wenlock's mission to 
Burgundy. The ambassadors found when they came to the King in the 
autuan of 1458 that "He had no'lords excepting the Duke of Boquingh=9 
the Earl of Cyrosberyt the great treasurer of Englandq the Lord de 
Roosce and certain bishops". 
(2) 
-It is arguable, thereforeg that 
Buckingham and Shrewsbury were the authors on the King's behalf of a 
conscioun policy of reconciliation between York and the Queen and other 
wa=ing factions. 
The years 1456-58, from the report of the Coventry council orrArardsp 
provide several instances of the court endeavouring to placate York and 
his followers, no doubt contrary to the Queen's lentent'. Over the first 
winterg although the court was involved in bringing his Lieutenants in 
Wales in order, no further moves were taken against York himself. 
(3) 
The first child of this marriage was not born until 1468. It is 
assumed that it was made by their fathers. 
(2) 'Wars of the English, it P367- 
See R. L. Storeyt op citt PP180-1- 
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as another attempt to banish himp yet it is 
equally possible that it was a conciliatory movey for York had already 
established in Ireland a secure refuge against political misfortune. 
Indeedl in view of Wiltshire's declared ambitions for the Lieutenancyq 
which were finally satisfied in 1459, it reinforces the impression that 
the Queen's party had failed to gain the principal voice in council, and 
that9 in particularg Shrewsbury had disappointed his backers of the pre- 
ceding October. In factp throughout the following year York and his 
friends remained in favour. They were employed in the autumn measures 
taken to protect the realm after Pierre de Braze's raids on the southern 
coast. Andq as a result of Exeter's failure to intercept de Breze, the 
Earl of Warwick was given the responsibility of keeping the sea for three 
years. 
(3) 
York was appointed to head a commission of arrayq with 
Shrewsbury under him, in Gloucestershire and Somerset on 26 Septemberp 
and in December the s=e two were associated on assizes of arms in 
Herefordshire and Shropshire. 
(4) 
The public reconciliation of the con- 
testants of St. Albans on 24 March 14589 known as the 'Loveday Award', 
has all the appearance of the culmination of a deliberate policy of 
appeasemento 
(1) CPR, 1452-61, P341. 
(2) eg R=say, ii, p201. 
(3) Ibidv pp201-2. 
(4) CPR, 1452-61, PP4039 440-1. 
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Shrewsbury's personal role in this remains largely hidden. Not 
much is knowng for instance, of the part he played as a councillor. He 
was in attendance throughout the winter of 1456-57 - at Kdnilworth in 
Januaryp Coventry in early March and in Hereford with powers as a commis- 
sioner of oyer and terminer in late March and April. 
(') 
But for the 
councils held before the 'Loveday Award' t his presence can be only 
assumed, As Treasurer he succeeded in increasing the receipts of the 
Exchequerg partly through heavy amercements. He himself loaned 1: 39295 
andy perhaps more significantlyp failed to take advantage of his posi- 
tion to cash tallies on this worth C1,438- Yet at the same time a 
special effort was made to honour York's talliesq 
(2) 
which suggests 
that he possibly sacrificed his own repayments in order to satisfy York- 
The impression that York's claims were receiving priorityt at least, over 
those of-the Treasurerg is also given by the fact that, whereas York was 
given licence to export wool in settlement of royal debts on 281darch 
14589 Shrewsbury waited a further four months until he received an 
equivalent privilege. 
(3) 
Thus there is a large body of evidence which 
R. L. Storeyq ol) citg ppI80-1; CFRj 1452-619 P348- Shrewsbury was 
in Hereford on 22 April when he wrote to the barons of the Exchequer (IM# Ad Ma 254599 f 305)- 
(2) A. B. Steelq The Receipt of the Exchequerg PP279-819 330; 
E. F. Jacobj The Fifteenth Centuryj -P513- 
Aputy Keepers Reports, x1viii, pp426,429. 
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suggests that 5 October 1456 does not mark Shrewsbury's conversion to the 
extreme Lancastrian cause and thatj to the contraryv he was actively 
involved in an attempt to bring about a reconciliation amongst the lords. 
This attempt failed. On 30'Ootober 1458 Shrewsbury was dismissed 
as Treasurer and replaced by Wiltshire. 
(') 
This, not the changes of 
1456p appears to have marked the real victory of the Queen's party and 
the beginning of its domination of the council. In November a new and 
aggressive policy towards the Yorkists was made apparent at a Great 
Council held at Westminster. ThereýWarwick was dismissed as Captain 
of Calais and became involved in a brawl with the royal guard from 
which ho had to fight his way out. 
(2) 
The court now embarked on a 
deliberate collision course with the Yorkists. The replacement of moder- 
ate officials such as Shrewsbury was the preliminary move to Queen 
Margarat's, palace revolution and the rejection of moderate policies for 
extreme partisanship, 
(1) A. B. Steel, oR citt P420* 
L. Storeyq op cit, p186. 
I 
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The moderates failed, it would appeart because they proved incap- 
able of restoring the power and authority of the Crown. They were also 
in an extremely vulnerable position for, insisting that the King's 
prerogative to choose his own ministers should be unimpeachedt they were 
open to other influences on the Kingq particularly that of the Queen. 
Perhaps her opportunity appeared when York become involved in semi- 
regal negotiations with Burgundy and she was able to persuade the court 
that his intentions were treasonable. Once the moderate policies were 
discreditedt the way was open for the extremists. 
Jkfter 1458 Shrewsbury appears to have been content to follow the 
lead of the extremists. If he had any doubts, York's actions leadinv to 
the rout of Ludford in 1459 probably convinced him of the danger to the 
Crown. He came to the Coventry Parliament in December of that year and 
pledged himself to Henry VI and on the twenty-first of the month was 
appointed to commissions of array against the Yorkists in nine counties. 
In the following March he led a commission of oyer and terminer in the 
York and Nevill estates in Wales and the Marcheaq similar to that con- 
ducted by Wiltshire in the South. 
(') 
He was now irrecoverably co=itted 
to the survival of the Lancastrian monaxohy. When the Yorkists landed 
in June 1460 he was still with Buckingham, attending the King at Coventry. 
Wiltshire's nerve had already failed him and he had fled ignobly abroad. 
(1) CPR9 1452-61, PP557-609 562,602-4; Rot Parl, v, p351- 
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With what men they could muster the court maxohed south to meet the 
rebels before Northampton and theret on 10 Julyt loyal to the last# 
Buckingham and Shrewsbury were out down before the King's tentp as 
ineffective in battle as they had been in peace. 
(') 
Politics are tortuousp never clear cut. This much Shrewsbury's 
career amply illustrates. He remains a shadowy figure. At no point 
does he appear to have been a particularly forceful or co=anding person. 
His career gives the impression of a weak man content to follow where 
others led. He picked his way carefully between close and sometimes 
Conflicting ties with Cromwellq Wiltshire and Buckingham but until the 
last year or two of his life he was hesitant. It is possible to tracev 
howevert one consistent thread in his associations with Cromwell and 
Buckingham and his unwillingness to follow Wiltshire; a sincere and 
devoted loyalty to Henry VI. But more obviously than others, he appeaxs 
to have been one whom events carried along. Thus he found himself in the 
extreme ourialist c=p. He was a man of integrity and honest intent 
caught up in a collapse of royal authority which he neither understood 
nor know how to prevent. Historians have rarely doubted this of Duke 
Humphrey of Buckingham; Eaxl John of Shrewsbury deserves to standq if 
not beside him, at least in his shadow. 
For a description of the battle see R. I. Jack, 'A Quincentenary: the Battle Of Northampton' Northamptonshire Past and Present_ iii 
_ 
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1 (1960), PP21-4* 
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(ii) 
After the usurpation of Edward IV in 1461 the threat of attainder 
and forfeiture hung over the Talbot family. Not only had John, 2nd 
Earl of Shrewsbury, been a determined opponent of the house of York, 
implicated in the harsh enactments of the Coventry Pa=liamentp but also 
his son and heirl though only a boy of twelvep had been present in the 
Lancastrian a=ay at the second battle of St. Albans (where he was 
knighted by Edwardt Prince of Wales) and Towton. 
(1) 
But in the event, 
the now King did not attaint the young Earl. Having secured his person 
after Towton, 
(2) 
he could afford to be lenient, He was perhaps moved 
by the -recollection of. his father's close connection with the boy's grand-- 
father, and appreciative of the dead Earl' a moderationt but he was no 
doubt more conscious of the need to win the support of as many of the old 
nobility as he could. In the circumstancest leniency was both plausible 
and practical. -There was one important exception made. The lordship of 
Goodrich, which had been granted to the custody of Waxwick in November 
1460 (confirmed 6n 7 May 1461) was on 12 May taken into the King's hands 
by Sir William Herbert "by reason of forfeiture". Herbert, who was given 
power to appoint his own officers in the lordship in Augustq held on to 
Goodrich for the rest of his life. This high-handed action appears to 
Up Xit P706; 'Gregt; ryts Chroniclelg p217; Three-Fifteenth Cent 
Chronicles, p160. 
(2) Ibidq P157. The first reference to him in the King's company is on 
the occasion of his Journey to Scotland in December 1462. 
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have remained unchallenged by the Earl and was the only instance of the 
need to reward his supporters interfering with Edward's policy of 
leniency, towards the Talbots. For the restq with themp as with the 
Staffordst Edward IV was content to enjoy only his rights of wardship. 
(1) 
There is a possibility, howeverp that Edward's leniency was temp- 
ered by his financial designs. Dr. B. P. Wolffe has argued that the 
Talbot lands were integrated into a new system of royal managementp whichwas 
established to provide a substantial and reliable income independent of 
the Exchequer. But his evidence of the part played by the Talbot lands 
in this experiment is somewhat superficialp particularly a3 he failed 
to distinguish between the two separate minorities of the third Earl 
(1460-64) andq after his premature death, of the fourth Earl (1473-85). 
(2) 
A more thorough examination of Edward's policy towards the estates in 
these two minorities raises doubts as to whether they fitted into mV 
systemp or whether indeed financial considerations had any place in the 
King' s mind. 
(1) CPR9 1452-61, p287; 1461-7, PP37-8; CPR, 1461-79 PP30i-99- 
(2) 'The Managgement of, ýthe 
Royal Estates under the Yorkist Kings' 
EHR9 1=i (1956), PP3-6. 
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During the f irst minority, in fact t only a very small part of the 
Talbot inheritance was at the Kin, -Is disposal. Sheffieldv Worksop and 
portions from the rest of the landsq had been granted in dower to the 
Earl's mother in October 1460- She also held Shifnal, Bolas and the 
gToups of southern manors around Swindont in joint-enfeoffment. 
(') 
Alton, Staffordshireg was in the hands of his father's feoffeesp as were 
all his acquisitions in Derbyshire and Oxfordshire. 
(2) 
Andq in additiong 
Painswickq Blackmere and the other lands in Shropshire were occupied in 
1460 by the Dowager Countess Margaret, who also held dower ih CorfhaMq 
Badgeworth and elsewhere. 
(3) 
With Goodrich alienated to Sir William 
Herbertq the King was left with a mere hanaful of small estates in 
Gloucestershire and Herefordshire, 
(1) MR9 1452-61, ' p635; PRO# C 139/179. The Countess Elizabeth's portion 
was generousq and it was laid down in the letters granting the dower 
that she was to answer to the Exchequer for any surplus above the 
customary third. During the civil war of 1460-61 Elizabethq in order 
to protect her lands and goodsg feigned espousal to Walter Blount Esq. 
(Ilunequý ard. inferior to her in nobility and wealth") withoutt on 
her own confessiont the least intention of accepting him as her husband. 
When the crisis was passed she petitioned the Pope to declare that she 
was not bound by this contract. On 15 June 1462 the Pope accordingly 
ordered the Bishop of Coventry and Lichfield to decide what was can- 
onical in the'matter (Cal Pa-g-Regg xiit PP150-1)- He presumably 
decided in Elizabeth's favourg for she did not marry Blount. 
(2) PRO9 C 139/179- 
See above p62. She also hold a third part of the southern manorsq the 
other two parts of which were in the hands of the Countess Elizabeth. 
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It was this handful that he placed under the control of Richard 
Croft as Receiver and Richard Fowler as (somewhat excessively) 'Receiver 
General of all the Talbot Lordships in the King's hands I. 
(') 
In Jamary 
1462 Fowler was relieved of his arduous dutiesp and, perhaps as a result 
of the success of the large complex of toyal estates established in 
1461, the Talbot manors were merged into a new unit with wardshipp 
escheated and forfeited lands in the three border counties. 
(2) 
On 
I January John Harper was appointed Auditor of a group of Ilowbray, 
Stafford and Talbot lanclsq and on 30 Januaz7g John Milewater wan appoin- 
ted Receiver General of a parallel group of Beaufortg Butlerg Stafford 
and Talbot estates. 
(3) 
Eventuallyq there were two Receivers General and 
three Auditors r9sponsible for all the lands in the Kina's hahcIs in Wales 
and the border counties. 
But the contribution of the Talbot estates to this administrative 
experiment was not very extensive, It was out down even further whenp 
(1) CPR, 1461-67, PP4-1-2. Croftq at one time tutor of the Kingq was 
Receiver of the Earldom of Marchg and Fowler was King's Solicitor. 
For notes on their careerst see Wedgwoodq p237; B. P. Wolffe, loc cito 
p26* 
(2) B. Pe Wolffe, 100 citt PP4-5- 
(3) CPR, 1 61-6 9 p9l bis. Harper had been the Talbot Auditor since 1443 at the latest. (For his carearg see below P309 Milewater had been one of Richard of York-Is senior officials (J. T. *Rosenthal, 'The Estates and Finances of Richardt Duke of Yorkto Studies in Medieval and Renaissance History, iiq P177). He may also have served John, 2nd Earl 
of Shrewsbury for he was pardoned debts to him of C83/6/8d. on 14 May 1458 (MR-9 1452-61, P381). The employment of officials with Talbot 
connections warns against over emphasis of the novelty of the King's 
measures. 
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on 11 June 1463, several of the manors were removed and granted to the 
young Earl for his maintenance. 
(') 
A year laterp although still only 
sixteen, John was given licence to enter the remainder of the landso with 
the special exception of Goodrich. 
(2) 
The King's goodwill was demon- 
strated yet again in 1466 whent apparently on the Earl's petitiong he 
secured his entry into Blackmere and other Shropshire lands at the 
expense of the Dowager Countess Margaret. 
(3) 
Edward IVj it seemst con- 
sidered the reconciliation of the Earl of greater value than the income 
of a few of his estates. 
The evidence of the second minority is perhaps of greater signifi- 
canoe. Not only was it longerg but also the King was stronger. The 
number of estates at Edward's disposal was again complicated by the matter 
of dower. The Countess Elizabeth was still alive, and dower had also 
to be set aside for the third Earl' s widow, Katherine. She was granted 
lands in Shropshireq Gloucestershirep Derbyshire and the southern 
counties. 
(4) 
This having been settled in September/October 14739 Edward 
appointed Richard Greemay Auditor Generalp Richard Croft Receiver of 
(1) CPR, 1461-67, p268. They were Farnham (Buckinghamshire) and two parts 
of Badgeworthq Mmtleyg Longhope, 'Whaddon and Corfham. This left 
Credenhillq Ecoleswallp Lea and Strangeford in the King's hands. 
(2) Ibid, P339,24 August 1464- 
See above p6l. 
2R, 1467-77, P357. Fifteen manors were involved. 
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Blackmerej Corfham and Goodrich, and Thomas Stidolff Receiver of the 
remaining estates in Gloucestershire and Wiltshire. 
(') 
The Countess 
Elizabethl howeverp died before the end of 1473, John Swift being 
appointed the King's Receiver of Sheffield. 
(2) 
Her death necessitated 
a re-arramgement in Katherina's dower, parcels from five manors being 
(3) 
added in March 1475 to bring her portion up to the customary third. 
But Katherine herself died a year later andl for the first timet the 
entire inheritance was left -4t Edward's disposal. 
Once again, Edward proved less interested in direct exploitationg 
preferring to employ the estates for patronage. DL=ing this second 
minority Williamq lord Has. tings 9 was the chief benef ioiary. On 31 July 
1474 he had been granted the custody of Sheffield in addition to the 
wardship and ma=iage of the young Earl George. 
(4) 
The rest was initially 
(5) 
granted to the Queen on 24 June 1475- A year later, apparently 
I 
Ibidt PP3979 01, Both Greenway and Stidolff weret like Crofto 
drawn from the royal administration. 
(2) Ibido P442. Swift had probably been the Countess' Receiver. His 
fathery William, had served John, first Earlq also as Receiver thirty 
years earlier. 
(3) Ibidt P357* 
(4) 1bidq P460. Sheffield was granted in payment of a debt due to him 
from the King of '19500 maxks. Bat Hastings also undertook to pay the 
King the same sum for the wardship and marriage of George. In 1477 
this was cancelled against yet another sum of 2,500 marks owed by the 
Queen to Hastirk3s. George married Hastings' daughter Anne before 1481 (CPR9 1476-85t P36; CPq xi, 009) 
(5) 1467-779 PP539P 561-2. 
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Katherine's dower was added to Hastings' grant and eventuallyp in 1478, 
the custody of the greater part of the inheritance was re-arranged in 
his favourg the Queen surrendering to him all her estates (twenty-one) 
in seven countiesp retaining only those in Shropshire and Herefordshire. 
0) 
Under the terms of this final settlement Hastings agreed to pay C300 
per a=um for the custody of his share (about two-thirds) of the inheri- 
tance. It was worth at least twice this much. The lordship of Sheffield 
alone was charged with over C425 in arrears and issues in 1479-80p and 
in 1479 at least C200 was delivered to Hastings in cash. He clearly 
enjoyed most advantageous tems. 
(2) 
Yet one might still expect that those lands in Shropshire and 
Herefordshireq which remained perie'ý*ýtly in the King's or Queen's hands 
felt the pressure of the King's exploitation, but surviving accounts 
presented by Richard Croft and his ministers and the record of the Patent 
Rolls reveal that this was far from the case. 
(3) 
The outstanding feature 
(1) Ibid, 1476-85, pp120-1. 
(2) THASO vig pig. He had already held the estates that had folmed 
Katherine's dower without rendering account for a ear from her 
death until Michaelmas 1477 (2h-t 1476-85, pp120-1ý* 
(3) Accounts of all the estates involveat except Ecoleswall and Corfh=t 
have survived. Accounts of the Shropshire estatest covering 1473-789 
are to be found in BP 87; Richard Croft's account for Shropshireq 
1 77-78, and Shropshire and Herefordshire, 1481-829 are in PRO, SC 6ý1122/110 12. 
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in the administration of these estates was their employment f or patro- 
nage in the form of annuities and fees, the majority of which were 
granted within the first six months of the minority. The chief 
beneficiaries here were the surviving members of the family of the 
Earl of Shrewsbury. Sir Gilbert Talbotl his elder uncle, was granted 
E66/13/4d. from Blackmere and the office of Steward with its fee of Z5 
on 8 October 1473; Christopher Talbot, clerk9 the younger unclet was 
granted E26/13/4d. from Shifnal in November; and in the following 
March their half-cousin, Sir Humphrey Talbotq who had initially been 
granted C40 from Goodrich and Archenfield, had his annuity transferred 
to Blackmere as well. 
(') 
Smaller annuities and fees were subsequently 
paid out from the other Shropshire estates to several courtierst 
(2) 
and the issues of Marbury (over E20) were set aside for Sir William 
Stanleyq the Treasurer of the Principality of Chester. 
(3) 
In alll over 
C200 was granted in annuities and fees on estates which were worth about 
E375 in clear value. With allo wance for expenditurep this left about 
E150 per annum to be delivered, of which part was paid directly by the 
ministers of Bitterley, Tasley and Wrockwardine and the remainder by 
CPR, 1467-77, pp4029 410-19 440- 
(2) Ibido pp401-2; 1476-851 p47. The laxgest of these were C13/6/8d. from 
Cheswardine to Roger Bickeleyq valet of the King; 910 from Sutton 
Maddock to Thomas Brereton; and Z6/13/4d. to Edmund Dudley as Steward 
of Alberbury. 
(3) BP9 87, Marbury, 1477-78- 
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Richard Croftq to the Treasurer of the Household. In 1477-789 for 
instance, the ministere delivered E59/12/11-23, -d. and Croft F-86/0/8d. 
(1) 
There were apparently no annuities charged to the Herefordshire 
estates. Neverthelesst in Goodrich and Archenfield in 1481-829 almost 
half the issues received by Croft (E50/18/6id. ) were absorbed in fees 
and wages. With these fees deducted all the Herefordshire estates raised 
just under E50 in that year. But by this time, it appearst Croft's 
management was running into difficulties, for he only delivered C75 to 
the Household for the Shropshire and Herefordshire estates combined. 
(2) 
Although kept in handl therefore# these estates were exploited, finan- 
ciallyp no more thoroughly than the rest of the inheritance. Nor was 
this balancea by an intensification in the economic exploitation, for 
BlacImere in the 1470s produced on average C20 per amum less than- it did 
in the 1430s. 
(3) 
The case of Goodrich is even more illuminating- In 
William Herbert's hand, between 1465 and 1468', the lordship yielded 
E346/3/4d. in issues and arrears, over twice as much a year as'paid to 
Richard Croft in 1481-82. The King's exploitation pales beside the 
ruthlessness of Herbert. 
(4) 
(1) BP 87/1477-78; PRO, SC 6/1122/11. 
(2) PRO9 SC 6/1122/12. E20 remained in arrears and a further C30 were 
claimed as fees. 
(3) See below Ch IX passim. 
National Library of Wales, Badminton Mss'1501-03. 
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During the second minority Edward IV could have received: barely 
f if ty per- cent of the annual value of the Talbot estates - Nor were 
the estates integrated into any system of royal estate management. 
Edward's policy had, indeedq features more reminiscent of traditional 
attitudes and methods. There was nothing novel in granting the custody 
of estatest on very generous terms, to the King's righthand man, nor in 
tapping them as a source of patronage, nor even when sinecures were not 
requiredt in continuing to employ at all levels the officials appointed 
by the Talbots. 
(1) 
There was more of the old than of the new in the 
Yorkist management. 9f the Talbot estates. 
Edward's attitude was determined primarily by his politicalg not 
his financialg nýeds. His policy -towards the Talbots and their estates 
was directed towards gaining their support. How successful was he? 
Although Edward treated John, 3rd Earl of Shrewsbury, with magnamlý 9 it 
was in fact to George, Duke of Clarencep that the Earl turned in the 
later 1460s. Clarence was definitely Shrewsýuryls lord by 14679 in which 
year he supported him and Her=y Vernon in their feud with Lord Grey of 
Although William Clerkv Marshal of the King's Hall, was granted 
the Stewardship of Sutton Maddockj Sir Richard Harcourt was confirmed 
as Steward of Bampton, Shrivenham and Swindont whilst at the lower 
levelVilliam Dowton =d Bartholomew Brown remained Bailiff and 





He was probably also godfather to Shrewsbury's heir, born 
in 14689 who appears to have been named in his honour. During the crisis 
of 1469-7 11 Shrewsbury, although he acted a good deal more circumspectlyq 
followed Clarence. A report was carried to Milan in May 1469 that he 
Joined Warwick and Clarence after the Lincolnshire Rebelliong and although 
this is not confirmed by any other sourceq he did purchase a general 
(2 
pardon for all offences on 26 April. 
) 
His one definite action seems 
to have been to join Warwick and Clarence in their triumphal march to 
London in October 1470. 
(3) 
He appears to have been one of the Readeption 
(1) Shrewsbury' s sister Anne was married to Henry Vernon, the eldest son 
and heir of Six William Vernon of Haddon. The qua=-el came to a head 
in a skirmish near Derby on 3 December in which Vernon's brother, 
Roger, was killed. Sessions were held at Derby on 20 April 1468 
before Clarenceg Hastings and Riveraq whore it was found that Grey's 
meh were indeed guilty of the murder but that all parties were guilty 
of distributing liveriesp including Shrewsbury. Evidence was pre- 
sented to the Justices that Shrewsbury was at Bakewell on 23 February 
1468 where he distributed his badge, a talbot argent, to nineteen or 
more men, all recruited locally. (The talbot argent is to be seen 
emblazoned on the ceiling of the dining-room (01490) of Haddon Hall)* 
According to the pseudo William Worcestert Grey was supported by 
'those in favour about the king' - ie Rivers and Hastingsp whose 
retainer he had been since 1464- In the summer of 1468 all parties 
raised recognizances not to harm each otherg or the jurors who had 
served at the sessions in April, (See J. G. Bellamyt 'Justice 
under the Yorkist Kings' I American Journal of Legal Historyll ix, 
Dunh= PP151-2; Wars of the English, ii, p789; Wedgwoodq P907; W- H- Lord 'Hastings 
- 
Indentured Retainers, pp25,79; CCR, 1468-769 
pp25-6; PROt _KB 9/13/23* 
(2) Cal State Papers, Milan, 1385-1618, P137; qRv 1467-779 p210. 
(3) E. P. Jacobt The Fifteenth Cent----, P561 
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goverrunent's key men in the North Midlands and the Welsh Marchesq sit- 
ting on the bench and commissions in Derbyshire, Staffordshire 
Shropshiret Herefordshire and Gloucestershire. 
(') 
But not even Clarence was sure of him when EdIward returnecl in 1471. 
On 15 March he wrote from Bristol to Henry Vernon asking him to dis- 
cover "the aesposyn of the Erell of Shrowsbere and the labor wuche is 
by hem'and the band 
(2) 
wyche ye haf sartefeyed me ys late made by hem! '. 
The next day he followed this up by asking Vernon to set spies on the 
Earl. But by 30 March Clarence was relieved to hear of "the goode and 
lovyng disposiccion towards us of our cousin of Shrovesbury" 9 although 
the Earl had not gone so far as to offer to join him. 
(3) 
Shrewsbury's 
extreme caution is confirmed by the knowledge that he spent the crucial 
(1) CPR, 1467-77, pp247,249. Another was Lord Stanley who visited 
Shrewsbury at Blackmere during the year 1470-71 (BP 82/1470-719 
Receiverp attachment, P4)- 
(2) Reference to the raising of this 'bard' is to be found in the Blackmere Receiver's account for 1470-71- In a booklet attached to the account listing divers'payments Isythen his last accountel (the. first use of English in the accounts) the Receiver included the costs incurred in 'fetching' Madoo ap Meredith$ Cartwright and John ap Heret to th4i-lord and sending 'warnings' to the Bailiffs 
of Tasley, Wrockwardinel Corfham, Culmingtong Bitterley and Alberbary (BP 87/1470-719 Receiverg attachment, p4d). 
(3) HKCP Calendar of Rat_1and Mss, iq pp2-4- 
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month of April watching on events from his manor house at Blackmere. 
The motive behind Shrewsbury's equivocal attitude was no doubt 
(2) 
prim ily a desire to avoid the risks of commitment* Neverthelessp 
Clarence's reconciliation with Edward opened the way for his full assi- 
milation into the Yorkist fold. In the two years that followed before 
his death he was entrusted with various royal tasks and liberally 
rewarded. He was one of the commissioners appointed to treat with the 
Scots in August 1471 and to suppress the Kinals enemies in North Wales 
in Septemberl when he was also granted the office of Chief Justice of 
North Wales for life. He was also granted the reversion of the manors 
of Adderleyq Shropshirej and Orstong Nottinghamshireq forfeited from 
Lord Roos. In 1473 he was om of those appointed a tutor of Edwardt 
Prince of Wales. 
(3) 
Edward had cause to be satisfied, for if he had not 
been wholly with him in 1469-71, he had equally never been wholly against 
(1) BP 87/1470-71- An interesting side-light is thrown on his caution 
by the method of dating employed in the Receiver's account for this 
year. Despite his show of support for the Readeptiong the Receiver's 
receipts dated 18 November and 6 Februoxy used lanno dominil instead 
of the customary regnal years, It was not until 6 March that the for- 
mat 'the yere from the putting down of our suffran Lord King Henry the 
sext. the 49 and of the redemcion of his royal power the lot' was adop- 
ted. After Edward's return, his regnal years ware i=ediately readopted. 
(2) One of his brotherst Jamesq did commit himself and fought at either 
Barnet or Tewkesbury (on which side it is not known) and died of his 
wounds at Shifnal (J. Hunter, Hallamshire, pp47-8). 
(3) CP, xio P707; CPR, lA67-77, p294- 
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himp and after 1471 he was clearly drawn more deeply into the Yorkist 
regime. 
After 1473 the Earl's brotherg Gilbert Talbotq became the head of 
the family and continued to enjoy the favour of the King. He was an 
Esquire of the bodyt and in addition to the annuity from Blackmere was 
granted the custody of Wexford during the minority of his nephew. He 
served on the King's expedition to France in 14759 and on Shropshire 
commissions from 1477-(1) But in 1483 the usurpation of Richard III 
led to Gilbert's estrangement from the Crown. He was promptly removed 
from the bench in Shropshire and lost his annuity from Blackmereq 
although that of his kinsman Humphrey was confirmed and his brother 
Christopher was later presented to St. Alkmunds, Whitchurch. In July 
1484 he felt the need to purchase a paxdon, but he declared his hand in 
August 1485 when 'no became Henry Tudor's first English adherent. He 
subsequently commanded the right wing at Bosworth with a personal following 
of five hundred men drawn from the Earldom of Shrewsburyt was wounded in 
battleg and was the first to be knighted by the new King on the field. 
(2) 
Richard III's brief reign effectively demonstrated the success and wis- 
dom of his brother's policy of reconciliation towards the Talbot family. 
(1) Wedgwood, P838. 
(2) ER, 1476-85, PP417,497P 570; Wedgwood, P838; Polydore Vergil, 
History, p218. Gilbert's retinue at Bosworth may have been sub- 
stantially the same as his brother's 'band' in 1471 (see above ploo). 
PART TWO 
THE CAREER OF JOHN, 
FIRST EARL OF SHREWSBURY 
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IV 
TEE TkLBOTS AND IRETMO. 1414-1453 
The Talbots were a family with well established Irish connections. 
As early as 1174 a Richard Talbot had been granted Malahide on the coast 
near Dublin and his descendantsq cousins of the English familyq were 
still in possession during the fifteenth centu3ry. 
(') 
In the fourteenth 
century the English branch of the family renewed its connections when 
Gilbert, 3rd Lord Talbotq married Pernell daughter of James Butler, 1st 
Earl of Ormond. The marriage did not lead to any territorial foothold 
in Irelandq but it'did lead to a closer personal association. In 1367P 
for instance, Gilbert Talbot and his brother-in-law, James, 2nd Earlj 
were executors of Eleanorg James' mothert Gilbert also being an admini- 
strator of her goods and chattels. 
(2) 
Laterg in 1380, Richard, 4th Lord 
Talbott was present at Dublin castle when the Bishop of Cloyne slandered 
his uncle Ormond, and acted as a witness in the proceeairxss that 
followed. 
(3) 
Richard Talbot maintained his links with Ireland. In 1366 
he received protection when intending to visit Ireland aGain and although 
he is not known to have gone until 13949 his uncle acted as his attorney 
there. 
(1) J. H. Wylie and W. T. Vlaughq The Reign of Henry V, i, p63- 
(2) Calendar of Ormond Deeds, iiiq ed E. Curtist p 156-8. Thomas Talbot 
was also Ormond's Constable at Arklow (1357-6p95 (ibid, iij pp27-8)- 
(3) Ibid, iiip pp168-71- 
(4) CPR 
--- 
L385-899 ppl89-277; 1388-92p p226; 1391-6, 
-P70-- 
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Richard Talbot's interest in Ireland was extended by his succession 
in 1389 to a claim to the lands of the Earldom of Pembroke, which inclu- 
ded the lordship of Wexford. As grandson of Elizabeth Comyno a daughter 
of Joang younger sister of Aymer de Valence, Talbot was one of the. 
possible heirs of John Hastingag Earl of Pembroke, when he died without 
issue. Another claimant was Reginaldq Lord Grey of Ruthinjwho was 
found Hastings' rightful heir and eventually secured possession of his 
English lands. 
(') 
But the title to Wexford was never formally decided 
and the dispute contimed in a desultory fashion over many yearsq with 
the Crown eventually recognising two titles to the lordship. One reason 
why this happened was no doubt because the title was more or less 
empty. The lordship was described in 1399 as being derelict and largely in 
Irish hands and throughout the fifteenth century it was raided and plun- 
dered. 
(2) 
The Complete Peerapre, maintains that Richaxd Talbot was initially 
awarded Wexford on the strength of his mother's claimt but in 1410 
Grey was styling himself as Lord. of Wexford. 
(3) 
John Talbot's appoint- 
See R. I. Jack, 'Entail and Descent: the HastinZs Inheritance 
1370-143619 BIHR, xxxviiis No 97 (May 1965), P1 ffq for a detailed 
account of the dispute and Talbot's paxt in it. 
(2) E. Curtis, History of Medieval Ireland, p282. 
(3) 9E, xi, p6gg; CFR, 1391-9ý p16; R. I- Jack, loc citi P15- 
-I 
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ment as Lieutenant in 1414 gave his family an advantage which he did 
not fail to exploit. When his brother died in 1418 John took the lord- 
ship into the King's hands. Grey petitioned against this actiony 
asking that records should be produced by the Chancellor of Ireland which 
would show his correct title. 
(') 
This was apparently of no avail; cer- 
tainly no official decision was recorded. Talbotj howeverg succeeded 
in keeping possession, and from 1421 acted as the rightful lord. On 
10 April 1425, for instancel he made a treaty with Donat O'Brian, who 
promised to do no harm to his lordship of Wexfordt and in the following 
years he appointed his own officers there. 
(2) 
Eventuallyq in 1446t he 
assumed the title of Earl of Wexfordq and his descendants have used the 
title ever since. But Grey's descendants also continued to use the 
title of Lord of Wexford. Hence two$ imaginaryq titles were recogniGed, 
although in practice the Talbots secured possession. 
(3) 
Talbot also inherited through his first wifeg Maud Nev'illq another 
more certain, but profitlessq Irish claim to the Verdon lordship of 
'(1) Chancerv Proceedinc: s, Elizabeth I, iiq pvii. 
(2) Rot Pat Claus Hib, pp237v 238bg 241b. 
(3) CPR, 1441-6, P448; SM, X9 P700- In the patent creating Talbot Earl of 
'Waterford, 17 July 14469 he was styled Earl of Wexford as well as 
Shrewsbury. The titles of Hastings and lVexford were automatically 
assigned to Grey's son in 1463 when he was created Earl of Kent. Buti 
in 1473 Wexford was considered to be in the King's hands as part of 
the Talbot inheritance. 
¼ 
lo6 
Westmeath, which passed to the Lords Furnival in 1318. 
(') 
But the 
lordship had fallen into Txish hands and when she died in 1422 VILaud t 
Lady Furnival was possessed of only two manors in Ireland worth C5 
between them. 
(2) 
But the claim to'gestmeath as well as 17exford made 
Talbot, in title, one of the more important absentee landlords. This, 
and his close relationship with the Earls of Ormondj qualified him as 
a suitable candidate for the Lieutenancy of Irelandq to which he was 
appointed on 24 February 1414- 
The Lieutenancy of Ireland in the fifteenth century was a hard and 
thankless post. For most of the century Ireland was in a state little 
short of anarchy. Richard 119 it is trueg had tried to reconstitute 
and revitalise the English lordship. But after his brief success Ireland 
was once more relegated to a place of minor importance by the English 
kirv, p. Indeed, f or rulers lackiq-,, in resources - and often statesmanship - 
Ireland was a welcome and obvious economy. Consequentlyl starved of 
support, the English lordship remained little more than nominal. 
The Irish, wrote Richard Up were divided into "three kinds of people, 
the wild Irish, our enemies, the Irish rebels and the obedient English". 
The wild Irish, in their various kimcdoms and clansq controlled raost Of 
(1) CPq xiip Pt 2, pp251-2. 
(2) Rot Pat Claus Hib, p225- 
-j 
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the country. The North and West were hardly ever penetrated by the 
English and were completely free from English domination. The Irish 
rebels were the descendants of the more remote Norman colonial families 
who had 'gone native' and were hardly distinguishable from the pure 
Irish themselves. The obedient English could be divided into two 
groups: the great Ar4glo-Irish familiesq particularly the Butlers and 
Fitzgeralds, who held vast estates in the Irish marches, 
(1) 
and the 
inhabitants of the small area under direct military control of the 
English government. This area shrank noticeably during the Lancastrian 
period. Richard II left the four counties Dublin, Kildare, Meath and 
Louth under English control. During Henry VI's reign it shrank to the 
borders later formalized as the Palo under Henry VII. In 1429 
Archbishop Swayne of Armagh wrote to the English goverment that the 
Eng, lishlground' was "not so much of quantity as is one shire in England". 
A council report of 1435 specified that there was 11scarcely thirty miles 
in length or twenty miles in breadth of the counties of Dubling Meath, 
Lcklth and Kildare out of the subjection of o, = enemies". 
(2) 
Outside this 
axe the English held tenuously to the ports of Waterfordo Wexfordp Cork 
and Limerick. 
The Butlerst Earls of Ormond, held Kilkermy; the Fitzgeraldsv Earls 
of Desmond, parts of the oounty of Cork. The O'Neills of Ulster 
were also Anglo-Irishv though their loyalty to the Crovm was fax 
less certain. 
(2) J. T. Gilbert, History of the Viceroys of Irelands PP3309 573. 
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It was a, -, ainst the EnZlish 'ground' that the wild Irish and English 
rebels waged continual warfare. The individual clans had neither the 
unity nor the desire to throw out the English. Instead they enjoyed 
plundering or extorting, ransoms from the cultivated borders of the 
English-held land. 
(') 
The Butlers and Fitzgeraldsp more exposed to the 
Irish raids, survived by coming to terms or buying them off. 
(2) 
The 
first task of the Lieutenant, therefore, was military, to protect the 
'ground' and to try to subdue the Irish. But his resources never allowed 
him to attempt more than punitive raids which merely achieved formal 
submission from the chieftainsq which they would revoke at the first 
opportunity. Hence the 1435 report complained that "during the last 
thirty years the Lieutenants. did not invade the Irish but for a sudden 
Journey or hostirZ and made no residence amongst the people". 
(3) 
(1) The Irish themselves were semi-nomadic at this timey living laxgely 
on their cattle. They showed their lack of civilisation by running 
around practically nakedp showing every part of the body t1with as 
little shame as we our faces". For a contemporary description see 
the account of Raymond of Perillos, printed by J. H. 'ýWylie and W. T. 
17augh, OP cit. io PP74-5- 
(2) Known as Iblack rent'. One of the accusations levelled against 
Ormond in 1423 was that he had set his lordship of 0ghtryn to Ilack 
rent of 12 marks paid to the wife of Calagh O'Connor (Ro-t--P-a-=-ý6 ivo 
p198). The Fitzgeralds simply went Inative' in the fifteenth 
century. 
(3) J. T. Gilbert, o-P cit, P332. 
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But the task of pacifyixk-, the Irish was made doubly difficult by 
the inefficiency and division within the English administration. There 
were very f ew periods of stability in government. The Lieutenants were 
frequently replaced. Between 1414 and 1450 there were eleven changes. 
A petition of the Ixish paxliament to Eng , land in 1429 went so fax as 
to 
complain of this. 
(') 
And in addition the Lieutenants frequently absented 
themselves. Talbot spent only twenty-eight months of six years actually 
in Ixeland. During these absences the Lieutenant's duties were carried 
out by a deputy with the official title of justiciax. 
(2) 
Since the 
Justiciax rarely had the same powers, this only increased the instability 
of government. Butý regardless of this, the Lieutenant could achieve 
little without supplies. Ban1=ptcy was their majwý problem. Thomas of 
Lancaster had been granted 120000 max1cs per annum. in 1401. Talbot was 
granted only 4POOO per anx=. The grant remained at this level for most 
of Henry VI's reisn. 
(3) 
Ireland itself was expected to augment this. In 
1421 Omond was voted a total of 1,400 maxl-, s by the I=ish Paxliament and 
Great Council. But this was exceptionally laxge. In 1419 the 
Lieutenant received only 300- 
(4) 
His resources were often not enough 
(1) J. T. Gilbert, op cit, P324- 
(2) The office is an interesting s=ival from Anglo-Norman England. 
(3) H. G. Richardson and G. 0. Sa-yles, The Irish Paxli=-ent in the 
"iddle A, L- Tes, PP152-3- 
(4) Ibidp P157; H. G- Richaxclson and G. 0. Sayles, Parlinument and 
Councils of Medieval Ireland, Vol i, T, =-vi. 
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to pay even his soldiers. In 1417 Talbot feared mutiny. They were, 
arWvjayq forced to live permanently off the land. By far the most 
common complaint against him was that he was extortionate and did not 
pay for what he took. 
(') 
Indeed, it is debatable whether the inhabitants 
of the English I ground' suffered more from their enemies or from their 
protectors. One consequence certainly was the steady miaration of these 
inhabitants to England, against which the goverment from time to time 
vainly legislated. 
(2) 
In 1428 Archbishop Swayne su=ed up for the King 
this general malaise. 
t1jf ye my lord ..... would ordain a great power hither to 
withstand the malice of the enemies; and whosoever that 
shall have the government of this land that he find 
sufficient surety to keep the land ..... and that he make true payment to the common people for him ana his s6ldiersq 
and then he tcace no subsidies nor tallages for them; then 
I suppose with God's Grace this country will be relieved 
and saved unto the 1,: in,,, Is age. "(3) 
The Lieutenant governed through a 'privy' council, composed 
generally of the chief administrative and legislative officers; the 
Treasurerg Chancellor, Chief Justice of the Xin, ýIs Bench =. d one or 
For ex=ple, in 1417 (Proc Priv- Counc, ii, p219) and 1435 (J. T. Gilbert, o-P citg PT3). 
(2) E. Curtis, 
_qp citg pp283-4,289-90. 
J. T. Gilbertf o2 cit-, P573-4. 
Ibid. He estimated that at least -920,000 was ovied on clud tallies. 
,j-- 
ill 
two uncler-officialss augmented by one or both the Axchbishops. 
(1) 
He 
could call upon the Irish Parliament or a Great Council for legis- 
lation and meagre subsidies. These instituLbns also provided the 
f oxmal arena for the sanctionir4,, r of frequent petitions and reports sent 
back to EA31and, usually prdising the Lieutenant in his presence; 
damning him in his absence. Generally speaking, a parliament was 
elected and a great council silnmoned, ýbut the composition and function 
of the two were similar. 
(2) 
In time of faction, which was most of the 
time, they were particulaxly open to corruptiong there beizZ frequent 
complaints of packing. 
(3) 
Indeed the whole goverment was severely 
hampered by the great feud which developed between the Butlers =d 
the Talbots , the total ef f ect of which was to unde=ine the E nClish 
(4) 
position in Ireland even fuxther. 
For a discussion of the Irish Council, see H. G. Richardson and 
G. 0. Saylest The Irish Parliament in the Middle A , ýýesq pp162-71. 
(2) See ibidt PP167-9- 
(3) A petition of 1430 complained that "the nobles and great men fill 
it (Parliament) with their nominees who little regard the weal of 
the kina or his s-abjects" (E. -Curtis, o-P cit, P300). In 
1442 
Ormond was also accused of acking (J. Graves, The Xiwz's Council 
in Ireland (Rolls Series 69ýj p286. ) 
For fu: ýther discussion of thist see below P119 f-f- 
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This, therefore, was the condition of the land to which John Talbot 
was appointed Lieutenant. His f irst acts were to -appoint his chief 
officers of state. Hugh Burght his retainer, was made Treasurer and 
Lawrence 111erbury, Burgh's predecessorl who had come to England to report 
on the state of affairs in Ireland, bec=e Chancellor. 
(') 
Preparations 
for his journey took most of the summer. Burgh and Merbury were sent on 
in advance, shippin, - and provisions were gathered and Dublin castle Vras 
made ready. Eventually ho landed at Dalkeith on 10 November. 
(2 ) 
He 
was destined to spend only two brief periods of residence in Ireland; 
the first, for fifteen months until February 1416; the secondp for 
f ourteen months from llay 1418 until July 1419 - 
(3) 
But this was suffi- 
cient for him to make a deep impact on the country. 
In his first'period of residence Talbot revealed those qualities 
of vigour and ruthlessness that were later to win him renown in France. 
He was preoccupied largely in securing the borders of the Enalish 
'ground' and crushing the neighbourinG Irish. 
(4) 
The su=er of 14159 
(1) J. H. Tlylie and W. T. Waugh, op cit, i, p6l. 
(2) Rot Pat Claus Hib, ij pp205,208p 209P 434P 445- 110 was sworn into 
office by Axchbishop Cranley of Dublin on 13 November (ibiav pp205-6). 
(3) Ibidý pp2l2bg 215; CPR9 1416-22, PP151.9 153. 
(4) Little evidence has survived of his attempting ary administrative 
refonns. In Jamary 1415 Hugh Bur[; h did conduct an inquiry into 
the state of the Irish finances (Rot Pat Claus Hibg p208b). 
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his success, for the compiler of the Annals of Ulster complained 
"From the time of Herod ther cam not anyone so N; ickecl". 
(') 
In the spring of 1416, no doubt realising that he had not enough 
resources to carry on where he had left off in the autumnq he returned 
to England. 
(2) 
to plead with the Kino in_person for more supplies. In 
late April he put his case before the oouncil. He requested the payment 
of 1j 000 marks of his allowance disallowed to him by the Earl of Anmiel 
the late Treasurer, additional soldiers and supplies for the holding- Of 
the Ixish marches, besides armed ships to patrol the sea aGainst pirates. 
He was granted his allowance and one armed barge. 
(3) 
It was probably 
because of this short shrift that Talbot made no haste to return to 
Ireland. Indeed, he was encouraged to stay for a while, for he was 
s=oned to Parliament and to the embassy detailed to meet the Emperor 
Sigismund at Dover. 
(4) 
During his long absence the position in Ireland deteriorated. The 
O'Connors of Off aly and Art lladll=ough took the opportunity of rem7firK; 
(1) E. Curtis, 0-0 cit, P292. 
(2) Rot Pat Claus Hib, p2l2b. He sailed from Clondart on 7 Febru,, xy 
leaving Archbishop Cranley as his deputy and Justiciar. 
(3) Proc Priv Counc, vi, ppl98-200. 
(4) ; Q? ids P194- 
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their raids on the English. 
(') 
At the same time, opposition to his 
goverment grewl and came to a head at a Parliament held at Trim in 
January 1417. Here he was indicted for various opp=essions and debts 
and Archbishop Cranley took it upon himself to come to England and lay 
the Irish complaints before the King2 overcoming Laurence Merbury's 
attempts td obstruct him. Cranley appeaxed before the council on 25 
February. The King virtually dismissed the charges, replying that he 
would make good their complaints after the expiration of Talbot's terM 
of office. 
(2) 
Cranley never returned to Ireland, for he died 6n 22514Y- 
Talbot now secured the appointment of his brother Richard to the vacant 
Archbishopric of Dublin. But it was not until the sprirz of 1418 that 
the brothers finally set off for Ireland. 
(3) 
Talbot's second period of residence was beset with difficulties. 
The most fundamental of these was the overwhelming cost of his adMini- 
stration. His grant of 4,000 marks per annum had, in fact, been paid 
fairly regularly. In 1415 he received C2,336/3/4d. of his assignment, 
(1) J. H. Tlylie and 71. T. IvTmýgh, on cit, p66. 
(2) Proo Priv Counc, pp2199 220; J. T. Gilberto an cito P310- Rot Pat 
Claus Hib, pp221-221b. Merbury refused to put his seal to the 
articles. Cranley, thereforeo simply did without official authori- 
sation. 
(3) Richard Talbot was appointed on 20 December 1417- In November 1415 
he had been granted the custody of the tenporalities of the Bishopric 
of Ferns and in 1416 failed to win the Archbishopric of Armagh J. H. Wylie and W. T. Waugh, op cit, pp68-9; Rot Pat Cla-us Hib, 
p212b). 
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and he received further instalments in Ilay 1416, March 1417, Maxch and 
April 1418 and throughout 1419- Neverthelessq in true Lancastrian fashionp 
he received consistently less than his original grant*(') And he found 
the financial burden harder and harder to bear. Scarcely a month -after 
his return he threatened to sail to France to plead with the King for 
money. A council begged him to stay, "considering the great destruction 
and disease t7hich hath come into this lande by his laste absence" and 
wrote to the KirýT, on his behalf. 
(2) 
Talbot certainly was not satisfied. 
He wrote himself to the King, who gave him neither comfort nor relief 
He, therefore, tried Bedford in England. Gone was the enthusianm and 
vigour of the first year. Now he complained of the grand and importable 
charge that he bore. The Irish were once more in rebellion and his Sol- 
diers had mutinied and-would not serve until they were paid and supplied. 
(3) 
(4) 
In October he wrote again to Bedford with exactly the same complaint. 
It would appear that he received little satisfaction from either the King 
or his Regent. It is hardly surprising, thereforeq that Marlgborough 
should comment that he left in 1419 llcaxryinc;, along with him the curses 
of many because he, being rur-ine much in debt for victuall and divers other 
(1) Proc Priv Counep iit p129; J. H. Illylie and Tf. T. Waughp op cit, p6g. 
(2) Ellisp Letters, it PP53-64t P=ticulaxlY P55- 
(3) Uý. 1, Cotton I. Iss, Titus B xig 31. 
(4) Ibiat 1,10 46. 
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thiriCs, would pay little or nothina at all". 
( 1) 
Talbot was, moreover, hampered further by the rebellious opposi-. ý 
tion which he had aroused amongst some of thd Anglo-Irish. The 
opposition which had been behind the attack on him in the Parliament 
of 1417 became more overt. Marjy had supported James Fitzgerald against 
the Lieutenant. James had usurped the Earldom of Desmond from his 
nephew Thomas. Thomas had coma to Ireland with official ErZ-lish support 
to reclaim his title but had been captured by his uncle. In the summer 
of 1418 Talbot, with great expense, had managed to secure Thomas' releasep 
but he failed to shake James' hold on the Earldom. Indeed, after Thomas 
died in 1420, the English government had no option but to recognise- 
James as rightful Earl. 
(2) 
It was in the summer of 1418 that Thomas 
Butlerp Prior of Kilmainham, the Earl of Kildaxe, Christopher Preston of 
Gormaston and others took up arms against Talbot. The Priorp in alliance 
with some of the Irish chieftains, retired to the counties of Tiperary 
and Ulke=iy, which they occupied in force. 
(3) 
Kildare and Preston were 
arrested by Ta. 1bot at Slane before they could do much damage-W But 
(1) Claronicle of Irelandp p28. 
(2) E. Curtis, op cit, pp294-5; J. T. Gilbertp op cito pP307-8; 
Ellis, Letters, i, p6l. 
(3) MI, Cotton Uss, Titus Bxiq 46. 
(4) E. Curtis, op cit, p292. 
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with thin widespread opposition Talbot was in a far weaker position 
than he had been in 1415- 
And yet despite thin lack of resources, this opposition and his own 
weariness for the task, Talbot continued to enjoy success against the 
Irish. At Whitsun 1418 Maurice O'Keating came in to Lasenhale, County 
Dubling where he yielded himself to the Lieutenant and swore homage 
to the King, releasinC his English prisoners and giving his eldest son 
as a pledge. In the Southl one Walter O'Burke had been harassing 
Limerick and Cork. At Michaelmas Talbot restored order in those partso 
took O'Burke's homage and forced him to sign indentures to keep the 
peace. And on 10 May 1419 he captured Donogh MaclAurrough, the young 
'King of Leinster' who had foolishly repudiated his late father's oaths 
of allegiance. 
(') 
But shortly after this feat King Henry summoned 
Talbot to France. So he sailed from Swords on 22 July, accompanied by 
his new prisoner, MacMurrough. 
(2) 
(1) Ellist Letters, it PP59-60; 111p Cotton Mssp Titus B xi, 46; 
J. T. Gilbertg. op citt P311; Es Curtiso o32 citv p293- 
(2) CPR9 1422-99 p261; Rot Pat Claus Hib, p216; J. H. Wylie and W. T. 
Waugh, op cit, p6g. Henry V's method of dealing with the feud in 
Ireland seems to have been to have one party in his presence in France. 
In 1418 he called the Prior of Kilmainhamt who sailed from Waterford in 
the autumn and joined his brothert Jamesq Earl of Ormondp before 
Rouen. In 1419 the King decided to give in to the opposition. Con- 
sequently Talbot was called to France and Ormond was sent back to 
Irelandp being officially appointed in February 1420 when Talbot's 
indenture ran out. 
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Although Talbot made a deep impact on Ireland as a soldier in 
1415, there was little left to show for his military efforts after 
1419. He cannot really be blamed for the lack of resources which dic- 
tated the short torm strategy and tactics which he folloWed. The Most 
lasting consequence of his Lieutenancy was perhaps the feud with James 
of Oniond and in this context his most lasting -achievemcnt was the placing 
of his brother, Richard, as Archbishop of Dublin, for the Archbishop 
became the centre of a permanent Talbot faction. 
It was this feud between the Talbots and Ormonas which dominated 
Irish politics between Talbot's two Lieutenancies. Its origins axe 
obscure. In 1415 Talbot and Ormond worked, apparently, in happy co- 
operation. Accordirg to Dugdaleq Ormond was retained by Talbot in 
1414-(1) Certainly, in 1415 and early 1416 Ormond received -generous 
grants from the Lieutenant. 
(2) 
It was not until Talbot's two Ye= 
absence in England that the rift developed. The feud possibly be,,, an 
as a fundamental difference of political olinion during the yeaXs 1414 
to 1417, but it was soon superceded by extreme personal emity. Talbot, 
as an absentee lora, represented external royal authority in Ireland at 
its most negative. His policy was to concentrate on ma-intaininZ the 
Du, -clale, P329d. He was retained to serve for one year with his 
Mhole retime. 
(2) Rot Pat Clalas 'I'lib, pp2039 213b. 
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F, n,,,, lish lgr-roundl intact, enforciný-,, strict seZre-atio bet een Irish and n IT 
English, and holdin, -, the border tribes in subjection by the sword. 
Ormond, on the other hand, as a residential lord, obviously found it fax 
raore desirable to reach an unaerstandir13 with his Irish neighbours.. and 
to avoid a rigid delineation of Irish from English. His policy of com- 
promise was essential to his livelihood. It was perhaps the Lieutenant's 
attempt to restore Thomas Fitzgerald to the Earldom of Desmond vellich 
brought their differences of opinion to the fore. 
0) 
It may be that 
Talbot's failure in this affair was due in ltzge part to Ormond's 
influence against him, for in 1420 Ormond, as Lieutenant, promoted and 
liberally rewarded James Fitzgerald. 
(2) 
But whatever the origins, by the time Talbot's Lieutenancy endedo 
the dispute had developed into the personal feud which was to be the 
most obvious of Ireland's troubles for the folloiyiný, - twenty years. In 
1427-8 Archbishop Swayne of Annaah Ywcote, 
"Whan my Lord Talbot was in this contre ther was grete 
variouns betwoyne hym and my lorde of Onaondq and Ynt they be 
nought acordede, and soine jentylmen of the contre ben well 
vrylled to my lorde of Ormond they hold with hym and longgen hym 
and helpyn hym, and be noght well willed to my lorde Talboto 
nor to norm that love hym, and they that love my Iorde Talbot 
done in the same maner to my lorde of Ormond ..... and so all this land is severed. And this debate betwyx these thyrey 
lordes is cause of the gret harmes that be do in this contre". (3) 
(1) See above P117- 
(2) E. Curtist op cit, pp294-5- J. T. Gilbert, o12-cits PP307-8- 
J. T. Gilbert, op cit, P577. 
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Some of the particulars axe known. In 1423, for instance, Talbot 
levelled various accusations against Ormond in the English Parliament. 
One of Ormond's major crimes was to be in alliance with various Irish 
chieftains, particularly William Thomissonp 'the stroný; est rebel and 
traitor of Ireland'. He was also held responsible for the murder Of 
John Liverpolel Talbot's Constable of Wicklow and the arrest of Thomas 
Talbot, a cousin, who was handed over to the Irish who "beat him and laid 
hare bagges upon him more than he might bear, by th6.. which cause the 
said Thomas was undone". The goverment, probably knowing that Talbot 
himself was not exactly the innocent party, ordered tIL-accusations to be 
quashed and peace to be made between them. 
(') 
That Talbot was not 
blameless is clear from a letter of 01420-2 written to him in France by 
his Constable of Athis, John Marshall. Athis was his I own castle' in 
which he maintained his own soldiers, who at the time of writirC, (early 
January) had not been -paid for five weeks. . 11arshall was =eportina that 
one 11acGilpatrick had been brought into Athis by YacFaghton and that hep 
11acGilpatrickl was -willing to become Talbot's man. Indeed, both Irishmen 
were awaiting instructions on how to proceed in Talbot's service and. so 
Talbot was asked to send his instructions to his clouncil. llacFaahton 
also supplied the informotion that James of Ormond was makin,, 7 himself 
(1) Rot Parl, 'v' PI)198-9. The kinsmen did not, as Parli=--ant hoped, 
meke their peace. 
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strong against Talbot and was preparing to lay siege to any castles that 
he held, on account of which I. Tzxshall was somewhat uneasy. 
(') 
Marshall's 
letter and the fact that in 1437-8 John Green commanded a detachment in 
Ireland, paid paxtly out of the profits of Sheffieldj(2) provide clear 
evidence that Talbot maintained a private army in Irel=-d to help pro- 
tect his interests. It is obvious, therefore, that Talbot dabbled as 
much in treason against Ormond as the Butlers had against him. Ile was, 
moreover, no less eager to find support anongst the Irish. 
Perhaps Talbot's dealings with his prisoner 3)ohogh., TIad. Iurrou,, frh 
should be seen in the same light. Mad-lurroAgh, King of Leinsterl con- 
trolled the Wicklow mountains only a few miles south of Dublin and was 
one of the most powerful Irish chieftains. In 1419 Talbot had captured 
him and taken him to En3, landq where he was imprisoned in the Tower. 
Sometime before 26 November 1424 1.1adlurrough ; ras-z-odeliverecl to Talbot 
who was then granted the profit and pleasure of his prisoner. 
(3) 
He 
apparently took him to Goodrich. At least, in July 1427, he wass escor- 
ted by Thomas DveriiZham arA four others from Goodrich via Blaolmere to 
Chester, where he embarked for Ireland. 
(4) 
The terms of his release are 
PRO, SC 1/43/176. 
(2) THAS9 Ut pp229-46. 
CPR, 1422-29 p261. 
(4) BP 76/1427; 82/1426-7. 
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unknovmt but it is conceivable that he entered some treaty of Mutubýl 
ii help with his one-time captor. Certainly in October 1429 he -was back 
, 
Talbot's hospitality for a while. 
(1) 
Exactly in Blackmere enjoyin, - 
what he migrht have done for Talbot in Ireland is uncertain, forg accor- 
dirig to Archbishop Swayne, i=ediately on his return he took to the 
swordq raided County Kildare and then followed with two forays into 
Wexford. 
(2) 
Since Talbot claimed the lordship of'gexford, this 'Was 
hardly the act of an ally. For lack of evidence the whole affair reMains 
obscure, althaagh some degree of collusion between the two may be sug- 
gested. 
Of areater impact on the EnZlish administration than the attempts 
of both sides to build up support amorigrst the Irish was the intense 
political rivalry between the Talbots and Butlers- In 1419 Talbot had 
left his brother Richoxd as Justici=- and. Lauxence Merbury as 
Chancellor, besides Hugh 1.7yehe , one of his supporters I in t1he of f ice of 
second Baron of the Exchequer. 
(3) 
on Ormond' s arrival as Lieutenant in 
1420 A=chbishop Talbot obviously su=enderea the Justiciarship. 1.1erbuxy 
novr found himself under atta&z.. In April 1421 he was condemned in a 
petition dra-vm up by Pa=li=ent attacking Talbot's adninistration. 
(1) 13P 82/1429-30. 
(2) J. T. Gilbert, OP cits P575. 
(3) ROt Pat 010,113 Hib j p2l5b. 
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Before it came up for the Chancellor's authorisation, he took out letters 
of attorney and returned to England, appaxently taking the great seal 
of Ireland with him as a last act of obstruction. 
(') 
In April 1423 he 
was once more under attack for the taking of the seal and the malversa- 
tion of Chancery funds. 
(2) 
By this time, howeverp Ormond had been 
relieved (on the death Of Henry V his office automatically lapsed) and 
Archbishop Talbot was once again Justiciar. Unable to protect Ilerbury 
further, on 19 May he took over the office of Chancellor himself. 
(3) 
Merbury seems to have retired with a generous pension from Talbot. 
(4) 
Throughout the period, thereforeý the Talbots man,,: 4, ged to keep a firm 
foothold in the goverment. 
Henry VI's council of minority appointed as its first Lieutenant Of 
Ireland Edmund, Earl of March, on 9 May 1423. In this appointment One 
can perhaps trace an attempt by the council to find an answet to the 
(1) Rot Pat Claus Hiby pp221-221b, 218b, 220f 225b. 
(2) Ibid. 
(3) H. G. Richaxdson and G. 0. Sayles, The Irish Parliament- in-the 
Middle Ages, PP311-2. Talbot became Justiciax on 4 October 1422. 
The office technically lapsed on 1-'=-chls ap?, ointmont (9 May) but 
ILarch's deputy, Dauntsey, Bishop of Meath, was not appointed until 
4 August. Talbot did his utmost to obstruct Meath taIting over his 
office. 
(4) F-40 per am=. MI, Ad Ch 73948. 
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Irish problems forp as Earl of Ulsterq March was the most powerful of 
the AzZlo-Irish lords and in name the most likely to impress the Irish. 
And his high birth and position hold out the hope that he might be able 
to settle the Talbot-Butler quarrel. Unfortunatelyt M=-ch did not hold 
aloof. Not only did h3 keep Archbishop Talbot on as his Chancollorg 
b-dt in 1424 he retained Lord Talbot to serve with him in Ireland. 
(') 
March's administration was, from the very first, a Talbot victory in 
disguise. 
March died. of the plagae in Jamary 1425 before he had had time to 
achieve much. Lord Talbot was immediately made Justiciar(2)and he con- 
tinued, where March had left off , in takinC the homage of several 
Irish 
chieftains. Five weeks later, howeverg Omond was once again appointed 
full Lieutenant. When the homages had been taken, Talbot returned to 
England via Wexford. 
(3) 
He was ndt to come to Ireland again for over 
twenty years. In his absence the leadership of his party and the oppos"' 
tion to O=ond once more fell on the shoulders of the Archbishop of 
Dublin. 
(1) CPR, 1422-9, P332. 
(2) On 22 January Talbot agreed to be JusticicX and retained one hundred 
archers to serve him in that capadity (Rot Pat Cl-%us Hib, P239). 
(3) Ormond was appointed on 1 March 1425 but did not arrive until later. 
On 27 March Talbot received the homaýZe of Kevan O'Connor at Trim and 
on 10 April that of Donat O'Brien at Dublin. He was in Wexford on 
26 11ay (Lbid, pp236f 2379 238b). He was at BlacImere in August and September (BP 85/1424-5). 
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Rich=-d Talbot seems to have been as ruthless as his elder brother. 
He proved himself to be a crafty and tenacious politician. For he was 
first and foremost a politici-ang in addition a soldier, and only secondly 
a churchman. Between 1427 and 14429 When Ireland vias governed bY insig- 
nificant Lieutenants, he was the most powerful resident politician-0) 
As Archbishop of Dublin he automatically had a seat in the Lieutenant Is 
council. Even when his influence was eclipsed, as in the years 1442-41 
he could not be excluded. 
(2) 
And during the Lieutenant's absencesp 
which were long and frequent, he, more often than anyona else, took 
over the government as Justiciar. He hold this office not only in 
1419-20 and 1422-3 but also in 1429-31,1436-9,1444-6 and 1447-9- He 
all but became the(regular deputy-lieutenant. 
(3) 
And, moreover, from 
the time of his first appointment in 1422 he did his best to keep the office 
of Chancellor in his ovm hands. In 1425 he was f orced to s=render the 
(1) The Lieutenants were John, Lord Grey of Codnor (1427-S)i Sir Jobn 
Sutton, Lord Dudley (1428-31)2 Sir Thomas Stanley (1431-8) and 
LionelpLord Welles (1438-42). Although resident for most of the 
time, Talbot did visit En, 31and occasionallyl as at Easter 1421 and 
December-January 1433-41 where he no doubt consulted with his 
brother's council (BP 75/1420-19 1433-4)- 
(2) See discussion below pp129-33. 
(3) J. D'Alton, The Ilerigirs of the Archbishops of Dubling I)P153-7. 
'When others were appointed to this office he did his best to under- 
mine their position, eg Bishop Dauntsey of Yeath in 1423 and Ormond 
in 1441. 
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officep but in 1428 he regained it only to be removed again in 1431- 
For the next ten or eleven yeaxs he repeatedly attempted to recover 
the office, not hesitating to use his own privy seal to authorise forged 
letters of appointment. His schemes culminated in a head-on clash with 
Ormond in 1442. 
(1) 
Just as a Lieutenant, he excited alternately the praise and aPP: rO- 
bation of the Irish councils and parliaments. In 1430 the permanent 
council sent a rather excessive eulogy to Englandl referrina to "the 
labour and resistance that the said Justice can and doth make against 
the enemies and rebels more than any other Lieutenant or other governor 
did in their time before this". But in the following year he was sum- 
moned to appear before the King and oouncil in England to answer f Or 
his conduct following a complaint from the King's faithful lieges. And 
in 1442 Ormond secured in the permanent councilv the Archbishop being 
present, the enrolment of memoranda reciting his various crimes and 
extortions. 
(2) 
It would appear that he was most active for the common weal as a 
soldier* In the winter of 1421-22 he was engaged 'in distant paxts` 
against the Irish with a personal retinue of seventy-two men. In 1427 
IbM; J. Graves, o-p cit, pp295-303. 
(2) Harris, Collectanea, ivq P314; J. T. Gilbertj OP Citp P328; 
J. Gravesq O'P citq PP301-3- 
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he had to raise soldiers for the defence of the Irish marches and in 
1445-6 he called out the inhabitants of his province to repel an invasion 
by a 'great multitude' of wild Irish. 
0) 
Archbishop Talbot clearly had nothing spiritual to offer to the 
Irish Church. On the practical sideq he reformed the prebendarY canOns 
of St. Patrick's, Dubling and established two chantriesp one in St. 
Ilichaells Church and one in St. Andrewls, which he endowed with 100 marks 
per armum. 
(2) 
The Archbishopric's main significance to himq however$ 
was as a source from which he could maintain the quarrel against the 
Butlers. In 1451 it was revealed that two or almost three parts of the 
fruits of the archipiscopal. seat were alienated by him, both by his 
negligence and by the raids of the Irish into its lands. In 1460 he was 
condemned as having made outrageous and immeasurable alienations and dona- 
tions. Clondallein Mill and Balgaddyv for instanceg had been granted to 
his cousin Nicholas Talbot and Tallaght to his partisang Thomas Walshe. 
(3) 
PRO9 E 101/248/10; J, D'Altong OP Citq P154; Cal PR Rtx, PP341-2. 
. a. 
He also main- (2) J. D'Alton, on citt P156; Cal Pap Rep-, ix, p116. 
tained a quarrel for precedence with the Metropolitan of Armagh. 
Archbishop Swayne, Who was an Ormondistq refused to attend a 
parliament in 1429 because of this. On Swayne's death in 1443 
Ormond tried to transfer Talbot, but he refused. 
Cal Pap Re! -, l co p9g; H. P. Berry, Statute rolls of the Parliament 
. of 
Irelandq UP P771- 
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Part of the profits of the province clearly went into maintaining a 
band of armed adherents. In 1431 he was called bef ore the KiAg, and 
counoil in Enjland to answer for their tumultuous and oppressive 
proceecliri3s. At the s=o timeg he was ordered to liberate John Butlert 
brother of the Earl of Ormond, whom he had captured and imprisoned. 
(') 
And his sole contribution to the literature of the fifteenth century 
was a polemic entitled "Do abusu regiminis Jacobus comitis Ormond dum 
(2) 
esset loc=teniens. Hiberniao" . In short, the quarrel with the 
Butlers was Talbot's one preoocupation. 
In the absence of the two great jarticipantst therefore, Archbishop 
Talbot ensured that the quarrel with the Butlers was kept alive and 
when Ormond returned in 1441 the political enmity flared into crisis 
once again. O=ond's appointment as deputy to Lord Welles in 1441 was 
the first crucial threat to Archbishop Talbot's pre-eminence since 1427. 
It iMuEarated a three year period of fierce competitiont out of which 
the Talbots finally emerged victorious. 
(3) 
In 1441 they clearly feared 
that Ormond would soon be made full Lieutenant. In an attempt to fore- 
(1) J. T. Gilbert, op cito P328. 
(2) J. D'Altong OT) citt P157- 
(3) There is a surprisirV number'of documents relating to this period 
to be found printed in J. Gravesq op cit, pp276-313; Proc Priv 
Counc, vo PP317-33; Calendar of Orgond Deeds, Ait PP140-59- 
What follows is a surmnary of the contents of these. 
jH 
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stall this, Richard Talbot and his supporterp Richard Wfoganj then 
Chnncellorg induced a parli=ent in ITovember to draw up articles denoun- 
ciný; their rival and then armed with these the two burried to En-? land to 
lay their case befora the council. 
(') 
But their ploy backfired. On 
22 Februarl Ormond was made full Lieutenant and the Archbishop received 
a severe rap for tryirC to usurp the power of the Kiný7, to nominate his 
(2) 
? own officers. I. Toreover, the articles were handed to Ormond for him- 
self to judgre. Accordinglyl in an Irish council in Junev both Talbot 
and WioZan beirC- present, each article was formally deniedy denounced 
and quashed. 
(3) 
Wto, 3an bravely stood out a,, -airmt this action by sending 
a letter of complaint to EnZland. But, in fea= of retribution, he 
Proc Priv Counc,, PP317-20. Ormond was said to be too old and too 
'unlusty', was accused of ralina- throuSh Iiis affinity and was 
Cenerally clained to be unsuitable because the Talbots and others 
had complained before! 'Maen pressed, -,, "o, -an declared that Ormond 
was "truly a -rete C-roven r2em of Flesh". The council nevertheless 
foun, l that there was no other man within Ire. Land so miGhty and 
able (a, x, p126 n(a) ). 
(2) Analecta, Hibernica, i, p215; Proc Priv Counc, v, pp184-5- Letter 
of council to Chancellor of Ireland written on 24 March confimin, 3 
Ormond's appointment and statinz that the appointment of the Lieutenant was no concern of the Irish parliament. Nicolas for 
some reason believed this v= in answer to another un1known petition. 
J. Gravest op cit, pp276-84. The council met on 5 June at Trim. 
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quickly fled to England himself. 
(') 
His office was thus left vacant 
and Talbot, continuing the struggle, tried in October and November 1441 
to push himself into his place. But on his f ailure to produce official 
letters of appointment, Ormond and his council were able to thwart him- 
(2) 
At this point he was forced to concede defeat. 
The Em, -Ush council had also, belatedlyg welcen up to the situation 
I 
and attempted to call the two rivals to account. Giles Thorndonj the 
Treasurerp was summoned to England to give an impartial statement of 
affairs. He confirmed that the chief cause of trouble in Ireland was 
the lorý-, -standina feud. On 28 August 1442 it was decided in the English 
council to call both parties to England before 2 February 1443. This 
was later postponed until Easter. 
(3) 
But both ignored the summonses 
and perforce the council's attempts petered out. 
(1) J. Gravesq op cit, pp285-79 288, Wogan claimed he was specially 
charged to report on Ormond's activities. His letterp written on 
14 Junet stated that Robert Dykeq the keeper of Chancery Rollsq had 
been forced by conciliar majority to seal them. He also added that 
Ormond packed the parliament he had recently called and concluded 
that he could not bear Ormond's heavy lordship. 
(2) Ibidt pp295-300. Talbot originally claimed the office of 19 October. 
On 21 November Ormond made public his reasons for refusing Talbot 
and added his own accusation of treason (ibids PP300-3). 
(3) PrOc Priv Counc, pp206,248,2509 321-4. Thorndon was summoned on 
24 August. He blamed the greataýýartyl for general subversion of 
impartial law and further attested to the continuing bankruptcy of 
all the Irish offices. 
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Throughout 1443 Ormond appeared to have secured his position. But 
he succe-aded in alienatina further opposition which eventually led to his 
recall. Since 1441 he had been at daggers drawn with Thomas Fitzgerald, 
Prior of Kilm, -Anh=, 
(') 
and had imprisoned him in Dublin castle. But 
Pitzgerald's gaoler mis none other than Gilea Thorndonq Constable of the Zý- 
castle as well as Treas=or. I 
T Lhorndon no-w joined the opposition and released his prisonerg who 
took ship f or EnCland. On 30 1.1arch 1444 Thorndon himself was conaemned 
by the council for plotting aGainst the Lieutenant and was removed from 
office. He too fled the country and at Easter added his own indictment 
of Ormond to those being collected by the English council. 
(2) 
Concurrentlyq 
Fitzgerald had apparently attacked I. Villiamg brother of Lionelq Lord 
lelles; for this he had been imprisoned by Ormond. For further 
details of the quarrel see J. Gravesq op cit, PP303-4- 
(2) Calený! nr 
- 
of -Ormoncl 
Deeds, iiiP PP140-5; Proc Priv Counc, PP327-34- 
Thornc Ion does not seam to have been in alliance with the Talbots. 
At a council called on 21 June 1444 he was accused of telling 
Talbot that he would cut off Ormond' s head and send it to the King 
in a na-pkin but, later, Vnen Shrewsbury was made Lieutenantq he was 
not restored to his office and lands, nor given any other reward. (211end- of-Oi-iona Deeds, iiiP P152). He must have had his own 
quarrel with Ormond. In his indictment he accused Ormond of taking 
a valuable wardship from himp dismissing him wronjfully from office 
and several other extortions and crimesq includinC drawin, - false 
tallies from the exchequer durinC his absence. Ormond claimed 
that he had dismissed Thorndon after he had released Fitzgerald and 
added a general charge of treason. 
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the Prior of Kilmainham f ormally challenged Ormond to a duel. 
(1) 
Thi, 
f inally appears to have discredited O=oncll s goverment for he was now 
ordered home. In June, before he sailedl he called a great council at 
Drogheda. In this assembly, no doubt well packedg he received a massive 
vote of confidence, articles eulogising his own deeds being drawn uP- 
(2) 
Armed with these he returned to face his accusers. 
(3) 
Ormond was subsequently dismissed and on 12 March 1445 John Talbott 
Earl of Shrewsbury, was re-appointed in his place. Talbot's first act 
was to make his brother Richard Justiciar. But he was in no hurry to 
go to Ireland himself. He did not arrive until the autumn of 1446 and even 
then stayed in the country baxely a ye=-. 
(4) 
He had little interest 
J. T. Gilbert, O'D cit, P346. 
(2) J. Graves, op cit, pp304-11- It is interesting that Richard 
Talbot and, moreovery I Ie councils ilichard I'logan were present at thee., 
held in 1444- Ormond was powerful enough to override them in 
council and did not have to exclude them. 
(3) The duel caused a great sensation. Ormorid. was lodged in the Tower 
under the Duke of Exeter. Fitzgerald was placed in Thorndon's 
custody. He received instructions on how to fight from one Philip 
Treherne, a fishmonger. At the last minute the King forbade the 
duel. Ormond was acquitted and Fitzgerald was removed from office 
shortly after by the Vicar-General of the Knights of St. John 
(J. T. Gilbert, on cito PP347-8; Gregory's Chronicleg P167)- 
(4) CPR, 14AI-6, P345,1446-52, pl. Letters of protection for the Earl 
., and his son 'going to Ireland' were issued on 1 September. On 8 
September Sir John Talbot was at Sheffield where he drew up his will 
"Proponens iter facere versus partes Hiberniae" (Testagenta 




left in its affairs. Probably one re--Son was that in the last two 
years his qu=-rel with Ormond had at long. last been settled. Certainly 
nothing more is heard of their differences after 1444. Indeed, sometime 
before March 1445 Talbot's heir, Six John Talbot, had married Ormond's 
daughter Elizabeth. 
(1) 
And even before this there is evidence of associ- 
ation between Talbot's and Ormond's sons. In the year 1443 Sir 
Christopher Talbot and Sir James Ormond visited Shrewsbury together. In 
later years the relationship between Sir John Talbot and Sir James 
Ormond developed into a firm friendship and political alliance. 
(2) 
Whether or not the younger generation brought the elder together is a 
matter of conjecture. So also is the possible part played by Rich=-d of 
Yorký for in or before 1445-6 he had retained Sir James Ormond with a 
fee of Z15/6/8d. and later in July 1450 retained the Earl of Ormond 
himself to serve him in England and Ireland. 
(3) 
With both Talbot3 and 
Butlers receivii)g York's fee an atmosphere of concession might have been 
created. 
Talbot's Lieutenancy of 1446-7 is very poorly documanted. It is 
Imo-, m that he appointed his ovrn song Sir John Talbot, his Chancellor 
(1) 2, xit P705. 
(2) MIC, Shre-, asbulZr Qorp=ýtion Iýsa, p28. 
(3) J. T. Rosenthal, 'The Estatds and Finances of IlicharcIg DuIte of York', 
Studies in Medieval and Renaissanco History, ii, p190; 2, Xý p124- 
Sir James had also served in France under York in 1441 and took part 
with Sl=e-. vsbury in the homecoming of Qxieen Margaret in 1445- 
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and he accompanied him in 1446. In place of Giles Thorndon, two 
courtiers, Ednund Hampden and John Wenlock, viere appointed Treasurer 
and Constable of the castle. 
(') 
Soon after his arriva-l Talbot took to 
the field and cleared the marches of Kildare, but bY 30 I-Tovember he had 
retired to Naas. 
(2) 
One month later a parli=ent met at Trim. At this 
-assembly statutes were passed confirming and appointing various Officials i 
orders were sent out for various 'traitors' to appear before the 
Lieutenant at Trim before 2 February ancl measures were takan for protec- 
tion agains, re 'Statute of ShaVixial, t the Irishq including the bizar 
under which all liegemen viere forbidden to wear moust -aches. 
(3) 
Little 
else of the tour of duty is Itnown. Sometime during the f ollov; irk3 summer 
he sailed to England, leaving his brother Richaxd as Justiciar again. 
He never returnedg for in December he was replaced by Richard of York. 
Before York arrived Richard Talbot died (15 August 1449), and with his 
death the period of Talbot participation in Ixish affairs baiie to an end. 
CPR, 1441-6, PP455o 457. John Tlenlock and Edmund Hampden 'Were appoin- 
ted to the lands and offices held by Giles Thorndon. 
(2) THASv ii, -, o356 ff. Information sent from Ireland by RoZer Stedman 
in a letter to the Receiver of Sheffield and subsequently sevm to 
the account for 1446-7. 
H. F. Berry, Statute Rolls of the Parlianent of Ireland, iis PP55-109- 
See cl. -= (p89) for tatute on shaving. Anyona found with more 
than two weeks 0--rowth was to be classified as a rebel. Its effect is not known. On a more practical level he had troops under William 
Welles and Sir Richard Nurrent defending Meath and offered special 
licencas for men to build their own castles on the marches (Lbid, 
PP77,107). 
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Messrs. Richardson and Sayles argue that historians have exaggera- 
ted the feebleness of goverment in Ireland and the disorders of the 
fifteenth century. Of the Butler and Talbot feud they have commented 
that "the personal animosity of Ormond and John Talbot was the expressiong 
rather than the cause, of the spirit of strife, the mal du si8cl 9 that 
afflicted so m=q lands and so many great men. The merits of the pro- 
tagonists were Greater than their faults". 
(') 
If this means that the 
feud was but one expression of the deterioration of the Lancastrian 
goverment of Ireland, one can only agree. And one can understand whY, 
with all its other problems, the goverment of Henry VI paid only scant 
attention to the comparatively minor problem of Ireland. But surely the 
disputes were of the makinCe of the protagonists ando in the special 
context of Ireland, hardly excusable. For rt a time when a concerted 
effort by the Anglo-Irish was vital, they showed a fine disregard for 
the real interests of their King. It is hard to attribute particulax 
merit to either party. The "tial du sibcle" was not the spirit of strife 
but the weakness of royal goverment. In Ireland it was non-existent. 
The period of Irish history in which Talbot played a part demonstrates 
more clearly than ever in England'the chaos brouf.; ht to medieval society 
by., the subject too mighty for the Croym to control. 
H. G. Richardson and G. 0. Sayles, The Irish Paxlinnent in the 
I. -Tiddle Apes, pp162,171- 
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V 
THE-CAREER OF JOHN, FIRST EARL aF SHREWSBURY' 
IN ENGLM AND FRANCE, 1419-1453 
Something of a legend gathered around the name of John Talbot, 
even in his own lifetime. According to Edward Hall q "his name and fame 
was spitefull. and dreadfull to the common people; in so much that women 
in Fraunce to feare their yonge childrep would crye, the Talbot comethq 
the Talbot cometh". 
(1) 
In Bordeaux he became known as Ile roi Talbot' 
and one of the few contemporary English comments, that of the chronicler 
Pigott in 1451, was that he was "fierce in fight and most dred of all 
other in France in war". 
(2) 
The manner of his death at the head of the 
last medieval English army to fight the French only added to this legend; 
sixteenth century historians willingly embellished it. "Talbot", wrote 
Polydore Vergil, some fifty years after his death, "was a man amongst 
men, of reputation in deed, esteemed both for nobilitie of birth and 
haughtiness of courageg of most honourable and high renownev Who was 
conqueror in so many sundry conflictest that both his name was redowted 
above all others through France and yet contineweth of famous memory 
(1) Hall, p250; H. Ribadieug La Conqeete de la Guyenneq P323. 
Apparently the expression "il est comme le roi Talbot" was still used 
in nineteenth century Medoc, as in Castillon was the custom of 
frightening naughty children with the name of Talbot (W. H. Egerton, 
'Talbot's Tomb', TSAS, viiiq P418)- 
(2) C. L. Kingtfordt English Historical Literature, P372. 
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universally at this day". 
(') 
He became the IFxjglish Achilles' and 
Shakespeare , in Henry VI , Part I, made him, I Old Talbot I, the great 
heroýof the reignq fit to rank with Henry V. Although recent histor- 
ians have been at pains to point out that "he lacked the genius which 
makes an outstanding general", citing his defeat in two major battles, 
(2) 
the legend still survives. A. H. Burne turned his military historyv 
The iýTincourt Warg into a thinly disguised eulogy of the deeds of John 
Talbot, raising him even above Henry V, whilst the image of old Talbot's 
tragic and chivalric death at Castillon. still enthralls A. L. Rowse. 
(3) 
Did the man bear any resemblance to the legend? This can only be 
answered by an account of his public career after 1419 and an assessment 
Of his service, both military and political, to Henry VI. Certain periods 
of his life, the Orleans campaign and Castillong have received ample 
attention already from historians. It is the less spectacular years of 
his career that need closer study and show most clearly the nature of his 
qualities and services to the Crowng which lied behind his reputation. 
Three books of Polydore Vergil's En7lish History, P15- 
(2) E. Carleton-Williamst My Lord of Bedford, P1481 and also 
J. A. Tait's article in DITBp 1X. 
(3) Bosworth Field and the Wars of the Roses, p126. 
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(i) 
Talbot first served in France as a mere captain in the host of 
Henry V. He received the King' s summons to Normandy whilst still 
Lieutenant of Ireland and, as far as the limited sources show, sailed 
there in or before the spring of 1420, for he was in the King's comparjy 
by I-lay of that year, 
(') 
and there remainedp more or less permanently 
until the summer of 1422. It may be assumed, therefore, that he was 
present at the Treaty of Troyes and at Henryl s marriage in Paris in June. 
He certainly served thnurzhout the siege of 11elun (July-November) and 
was probably a member of the King' s entourage that returned in triumph 
to England, via Paris and Rouen, in the winter of 1420-19 for he was 
one of the lords appointed to order the service of tho feast at Queen 
Katherine's coronation on 23 February 1421. 
(2) 
After the coronation 
celebrations he accompanied the King on his to= of England, being with 
him on 4 March 1421 at Shrewsbury when the captors of Sir John Oldcastle 
were revraxded. He evidently left the court in his ii! ýtive countyl for he 
was at Wattlesborough, the home of his retainer Hugh Burghl six weeks 
later 
ý3) 
Nevertheless he was retained once more by the King on 1 may and 
was soon preparing for his return to France. His retinue was mustered 
Talbot received the summons in 1419 and left Ireland in July. He 
was not apparently in France in September but was mustered there 
in May 1420. (CPR, 1422--9, p261; CITR9 P373). 
(2) Gesta Henrici Quinti, P144; Hallq P103; Fabyan, P586. 
(3) 2CR, 1419-22, p196. 
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at Sandwich on 11 June and sailed af ew days later. 
(1) 
This second 
visit was taken up laxgely by the siege of lleau: 4ý (November 1421--Ilay 
1422). He apparently escaped the disease which killed the King, 
although by April he had lost 24 of his 66 archers. 
(2) 
It vras probably 
news of his wife's death (31 May) that called hin home soon after the 
end of the sie, , 0.0) He was thUs in Enoland, attendinZ to private 
affairs, when news of 4enry's death arrived. It was '. Tperhaps signifi- 
cant to his later career that he had shared in the -, lory of Henry's 
reiSn. 
For Talbot , the f irst f our years of Henry VI Is reign viere don, ina-ted 
by private affairs. In February 1422 he SlIcceedecl officially to his 
flamily inheritance ancl was f or a tL-ne occupied with his entry into the 
new lands, which involved him in a feud jjith John Abrahall in 
Herefordshire. 
(4) 
The death of his first 17ife also opened the vm,,, r for 
an alliance with the Beaucham-p f anily. He had se,., n service in France 
with Richard, Earl of Vlan7ick, and vjithin two years of jlaud' s death he 
married the Earl's eldest daughter, Margaret. "This -was an illustrious 
(1) PRO9 E101/70/5/706; 101/50/1. 
(2) PRO9 E101/10/1101 116,15/111,114. 
(3) Rot Pat Cl,,, Ills Hib p225- For the full account of these years see J. H. Wylie and T. Waugh, The Reim, 2. f HenavIl Ili,, 
(4) See above p2g. 
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match, for at the time she was joint-heiress to both her father's and 
mother's vast estates. 
(') 
Talbot became closely involved in his new 
father-in-law's affairs. When Warvick went to France in 1426 he was one 
of the councillors, with Robert Andrew and John Throckmortonq responsible 
for the exchanSe of indentures, after the Earl had fulfilled his con- 
tract, with the Keeper of the Privy Seal. 
(2) 
He and some of his. followers 
were already involved on 77axwick' s behalf in his f eud with Joang Lady Of 
Abergavenny. His brother Vlilli= was killed by a ban(I of Joan's ser- 
vants before 17 Jamary 1426 ando although the parties agreed to accept 
the award of John, Duke of Bedford before 2 February 14279 Joan later 
complained. that Talbot's half brother-in-lawý Sir Hugh Cokesey, and 
others had sacked her manor of Snitterfield. 
(3) 
This was a somewhat stormy time of his career, for in addition to 
ta, king up his father-in-law's quarrel and his ovm feud with Abrahall. 
he was also f euding with Ormond in Ireland, with one Hugh Wenlock, and 




See above P37. 
(2) CCRq 1422-91 P277- 
(3) CCR, 1422-9t PP317-8; CPR, 1422-21 P423- On 14 Noveraber 1426 the 
rival parties put up recognisances of : -01? 000 and acreed to abide by Bedford's award. 
(4) The Ormond feud reached a height of particular bitterness in 1423, For 
details see above pl2l. For the Wenlock dispute see Rot Ptarl, iv. 
p275a and the c1aaxrel with Grey, Lbid, P312ft- 
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behaviour may not have commended hira to the KinCls council for, havirIC 
attended the council meetings of September-November 1422 which arranýJed 
for the goverment of the realm under the restricted Protectorship of 
Humphrey, DuIce of Gloucester, he did not find a place on the permanent 
council and retired to the baclZround of affairs. 
(') 
On 30 October 
he was appointed to head,. a new1commission to maintain order in the 
Welsh 11-larches and also placed on the bench in no less than ten counties. 
(2) 
He was not called upon by the council aCain until -early 
1424 when he was 
commissioned with the Lords Clinton and Poynin, 3cs to lead af orce for 
the relief of Le Crotoy. On 14 February orders were issued for their 
troops to be mustered at'Winchalsea, but in the event they were not 
neededv for on 3 March Sir Ralph Butler succeeded in recoverina the 
place from France. Consequentlyv it would appear, the force never set 
sail. 
It has been stated that Talbot foug-ht at the battle of Verneuil 
later in the s=er of 14240 blat this cannot have been so. Of those 
(1) He was present at the council held at Windsor on 28 September 1422 
when the Bishop of Durham surrendered the Great Seal and on 5 November 
he was aggain present at Westminster as one of the lords veho supported 
the concept of the supremacy of council (Rot Parl, ivq P198; 
Proc Priv Counc, iii, p6). 
(2) CPt xit P700. 
(3) CPR, 1422-9, P193; Devon, Issues, P391; I-Tonstrelet, it P508- 
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barons who gathered at Winchelsea in February only PapArigs is knovm to 
have grone to France in 1424, in June, and there is no doubt that he 
fought in the battle. But there is not one contemporary recora of 
Talbot's presence in France or at Verneuil. 
(1) 
There seems no reason 
to doubt that he was still in England, preoccupied firstly with his 
marriage to Max-g-aret Beauchamp and secondly with preparations f or his 
return to Ireland in the company of EdnunclEarl of Uarch. He was 
retained by March at Denbiýjh on Trinity Sunday (18 Juno) and on I 
September was described as being about to go to Ireland when he nomim- 
ted his English attorneys. He also stayed for a short time at Blachmere 
in October, presumably while on his journey. 
(2) 
11oxch's death in the 
following January cut short Talbot's stay in Ireland andl having been 
s=oned to Paxliament on 24 Februaxy, he c=-e back to England, although 
he did not sail from Wexford until after 26 "Uay (Parli=ent had net on 
30 April). 
(3) 
ITothixZ is Imo-, m of his activities duxing the sumer of 14259 except 
(1) Both the axticles in the DITB and CP state that Talbot fought at 
Verneuil. None of the eye-witness accounts nor the list printed by 
Stevenson includes him amongst the English combatants. Basing 
Yrzitina, fifty yeaxs later is the only French source, in factq to 
include him. For Poynings see Wars of the-E4- - On ,, lish, ii, P394 6 May Talbot was nominated to u vacant stall of the Order of the 
Garter (2, Xii P700)- 
(2 CPR, 1422-99 pp263v 332; BP 76/1424-5- For details of Talbot's 
second stay in Ireland see above P125. 
(3) Rot Pat Claus Hib, p238b. 
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that he was a visitor to BlacImere again in August and September. 
0) 
But Bedford's return, to England at the end of the year brought him more 
to the fore. In the period of Jammxy-l,,, Iexch 1426 he woelced f or Bedford 
in securing a reconciliation between Gloucester and Beaufort and attended 
the Parliament that met at Leicester on 18 February. 
(2) 
Iýs one of 
Bedford's men he occasionally attended council meetings during the year 
and Bedford became the godfather of his eldest son by Margaret Be a-uchaMP, 
(3) 
born that same year. In the autuxan Warwick returned to France and it 
was decided that Talbot should acco=p, -aTj Bedford, when he sailed back, in 
the sprina. '-'-'. Usters of Bedford's force of 1,200 men, which included 
retinues under Lords C=oyst Clinton and Roos in addition to Talbott 
were taken at Sandwich on 5 March. It sailed to Calais on 19 1.1=-ch 
1427- 
(4) 
It was the beginnii-C of eighteen ye =-s almost constant residence 
in France in which Talbot was to make his reputation as a soldier. 
It is viell. to recall that in 1427 Talbot, -then turning fortyq haE 
had only two years experience in France and was still virtu-ally unkno'vm 
to his enemies. The fact that in the next two years he rapidly bec=e 
(1) EP 85/1424-5. 
(2) Proc Priv Counc, iiiq PP181-7- 
(3) CPR, 1422-9, PP3519 354. Also in this year, on 19 May, his eldest 
son by I-Taud Nevill, Johng was ladghted by the Kinj with other young 
lords. 
(4) CPRt 1422--9t P404; R=sayp it P371; E, Carleton-Vlilli=s, L-Ty Lord 
of Bedfordq P147. 
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respected and f eared by the French was due as much to Bedford' s patronage 
as to his own skills, althou, 3h he soon justified Bedford' s faith in him 
by the vigour and ruthlessness which were to be the stcmp of his 
ceneralship throughout the v=. 
I=ediately on l, anding Talbotj with Roos, was sent to join Wamick 
besieging Pontorson on the marches of Brittany. Their axrival helped to 
achieve the surrender of that piace on- 8' May , and they were made tempo- 
rary joint Captains. ]ýut shortlyg still in Warwic]k's companYv they 
I 
I the main were called. back across NormandY to laY siege to 1.10rltrýtxgisv 
objective of Bed-ford' s summer offensive. In this they failed. 
On 5 
September the En, 31ish were, chased away b: r, 'Diýhois ancl La Hire. 
(2) 
The 
French also macle proGress in the autumn wid after the set- 
back at 11ontaxgis Waraick and Talb6t' were sent to disturb them. The 
French refused the challenge of pitched bzýttle and so Talbot was 
left 
in COMMand. of the area; his first GenirA c6mMancl. Accordin, 3 to 
Hall, 
whose account it has been. suggested was bapqý on a contemporary Enalish 
description, Talbot was made full Governor of Anjou and 11aine in succo:; - 
sion to Sir John Fastolf,. who had recently failed to stop the enemy. 
(3) 
I 
E. Cosneauj Le Connetable Richemont, P137- 
(2) Ibid7 PP145-8- 
"Ott 
S 
(3) Hall, P141- B. J. H. Rowe, 
'A 
contemporary C, accoint Of t1le Illunarc 
Years Warl , EHRq xii 
(1926), PP504-139 draws attention to details in 
Hall, not to be -29, which were 
found elsewhereg. for tIje years 1415 
tolcen from a private history Written for Sir John Fastolf. Hall's 
Recount for these -, re' c 'are, hencO Vie value ch i 
1 
-1 
ýf of a contemporary 
ron cle. 
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He based himself on Alencon and set about recoverina some of the lost 5 
9=ound. In 11arch 1428 he =aided 11aine and in Hall Is words , 11 slewe men 
and destroyed castles and b=ent tovmes and in conclusion suddenly took 
the tovme of Laval". In 1-lay Le 1-lans vras surprised by Lza Hire but Talbot 
rushed to the rescue and chased ou: t the Prench in a dr, -ma-tic dawn 
assault. 
(') 
In these engagements he made his first mark on the vrar. 
In the sumer of 1428 Talbot vras called back to Paxis by Dedfordo 
where he joined Thomast Earl of Salisbury, who had recently arrived 
from Exialand with strona reinforcements. At a council of war hold in 
June it was decided to make af inal drive for ArZers and the complete 
subjection of Anjou. In July the a=V set off , but by then the desti- 
nation had been chaxi3ed to Orleans. It is to be assumed that Talbot 
Nwas in Salisbury's comparrj on the triumphal march to tho Loire which 
culminated in the capture of Beaugency on 25 September. 
(2) 
It does not 
appear$ however, that he was in the army that laid sieo-o to Orleans in 
October. He perhaps stayed back in reserve forp after Salisbury's death 
porary suspension of operations, he was in Chartres with and the tem- 
Bedford. But on 26 November he and Lord Scales viore ordered to 11'euric 
vf-iere they joined the army under Suff o3. k- prepaxinZ to renew the 
Hallq P141. At this time Talbot was also Captain of Coutances and 
Falaise (BN, Ms Pr 26050/918; PO 2787, Talbot section On 14 
April he was said, to be at Alencon (Ul, Ad'Ch 519)- 




By 1 December. the a=rf umder the joint command of the three 
'was encanped before Orleans. 
(2) 
The story of the siege, which was abandoned on 8 May 1429, need not 
be ropeated. 
(3) 
For the failure Talbot must take his share of the blame. 
He was also no doubt in full agreement with the decision to divide the 
army after the raisin, 3 of the siege, a decision which was partly the 
consequence of the triple command. 
(4) 
One nýust bo--wary of beirutoo 
critical of the decision to hold the line of the Loire, because of the 
benefit of hindsight. In the event it proved fatalq but the French had 
no reputation for following up their successes with vigrour, and even 
without Orleans the three bridgeheads of Beaugency, Jargeau and 1, leun., T were 
still of great value. 
For a month the strategy of holding the Loire at these threo points 
(1) BNO Iris Fr 26050/997-8; U. 11 Ad Ch 1434. 
(2) A full muster of the combined army was taken on 2/3 December. 
(3) This has been the subject of many worksg English and Fxench. The 
account in Beaucourt, ii, is based firmly on narrative and admini- 
strative records, whilst Burne Cives a very detailed reconstraction 
of the purely military aspect. 
(4) Burne, paxticularly, does his utmost to exculpate Talbotq shifting 
the blame to the unfortunate Suffolk. 
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seemed perfectly so-and. But the En, 31ish commanders had reckoned without 
the new spirit impaxted by Jeanne DArc. On 12 June Jargeau fell and 
Suffolk was captu=edg whilst Talbot ma ched back to Janville to'MeOt 
reinforcements under Sir John Fastolf (16 June). Waurin, who was with 
the rein: f orcenents, reported the heated argument over strategy that ensued; 
Fasto1f wished to abandon the Loire and retire to a more northerly front, 
but Talbot vras still determined to keep the Cains of the previous su=or- 
Talbot triumphea =-d the army advanced. They were, however, too late 
to save I-leung and Beaugency ando with in-sufficient force to fade the 
French army in the fieldq Talbot at length agreed to withdraw. On 18 
June they began the retreat to Janville. At midday they were restirC 
(Talbot's men had marched all but one hundred miles in two days) near 
the villa., ge of Patay when the French in hot purs: uit ocno upon them. 
Talbot, who hold t'-c reargu=d, had little time to form a stroiý3 Onot'gh 
defensive position and vras overwhelmed by the French cavalry charge. Ile 
himself, accordinS to Hall "sore -wounded in the back" , 
(1) 
was captured 
with Scales and Sir Walter HuiZerf ord by the archers of P oton de 
Xaintrailles. Fastolf, -with the van, managed to escape. In his defeat 
and capture Talbot paid the penalty for his failure to appreciates both 
strateZically a-ad tactically, the now purposefulness and viGour in the 
French. 
(1) H-1119 P150. 
(2) The chief sources for Patay are Waurin (1422-319 pp288-304) and Gruel 
(p198), both eye witnesses, and a letter of Jacclaes de Bourbon, Compte 
de la Ylarche. Bu=ne gives a very full reconstruction. 
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Talbot was held prisoner from 1429 until 1433. Little is known of 
this period of his life, where he was heldq what arrar)zements were made 
for his maintenance, or even details of th-- neZ; otiations for his release. 
At f ir3t there was a great deal of activity on the English side to 
raise what was considered to be an 'unresonable and importable raunce-on' 
and f or a while it looked as though his imprisormient would be of short 
duration. On 22 September P =-liament passed an act authorising the 
council to nepotiate his exchange for the King' s prisoner Barbazan or at 
worst the setting aside of Barbazan's ransom to help Talbot. 
(') 
Another 
act allowed 8,000 m=l-x in coin to be taken out of the country to him 
by his servants. 
(2) 
There is also record of contributions from indivi- 
duals and the city of Coventry, which suggests that there was more 
widespread sympathy for his plight. 
(3) 
This was perhaps a reaction to 
the impact of Jeanne D'Are upon the viar. 
The plan to excharj, -e Talbot for Barbazan was, unfortunatelyt almost 
immediately ruined, for on 24 Jamaxy 1430 Barbazan was rescued whon 
(1) Rot Parl, vo P338b. 
(2) Wars of the Ew, -ýlishq ii PP422-3- 
(3) CCRq 14-29-359 p27; J. Hunterg Hallamshireq P45- Si3? John Poph=- 
and others presented 250 marks to Talbot's agents which they were 
bound to deliver to Talbot or his attorney by Michaelmas 1430, and 
27 citizens of Coventry collected 20 marks. 
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the French recaptured Chateau Gaill=-d. 
(1) 
After this set backs it 
would appeax that the efforts to help Talbot ý-lagged, although the Duke 
of Brittany added a gift of salt. 
(2) 
Until August 1431 Talbot must have 
gradually lost hope of an early release, but then Warviick captured Poton 
de Xaintrailles at Savignies, near Beauvais, and immediately put his 
prisoner aside for exchan, -e with his son-in-law. Between I-lay 1432 and 
February 1433 nelo-Otiations were conducted through Bernard do Genescell, 
to whom letters of safe conduct were issued for visits to Chalusset and 
Chftteau Thiery and. to England on business concerning the liberation of 
Lord Talbot. 
(3) 
Final arrangem'Orts seein to have been made early in 1433. 
Xaintrailles was released on 22 Julyp but Talbot must have returnod to 
Eriý31, -mcl eaxlier for he was sw=oned to Paxlianient on 24 May and by 16 July 
had undertall-cen to go back to France with a new retime, aCreeing on that 
day to escort one Roger Winter to Arques. 
(4) 
Hence Talbot went almost i=ecliately back to the v; =-. lie appeaxs 
to have gone to Paris and from there set out on his first c=paigm with 
R=-saYg it P4142 especially n6. Barbazan had been a prisoner since 
the fall of Idelun, November 1420. 
(2) CPR, 1429-36, p211. On 6 JulY 1432 Talbot vlas given licenm to eXIPOrt 
this salt free of duty. 
(3) R=swip P432; Feoclerav ivs Pt ivo- PP1789 190- 
(4) R=s-, Yp p450; CCRI 1429-359 p244; Proc Priv Counc, iv, p167. Talbot 
possibly c=e home with Bedford who landed on 18 June. 
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the Burgundian Lisle Adam. The allied f orce joined the Duke of Burgundy 
and his a=y bef ore Passy in August. Passy surrendered on 1 September 
and Burgundy continued on a highly successful campaign in Champagne, 
taking Avallon, Cravant I Mailly and finally, in eaxly November I Pierre- 
Perthuis. 
(1) 
After the closing of operations Talbot returned once more 
to En3land. 
Talbot's brief stay in Enaland (ITovember-4,11arch) was talcen up Partly 
by his private affairs. In January ho was at BlacImere with his Lady 
and also his brother Richardt the Axchbishop of Dublin. 
(2) 
The outcome 
of this meetiiZ was probably the conveyance of the lordship to Lady 
Ilcxgoxet and her children, a step taken in reco3mition perhaps of her 
father's invaluable help in securirC, his release. 
(3) 
Soon after this 
meetina he vras retained again to serve in France and on 10 February 
orders were issued for the muster of his retinue on 11 March. 
(4) 
Before 
he sailed he received some fin=-cial settlement from, the Crom for 
arrears of viages; on 15 February he agreed to accopt C19000 in full 
(1) R=say, i, P450. 
(2) BP 76/1433-4. 
(3) For the details of this see above P52. 
(4) C? Rq 1ý. 29-36,13353; X, -, dale, P329. AccordirC to Duý; dale, quoting 
an indentuxe since lost, Talbot vlas rota-ined to serve for six months 
with 18 lances and 600 archers. 
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payment of all sums owing, which he received ten dalrs later. 
Cl) 
Thus 
satisfied he ivent back- to the viar. He vias not to return to En, "land 
again until 1442. 
(ii) 
The period 1434-45 was both the lonaest vana most important of 
Talbot's -wýx career. It was not spectacular. The. -period was one of 
military stalemate, but in this situation his qualities stood out at 
their best and his service to the Crown was invaluable. Bedford pro- 
mOted Talbot to hi,,, -h command almost immediately on his landiTZ, for lie 
was Lieutenant -General of the Ile cle, France by 16 May and also of the 
land between the rivers Seine, Oise, Somme and the sea by 20 June. He 
thus ran!, ced with the Earl of Arundel, who was at the time the Lieutenant- 
General for the lands to the west of the Seine. 
(2) 
The two regional 
comanders joined forces in eaxly llay and naxched to Parisp makina a 
(1) Proc Priv Counc, ivj p204; Devon, Issuesq P423. 
(2) BIT, PO 2787, Talbot oection 9; Alls JJ 75/313. Talbot succeeded 
Lord Willoughby as Lieutenant-General of the lands between tho rivers; 
Arundel held his post in the previous yeax (Wars of the EnTlish, iis 
P564; E. Carleton-. 4.7illims, Uly Lord of Bodford, p228). Talbot 
also-: ý --took up the Captaincies of Neufchatel and Gisorsq indentures being made at Rouen on 1611-ay, presumably by Talbot's servants (BIT, Ils Pr 25771/8591 94; BIT, PO 2787, Talbot section 9-12). 
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detour to reduce the minor fortress of Jouy, between Gisors and 
Beauvais. 
(') 
For the next eighteen months Talbot's main task was to police the 
A 
Ile de France and particularly to clear the French from the valley of the 
Oise where they had recently established themselves, threatening communi- 
cations between Rouen and Paris. Once more he was joined for the 
campaign by the Burgundian Lisle Adam and they achieved their first 
success in mid-Mayt when Beaumont was abaondoned by La Hire's brothert 
Amada de Vignerolles. Vignero'lles retreated to Creil where he took his 
stand. He was killed during the ensuing siege, however, and on 20 Junep 
the captain of the town havirZ treated with the allies, the Zates viere 
opened. 
(2) 





but if so he was soon out in the f ield again. 
Having received reinforcements of 700 men f rom Ený.; land 
(4) 
lie proceeded 
to cleax the French from Neufville-en-Esmoy, La Rou, 3e 1.1aisonj Crapy- 
en-Valois and Clermont before 24 Aumst when he was created Count of 
(1) Bo=geois, p299; Monstrelet, i, p627- 
(2) Monstelet, i, pp627-8. 
(3) Bo=geoist p299. 
(4) CPR9 1429-36, P359. Oný 18 June Talbot was commissioned to muster 
the En3lish reinforcements, including 
., 
Lord Clintong Sir Richard 
Woodville and Sir Thomas Hoo and their retinues vehen they came into his presence. 
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Clermont by Bedford in token of his services. The slu". er operations 
were then brou3ht to an end by a sweap in the direction of Beauvais. 
(1) 
As its Lieutenant -General Talbot had brought far greater security to the 
Ile de France. 
But despite the successes of 1434 the English hold on the Ile do 
France remained very temous. Even while the army had been besieging 
Creil French freebooters had had a freu run of the area right up to the 
gates of Paris. 
(2) 
Talbot Nvas possibly drawn avay from Paris in 
F ebruaxy 1435 to help Arandel deal with the rising of the peasantry in 
Caen, 
(3) 
but by May he was back patrolling the region. 
(4) 
In spite of 
his vigilance, however, the Captains of I-Telun and LaSny succeeded in 
capturina St. Denis on the ni,, -, -Iit of 31 May-1 Juno. Joined by Lords 
Willoughby and Scalesv Talbot set about raising a relief forcel but they 
were called away to the defence of Orvillel neax Louviers. As a result 
the Prench enjoyed undisturbed possession of St. Denis and, furthermorep 
(1) Monstelet, pp627-8; All, JJ 175/67/312t 313. 
(2) Bourgeois, P299. 
(3) The author of Cleopatra C IV, printed by C. L. Kinasfordl Chronl6les 
of London, P137 is the only source to associate Talbot with Arundel 
with the crushin3 of this rising. His information, however, mwj 
be accurateg for the author of the chronicle appears to have had 
firsthand information of the events in llorm=-dy in the years 1434--ý44 
and it is a useful -supplement to the accounts of the French chroniclers. 
(4) BITI Us Pr 25772/944,63; BIT, PO 2787, Talbot section 13. 
- ----- ------ 
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the freedom of the errvirons of Paris, until the last week of August when 
at len, 3th siege Nvas laid. The place was not recaptured until 4 October. 
(') 
Before the recapture of St. Denis two events took place which per- 
manently altered the Ený-, lish position in the viox. The Treaty of Arras 
completely chanCed the balance of power, which more than anything else 
had enabled the English to hold their oim, and the death of Bedford a 
week later not only robbed them of a statesmanlike leader, but also 
F seriously undermined English morale and French acceptance of the regime. 
(2) 
Until September 1435 the English could still entertain hopes of retUr- 
ning to the offensive; after September 1435 they were committed to the 
hopeless defence of the conqaests. Following Bedford's death a tempo- 
rary reor,,, -,, anisation of the command and an immediate chanae of strategy 
was necessary. Arandel having died of his wounds received at Gerberoy 
in 1,, 'Iay, Lords Talbott Scales and WillouEýhby were left as the senior 
Captains. 
(3) 
Talbot it appears took over the co=and of Roue'n, 
(4) 
whilst 
(1) Ilonstrelet, i, p639; Bourgeois, pp305-9. 
(2) The author of Cleopatra C IV put it this way: "the lond. whas at 
that tyme full of troson aftyr the death of the Duke of Bedfordl. 
C. L Kinasford, OP citi P141. 
(3) Scales succeeded Arandel as Lieutenant-Genaral for lower Norm=dy 
and was also made Steward of Normandy by Bedf ord (BIJ9 Ad Ch 6880,1460). 
(4) Talbot was not officially created Captain of Rouon until 21 April 1436, 
although there are references to him in that office from Jamary. It 
seems more than likely that he took over the duties of Captain in the 
autumn, after Bedford's death. He held no higher official position 
althouph he was ref erred to as the KiA, 7, ' s Lie-atonant in Nonaandy in 
letters of 13 MaY 1436 (BN, Its Fr 26061/2812; UT, K 64/1/34; F-19 
Ad. Ch 7980; M1, Ad Ch 3781). 
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Scales and Willoughby collected troops at Evreux to face a threat from 
Dunois at Chartres. 'When Dunois' threat did not materialise Willoughby 
took up the defence of Paris and Scales rejoined Talbot in Rouen. 
(1) 
By the time that winter came down they were thus prepaxed to meet French 
attacks on their principal positions. 
The expected attack came in December, but from an unexpected quarter 
and with devastating results. On 29 October the Marshal do Rieux cap- 
tured Dieppe. This at first appeared an isolated event. But from Dieppep 
Rieux and his band of freebooters stirred. up the population of the Caux 
and in mid-December the peasantry rebelled. Organised and led by one 
Le Carurier, the mob formed itself into an army and, aided by freebooters, 
overran the Caux. In the week over Christmas all the principal English 
strongholdsg Fec=p, Valmontp Tancarvillet Lillebonnep Montivilliers -and 
Haxfleur fell to them and only Caudebec was left in English hands. 
(2) 
Rouen itself was directly threatened and there was a widespread and 
Justifiable fear that the citizens would join the rebellion. "There was 
(3) 
so much treson walkyng that men wist not what to do"O 
(1) Beaucourt, iiit PP5-6. Scales was in Rouen by 5 November (BM9 Ad Ch 1460). 
(2) Waurin, 1431-479 PP104-10; Basin, it pp217-9; Chartierg it P174. 
(3) So the author of Cleopatra C IV (C. L. Kingsford, op cit, P140)- 
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However, Talbot was one who did know. "With the En, -lish position in 
Normandy thus on the verge of collapse, he counterattacked. Tie sent 
3? einf orcements under Fulk Byton to Caudebec and when the peasant a=%r 
moved on that tovm the new garrison charged out and dispersed it -(l), 
Talbot followed up Ath two sorties from Rouen, one settin3 out on 
Ja=axy and the other on 10 Januamy in which he scattered and slauZhtered 
the remainder of the rabble and laid waste the countryside and towns. 
The risin, - was crushed with the utmost ruthlessness. 
(2) 
The axea of the 
Caux was stripped of all provisions; all the cattle and sheep that could 
be found were driven into Caudebed and Rouen. Having thus disposed of the 
peasants Talbot turný,, d to face the more dangerous threat of an adv=cO 
by French royal soldiers. Reinforcements were brought into Rouent 
vrhilst Sir Thomas Hoo was sent with one hundred men to reinf orco tho 
garrison of Gisors. 
(3) 
The attack, vehen it cozie at the and of JaMOXY9 
was only a raid by a small force under La Hire ond Xaintra-illes, who Were 
relyina on the citizens to open the gates. But Talbot's prec=tions 
forestalled them and while canped at Ry, ten miles east of the cityl on 
Four hundred men viere placed in the tovm (BN, Ms' Fr 25772/1050; 
Basin, i, p217) - 
(2) Both Basin and the author of Cleopatra C IV give accounts of this. 
Basin, i. pp217-9; C. L. Kingsford, op cit, p140. The author of 
Cleopatra CV specifies the dates and that Lillebonne vias sackod. 
I 
(3) Ibid; BNp Ils Fr 25772/1052-57; JUT, Y, 64/1/79 31. 
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the night of 2 February, they were surprised and routed by a dawn 
(1) 
attack. 
Rouen may have been savedp but Paris was still in grave dan, 3er, 
Talbot was app=-ently well aware of this, for he sent half his own per- 
sonal retime, and probably as many other troops as he could sparep to 
reinforce WillouChby early in February. 
(2) 
But Paris was doomed. The 
French captured St. Germain-en-Laye in December and 
. 
Pontoise on 20 
Februaxy, effectively cuttinj it off from Rouen. The biege itaelf was 
opened in Maxch, and outnumbered, isolated, and with the city in rebel- 
lion, Willoughby surrendered on 17 APril- 
(3) 
"With the Ile de France 
in their hands the French launched a full scale assault on Normandy. 
Fortunately f or the English none of the three armies involved showed 
much vigour. 
(4) 
The most successful was that under La Hire and 
Xaintrailles, which succeeded. in capturing the tovm of Gisors. Sir 
Thomas Hoo was shut up in the castle until Talbot dwhed to the rescue, 
(1) C. L. UrZsford, op cit, p140; Waurin, 1431-47, pp216-9; Llu=el p281. 
(2) 
-All, Y, 
64/1/32,34; 10/15. Talbot could probably afford to send 
reinforcements to Paris as Sir Henry Norbury and a retinue of /jOO 
arrived from EnZland in Pebruary (C. L. Kin3sford, on cito P1410)- 
Bourgeois, PP311-8. 
Bea-ucourt, iii, p8. 
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retaking the town by assault on 7 May. For the second time in the 
year La Hire and Xaintrailles were driven off and the advance on NorMandY 
was abandoned. 
Although he had successfully weathered the storm$ Talbot did not 
relax, for he continued to build up his strength in Rouen, garrisoning 
the castle himself with an enlaxged retinue, 
(2) 
In June Richard of 
Yorki the new Govermr-Generalg landed to relieve Talbott but before 
marchir)g to Rouen he laid siege to and captured Chambrois. 
(3) 
york, 8 
arrival with substantial reinfbroaments brought the crisis to an end 
and in late summer the English were even able to take the offensive. 
Talbot made an abortive attempt to recapture St. Gemaine-en-Layeg 
which had been under his Captaincy, whilst Sir Thomas Kyriel operated 
in the Pays de Bray. 
(4) 
A year after Bedford's death the ýnglish could 
(1) Monstreletq iit P33; AN9 X 64/23/16. 
(2) In the summer Of 1436 there were over 10000 soldiers under his comand in Rouen and these were reinforced by contingents under Sir Nicholas Burdett Sir Thomas Dringt Sir Thomas Fleming, John Hankfords Richard Wastnes and Bernard de Montferrant. Hie own retinue in the castle was 120 strong (BN, Us Pr 26o6l/2824,2871,28699 2897; 26062/3092; 
Clair 201/846/47; PO 2787 Talbot section 159 179 18; MIj Ad Ch 7892). 
(3) C. L, Kingsford,, OD Oitt P141. York was accompanied by the Earl of Suffolkf the Earl of Salisbury and Lord Fauconberg. 
(4) Beaucourto iiii p6-9 H19 Ad Ch 6900; Bourgeoist P327- It 'was pro- bably Talbot who, thwaxted before St. Germaint pillaged the Ile de Prance up to the gates of Paris entirely unopposed in September. This was the first of a series of raids into that area- 
:1 
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at least feel confident of holding Normandy. For this they had largely 
to thank Talbot's tenacious and Vigorous leadership. 
The English had saved No=andy in 1436, b-at it was very much a 
war-scarred Normandy. The wholesale destruction of large tracts of 
country left its mark not only on the inhabitantog but also on the con- 
duct of the war. Although the exhaustion of English resources and the 
French lack of determination both contributed to the stalemate that 
ensued, the most important factor was the existence of large areas of 
devastated countryside which effectively prevented the mountir4,7 of 
major operations. 
(') 
Basin gave a very full description of the condi- 
tionsq particularly in his native CaUX. 
(2) 
It was , he wrote f one of 
the 
richest parts of France before the rising of 1435. Afterwards it was a 
desert. All the fields were left uncultivated; famine and epidemic 
followed. Ten years later the land had become a forest of scrub so 
thick that one could barely trace the roada. Eventually all the land 
between the Seineq So=ej Oise and the sea was so devastated. 
(3) 
By 
This does not seem to have been given its due weight in histories- 
Beaucourt, for instancel restricts his comment to a footnote (op citt 
viiq p8 n3). See also E. Perroyq The Hundred Years Warp pp305-6. 
(2) Thomas Basin was born in Caudebec in 1412 and studied at Paris and in 
Italy and Hungary. He returned to Normandy (Caen University) in 1441 
and became Bishop of Lisieux in 1447- He probably saw the aftermath 
and had plenty of firsthand info=ation of the devastation of the Caux. 
His 'History' is of interest because it was one of the earliest 
northern European attempts to write after the classical mamer and 
is far more objective than others. 
(3) in, i, I "s 
_E3213-27. 
The wholesale destruction also impressed Chartie'rý ? 19 pp24 and the author of Cleopatra C IV (C. L. Kingsford, OP citt P140). 
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1437 the area of devastation had spread to the 
Ile de France. In large 
toyms the poor were seen dying on durighills. 
(1) 
'1ý-; o incidents show how the conditions affected the conduct of the 
war. In 1436 York, after his landing in France, led his a=1y before 
Fecampq but because the country was already devastated and the weather 
so hot many died of hunTer and disease and the siege had to be aban- 
doned. Basin concluded that conditions were so bad that it was almost 
impossible to maintain an army in that part of Francel viere it only 
1vOOO or 1,500 horseman. 
(2)' 
In the followin,, r year a body of about 
29000 French moved into eastern Normandy towards Gisors, but as they 
found great difficulty in finding provisions they turned back and raided 
the relatively untouched lands of Picardy. 
(3) 
Such events only spread 
the devastation over an ever wider area. 
It became increasinZly difficult, therefore, for either side to 
keep armies in the field of sufficient strength to achieve a decisive 
victory. Conditions inevitably demanded a war of attrition. The 
French concentrated on pickin, 3 off isolated Ený--, lish outposts (such as 
(1) T. Tonstreýet, ii, pp6l, 68. 
(2) Basin, i, pp249-51- F6camp was eventually recaptured by York later 
in the year. 
(3) 11-onstrelet, ii, p60. 
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1-leaux, Montereau and Montargis)(1) and on a steady encroachment on all 
the borders of Normandy. The ErZlish, whilst endeavourin, 3 to keep hold 
of the outposts, had not only to hold the frontiers of the Duchyp but 
also to recover the towns and fortresses of the Caux, This latter task 
was never completed. From time to time French or Burgundian territory 
was raided, primarily, one suspects, to maintain morale by offerilz the 
opportunity for plunder, but for the most part the En. -lish strateV, was 
to consolidate their hold on the Duchy of Normandy. It was in this defen- 
sive warfare that Talbot proved himself a master. Between 1436-42 he 
fought without cease to secure the Duchy for Henry VI. 
The new Governor of Nomandyt Richard, Diilca of York, Who =rivea 
in June 1436, was a youns; man of 24 tclcin, - on his f irst cormand. Ile vlas 
a completely inexperienced soldier and administn-tor. Althouah 'Ile vf, '13 
never very -uillinZ, to devote himself to Normandy and took, the f irst 
opportunity to -, o baeLc to England, he Ims, however, Coner-Uly been pr,, 'Iisod. 
by historians for the success of this, his first period of office-(2) 
On the other hand, not Lal contemporary opinion was fa-, rour,. tble. The 
(1) lionbreau fell in 1437, I. Tontar, ývis in 143B and iýcaux ill 1439. 
(2) F or recent acceptance of this assumption see E. P. Jacob The 
Fifteenth Contilry, p. 0465-6. 
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wathor of Cleopeatra C IV9 with his eye-witness informationt comnented 
that after takiAo, reemp in the autumn of 1436 "he did nor nore in all 
his tyme". And the author of the Chronicon Henrici VI, although he 
blamed his council, also considered that York did not do much. 
(') 
It 
is in fact arguable thatq disinterested and inexperienced as he viasg he 
left much to the councillors and solaiers who were conductina affairs 
when he arrived. Civil affairs were perhaps entrusted to the eiTerienced 
hands of the council under the Chancellor of the Duchyq Louis of 
Luxemburg; 
(2) 
for the prosecution of the viar he turned to Talbot, the 
actinZ commander on his arrival. 
One of York's first acts, it appears, vras to create Talbot 1.1=-shal 
of Prance. 
(3) 
Although in origin a juaicial and adninistrative rarky it 
already had overtones of the highest field rank and this promotion n,, Iy 
C. L. Kinýpfordj on citt P141; Chronicon Henrici Y-L ecl J. A. Giles, 
p18. The author of the Chronicon vxote of 1436 "in isto amo 
deputatur Dux "Eboraci in custodem et protectorem Franciae et 
Nonnaniae; sed ciuia juvenis fuit, ejus consiliari non audebont 
ipsum ad praelium instigareltimentes aemuloram periculum". Sao also 
J. S. Roskell, 'Sir William Oldhall' , ITottiTr-. ham Iledieval Studip-039 
v (1961), pp96-7- 
(2) In his later years Bedford relied heavily on Louis of Luxemburg, Who 
conducted civil affairs durinC,, the Regent's absences. It was perhTs 
si, -, nific=-t that durino York's first administration moneys sent for 
the keepiiZ of the Duchy were received by him and not York. 
(E. F. Jacob, op cit, P466). 
Talbot was Marshal before 23 August 1436 (BNj Ms Fr 25773/1128). 
I 
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viell have recognised Talbot Is place at the head of the army. Of equal 
interest was the arrangement made over the Captaincy of Rouen, tradi- 
tionally an office held by the Governor of Normandy. On 22 Novemberp 
according to custom, Talbot surrendered the Captaincy td York, but he at 
once became Yoek's Lieutenant ov 'the Keeper and Governor of the castlev 
town and bridge of Rouen on behalf of the Duke of York' with all the 
actual rights and duties of Captain. The chanae of command seems to 
have been merely titular and even this was forgotten by the garrison 
controller who named Talbot as Captain twice on contrerollos in 1437-(l) 
For all practical puxposes Talbot remained Captain until Warviiek's arri- 
val a year later. York' s reliance on Talbot was not just reflected in 
the matter of rark and office. Between 16 November and 28 December all 
the lances and half the archers of Talbot's personal retinue were 
detailed to act as York's bodyguard ('ester entour la personne du 
Monseigneur le Duc d'Yor ýC 1 )0(2) perhaps at a time when Talbot was 
(1) M19 Ad Ch 6911; B119 11s Fr 25774/1245,6. Rouen had three separate 
garrisons. There is some difficulty over the datinz of Talbot's 
appointment. York officially bec=e Captain of the castle on 22 
November (BN, Clair 201/8455/57) and of the to-: m on or before 20 
November, when a garrison under his name was mustered (-0 Us, Fr 25773). 
But yet exactly the same- g-arrison was said to be Talbot's, as York's 
Lieutenant, three days later (-, Clair 201/8463/66). It could be 
that the garrison had been raised and supplied by Talbot, but not 
officially as Lieutenantý which duties he took up after 22 'November. 
Talbot's offical letters of appointment viere not issued until 
5 February follovino (Ell Ad Ch 425)- 
(2) BIT, PO 27879 Talbot section 21. 
I i--- 
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constantly in his company. Moreover, when, after the a=Y had been 
reviewed, 
(l) 
operations were begun again, it was Talbot not York that 
conmrincled in the field. 
The first operation was a highly suc*cessful raid into France, under- 
taken in the depth of winter. He set out with a small f orce at the 
beginnin, 3 of February andq having token Ivry to the viest of Parisq came 
down to the Seine and, surprised Pontoise on 12 February. Ile perhaps, 
even made an attempt on the walls of Paris itself 
(17 February)l bat 
eventually he left a garrison in Pontoise and swept up into the Vexiný 
clearina the French from the neighbourhood of Gisors and penetratin, 3 
as fax as Beauvais. By 23 Y=-ch he was back on the Seine at Los 
Andelysq from which he returned to Rouen before 20 April. The principal 
dain of this daring winter =aid was the town of Pontoisel which not only 
secured the Seine route below Paxis but also established a threat to 
the capital itself. 
(2) 
All indentures and military appointments were made in November and 
December. In addition to the arrangement over Rouen Talbot surren- 
dered the Captaincy of Gisors to Sir Thomas Hoo on 10 Nove ber Q'I 
of the En-lish, iiq pp282-5) and Gaillard to Sir Robert Roos on 5 
December (R. A. Newhallp OP citt P73 n147). Talbot was personally 
retained to serve with 20 lances and 60 archers in the field, for 
nine months, on 16 November (BIT9 Us Pr 26062/3002). A general muster 
was ordered for 9 December but was postponed until 27 (R- A- Nevilialli 
_QT) cit, w133-4)- 
(2) Beaucaart, iii, p10; R=say, ii, p2- Bourgeois, P329; Chartier, i, 
pp233-5- Chartier, gives a full accoLt of Vie taIzina of Pontoise. 
According to the Bourgeois of Paris the En, 31ish attacked Paris on the 
first Sunday in Lent (17 'Pebru=-y). 
. 
Talbot's personal retinue was 
mustered at Los Andelys on 23 11. =ch (RI9 Ad 283152 f 2). For his_, ý 
presence in Rouen before 20 April see RIj Ad Ch 3802. 
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Talbot's next operation was a routine but vital revictualling 
expedition to Meaux, which was completed before the end of June. 
(') 
He 
then turned his attention to the task of reconquering the Caux. On 12 
July he was before Baudemont, near Tancarvilles probably makine a 
recomaissancep 
(2) 
for by the end of the month, even though York was daily 
expecting to be relieved by the Earl of Warwickt it was decided to lay 
siege to Tancarville, Tancarville lies on the north bank of the Seine 
between Caudebec and Harfleur and was an obstacle that had to be cleared 
bef ore the recovery of Harf leur itself could be tackled. Orders were 
sent out for garrison contingents to gather at Jumieges in the week f ol- 
lowing 7 August. The devastated condition of the country did not help 
the besieging forceq but Talbot persevered and Tancarville eventually 
fell in early November. The town' a surrender may well have been hastened 
by the arrival of the Earl of Warwick, whose fleet sailed into the Seine 
on 8 November. 
(3) 
York's successor was the most experienced and renowned of HenrY V's 
r-urviving Captains and the obvious choice outside the royal blood f or the 
(1) BNI Us Fr 26065/3630. 
(2) Blip Ms Pr 26063/3M9 20. Contingments from garrisons were ordered to 
- meet Talbot 'in the field' on 6 July and before Baudemont on 12 July. 
(3) R. A. Newhallq 
-o-P cit, PP143-6; 
C. L. Kingafordt op cito P144- Much detail has survived of the a=iy employedv for discussion of 
which see below P256-9 On 27 November Talbot received the wages for 686 men for 15 days s'arvice in defence of an unnamed fortressq pro- bably Tancarville (MI, Ad Ch 1472). 
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post of Governor of Normandy. "Warwick brought a more active leadership 
to the En, -lish effort, but because of his advancin-, a,, -, e he too turned 
to his son-in-law to lead his forces in the field. And, althouSh he 
took over the complete con-mand of Rouen, clurirZ the following year he 
gave Talbot command of several of the key frontier posts. 
(') 
W=7ickls 
arrival, therefore, led to little slackenina in Talbot's responsibilities. 
Immediately after the f all of Tancarville Talbot was sent to the 
rescue of Le Crotoy, beinC besieged by the Duke of Burcjhdy. The 
Burgundians broke off the siege on his arrival, allowinS him to cross the 
Somme unopposed. Havina relieved the tovm, the EriZlish raided several 
miles into Picardy, plundering the relatively unspoiled countryside =d- 
challenging- th:! cautious Burgundy to a fight. After two or three weeks 
(2) 
they recrossed the Somme and returned to Rouen loaded with booty. 
No sooner had they returned than word c=-e that Montargis was besieged 
and on 20 December Talbot and Lord Fauconberg were oraorca to collect a 
relief force at Conches and Evreux. But before they set outs Francois 
du Surierme in command there made a profitable sale to his besiegers. 
Caudebec was tcacen over by his Lieutenant, Pull: Eyton (BNj Clair 201/ 
2465/69) but on the other hand Talbot became Captain of Falaise (I 
Januaxy 1438), Vernon (28 February)q Creil (before September) and 
Ideaux(on 8 October). In 1439 he also bec=e Captain of Pontoise (see 
also Appendix V. 
(2) 'Waurin, ) 1431-47, PP231-40 gives a detailed account of this raid. Talbot 
was ordered to the relief of Le Crotoy before 20 'November (MI, Ad Ch 
3830). Anong-st the booty Sir Thomas Kyriel br Lý It bac" Burý,; -andyls 
private caxriage (C. L. Kinj; sford, o-P citq P144- 
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Nevertheless, Talbot and Fauconberg still kept their army in the field, 
being at Evreux in the last weeks of Jarmary. 
(') 
Eventually an alter- 
native occupation was found in the reduction of the small fortresses of 
Longch=ps and Neufmarchie, which was completed before 19 Ijarch. 
(2) 
The two Captains still continued to hold their force in readinesav until 
at the beginnirv,, of May it was decided to return to the Caux. 
(3) 
For the campaign of 1438 Talbot was joined by Sir Th=as Kyriel. 
The immediate objective was Longuevillep which, with a n=ber of for- 
tresses in its neighbourhooal fell without much resistancel since the 
defendants were so ill- supplied. 
(4) 
Having completed the sub3ection of, 
that area Talbot and Kyriel moved towards Harf lour in July. Their troops 
were mustered before Montivilliers on 20 July and Graville on 31 July. 
(5) 
(1) BIT, PO 2787, Talbot section, 25; Clair 201/8443/44; IM, Ad Ch 11973 
On 20 January Richard Hankford and three lances left Rouen to join 
Talbot at Evreux where they stayed until March (BNj Us Fr 25774/1286)* 
For S=ienne and Montargis see A. Bossuat, Gressart et Suriennet 
pp266-7 
(2) These lay between Gisors and Gournay. R=sayj iiv P7; IN, Ad Ch 11991). 
(3) Talbot was paid for his forces in the field, then numbering 660, on 
21 April (BNj Clair 202/8417/8,9)- 
(4) Waurin, 1431-47, pp242-3. Other places captured included. Colmesnil 
and Guillemercourt. 




Although it is unrecorded by any of the chroniclers p it appears that 
an attempt was now made on Harf leur by both land and sea for a squad- 
ron of eight ships blockaded the port at the same time. The attempt 
seems to have been abandoned after the squadron f ell into the hands of 
the eneqr on the last day of August. 
(') 
But despite this failure it 
had been a successful si3mmorg for only Harf leur and Dieppe and their 
neighbourhoods remained to be cleared. 
After over a year in the field Talbot now joined Warwick in Rouen. 
In October he departed on some secret enterprise and in December succeeded 
in surprising and recapturing St. Germain-en-Layel but for the most of the 
winter he remained in the company of the ailing Warwick. And, with the 
council in England making overtures for peacep no new military operations 
were undertaken. However, Warwick died on 30 April and Normandy was 
left once again without a Governor. 
(2) 
As in the year followinS Bedford's death, so durlzxS the period of 
two years before Richard of York retu=ied to take up his second tour as 
"Waurin does perhaps allude to this (1431-47, p248). Charlest Count 
of Eu was exchanged during the suaner and he marched through 
Normandy to Harfleur (ibid; RaMsay? iiP P145). According to the 
author of Cleopatra C IV a fleet sailed into the Seine on the last 
day of Augmst flying the flag of St. George. The English squadron 
welcomed them, only to be captured (C. L. Kingsfordl o-P cit, P145). 
(2) On 16 October Talbot was described as having left Rouen on some secret 
enterprise (RJI Ad Ch 3855)- St. Germain was captured on 18 December (A. Bossuatq OP citq pp270-1). On 22 and 26 April Talbot was associated with Warwick in sendin,.. m messengers to various ga=isons (BMv Ad Ch 443). 
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Governor, the administration of the- Duchy was conducted by the council 
under the leadership of Louis of Luxemburg. 
(') 
But on this occasion 
Talbot did not hold the supreme military command. This went instead 
to John Beaufort, Eaxl of Somerset, who had been released in exchance 
for Charles, Count of Ea in 1438. Somerset's full rank, for which he 
received a salary of 6,000 livres tournois per anrmm, was 'Lieutenant- 
General of the King f or the matter of Vl=- in the Realm of France and the 
Duchy of Normandy' . He was never, as Waurin suggesto , the full or of fi- 
cial Governor. 
(2) 
Somerset's -appointment to the military command may no 
doubt have ovied something to the supremacy of his uncle, Cardinal 
Beaufort, at court, but he was also the highest rarking peer in Normandy 
and as such the natural choice. If Talbot resented the consequent 
reduction in his Status(3) he did not show it, for he continued to serve 
under Somerset's leadership as diligently as he had under Warwick. 
Durina the surner of 1439, while Cardinal Beaufort was molzizig a 
(1) Louis chaired at least two council meetings at Rouen and Pont-de-Orche, 
(2) Waurin, 1431-47, p257. This is one of several knoim inaccuracies 
in Waurin's account. Both Ramsay (ii, p16) and E. F. Jacob (op cit, 
P467) accept it. But Stevenson in Wars of the EnýTlish, Up p304P 
quotes a warrant in vahich Somerset's exact position is made cle=. 
(3) One clear reflection of this was that he lost all the Captaincies he 
had held under Wandek. In 1440 he had none except Lisieux until he 
was granted the custody of Harfleur and Montivilliers on the occasion 
of their recaptuxe (Waxs of the Ezrlish, ii, P317-9). 
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determined effort to reach a trucaq En3lish military operations were 
for the most part suspended. The one important task was to keep posses- 
sion of the fortresses ;. - Creil, llea-=q Pontoise and St. Germain-en-Laye - 
which Beaufort was prepared to excharZe. Consequently on 21-23 June 
Talbot vias at Vernon gathering supplies and a s-mail. escort with which to 
revictual Pontoise. 
(1) 
A nore serious situation was created whon on 
.,, 
the negotiations at Gravelines being at their heialit, the 20 Juli, 
Constable Richemont laid siege to Ileaux. Somerset immediately orcanised 
a relief force and led a fairly stron, - army under his best captains, 
Talbot, Scales and Fauconbe=Z, to the rescue. They did not arrive in 
tine to save the tovm, which was taken by assault on 12 August, but they 
w9re able to reinforce the stroný; Iiold of V'ie Imarket' into which the 
Oaxrison had retired. Everything in their power was done to seciýre this- 
The Frenahjvfho refused a challen, -e to fight, retreated into the tovm, 
whilst the E-., ý-,, lish destroyed their siege viorks and tr=-sferrea a quantity 
of c; -Lpturecl cannon to the market. II-XATZ loft 500 fresh troops unae= 
Sir 71'illiam Chamberlain in the garrison the relief f orce returned to 
Rouen. 
(2) 
Chamberlain, howevert proved to be an irresolute Captain and 
before the end of AuSust he entered into negotiations with Richemont to 
surrender on 15 September if no: more reinforcements axri-ved. Talbot 
(1) BN9 Ms Fr 26066/400; 3,19 Ad Ch 445. 
(2) 't-slaurin, 1431-47, p257; Chartier, igpp249-50; Graol-9 p213; Proc 
Priv Counc, v, PP384-7- Chaxtier and the report published by Nicolas 
do not mention Somerset, but he 1vas in chaxZa of tIc arran, 3eraents for 
the first relief in eaxly August (B14, Ils Pr 26066/38299 32-3v 389 44). -d 
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and Fauconberg were already busy organising a second relief column in 
Rouen on 27 August and moved forward to Vernon a few days later. 
(') 
But 
the march to Meaux was for some reason delayed and Talbot did not arrive 
until 16 Septemberp the day af ter Ch=berlain surrendered. Findirkl,? 
Meaux in French hands he fell back on Pontoise where he was residing on 
5 October, 
(2) 
Somerset had left Rouen before the end of August and returned to 
England both to collect reinforcements and perhhps to further his claim 
to be created full Governor. His brotherp Edmund, Earl of Dorset 
(also Talbot's brother-in-law), appeats to have been left as his deputy. 
(3) 
It was Dorset who led the armyq with Talbot and Scalest which went to 
the rescue of Avranches in December after Richemontq fresh from his 
success at Meauxg had turned his attention to the western bordors of the 
Duchy. On the night of 22-23 December Dorsett Talbot and Scales our- 
prised Richemont in his c=p and completely routed him. 
(4) 
(1) EU, Aa Ch 568. 
(2) Ull Ad Ch 447. 
Somerset had left Rouen by I September when Dorset sent messages 
to the English Ambassadors at Gravelines concerning the siege of 
Meaux (Proc Priv Counc, v, P387). 
Beaucourt, 111, p20; Ramsay, ii, plS. 
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In January Somerset returned to Normandy with his reinforcements(') 
and almost immediately set out on a raid into the Santois district of 
Picaxdy. He was accompanied by Talbot and a total of 1,200 troops 
which were mustered at Berna-y on 7 Febraary. The main objective 'of the 
raid seems tb have been plunder and, according to Tia-urin, in this it 
was highly successful. But Somerset also captured Folleville before 
returniný3 to 'Rouen in mid-March. 
(2) 
On 21 March 1440 Somerset-was referred to in official documents an 
being in co=and. of almost 3POOO troops newly raised for tho racovery of 
certain places. 
(3) 
These places were probably Harf lour and Montivilliero 
which were to be the chief objectives of the summer cmpaign. There is 
some doubt as to týe date at which the siege of Harflour began. Waurin 
stated the beginning of April and R=say accepted this, but there is good 
reason to believe that the full EnSlish army did not appear before 
Harfleur until July. Certainly Talbotý who played a prominent partý was 
Orders were issued on 28 December for him and his retinu3 to be 
mustered at Poole, where ships were to gather beforo 16 Januoxy 
'(Razasay, ii, p28). 
(2) See paxtic-alarly Waurin's account, 1431-47, pp266-73, and also 
Ramsay, ii, p28. For Talbot's muster see All, Y, 65/1/5- 
(3) BITp Ids Fr 26066. 
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still at Honfleur on 26 June. 
(') 
And. although Somerset may perhaps 
have originally plozmed to take command it was eventually decided that 
his brother Dorset would lead the besieging army. The siegep when it 
eventually began, was most thorough, the town being completely out off 
by land and sea. The French hold out until October when a determincd 
effort to relieve the toym was made by a force under the Count dlBa- 
But the French attack on the section of the siegeworks com. nded by 
Talbot was beaten off and the attempt was abandoned. This sealed the 
fate of Harfleur and towards the end of the month the garrison 
su=enclered. 
Talbot had retirecl to Honfleur by 22 October, 
(3) 
but he was soon 
called out in the field againo for the French army that had attempted 
to relieve Harfleur had on its return taken the fortresses of Louviers 
and Conches. 
(4) 
From 29 I'Tovemberv therefore, he was at Pontaudemer C01- 
lecting troops for the recovery of those places, 
(5) 
It appears thatj 
(1) waurin, 1431-479 p274; R=sayg ii, p28; BNI Clair 201/8471/77- 
Other unitsy howeverg were mustered before H=-fleur on 26-28 JIIM (BIT, Clair 201/8469/73,6; 8471/78; 202/8473/1). 
(2) For accounts of the siege see RamsaN and Burne, pp 291-2, and 
Waurin, 1431-47, p274 ff- 
(3) Elt Ad Ch 453. 
(4) Beaucourt, iii, p2l. 
(5) BNv Ils Pr 25775/1455-69. 
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after the fall of Harfleur, both Somerset and Dorset had retunied to 
England and so once again Talbot was left as the senior commandert 
awaitire the a=iva3. of Richard of York. 
(') 
It was probably in connection 
with this that he received a special grant of 300 salus a quarter, back- 
dated from Michaelmas, on 3 December. 
(2) 
Throughout the winter of 1440-1, with Scalep and Fauconberg in his 
company, Talbot was preoccupied with Louviers and Conches. The possession 
of Louviers in French hands was of paxticular nuisance because it enabled 
them to cut the Seine between Rouen and Pontoise. Yet for some unknown 
reason Talbot never made an attack on either place. By 19 December he 
I 
had moved up to Elbeouf. Here he stayed for at least two months while 
his f orce slowly dwindled* By 26 U=ch he had returned to Pontaudemer, 
although he moved up to Pont-de-Mrohel again threatening Louviorst in 
4rilt where he stayed until mid-,, Iay. 
(3) 
Having been frastrated in his 
York had been appointed on 2 July 1440. It is possible that with the 
post of Governor thus decided the Beauforts had no desire to stay in 
NO==dy after the termination of their indentures and the fall of 
Harfleur. 
Wars of the En!! lisht iii PP317-9- 
(3) Many documentsq masters and acquittances, relating to this forcev have 
survived. Originally planned to be 2,400 strongg the size was reduced 
to 1,600 by 1 January 1441 and actually mustered 929 on 26 1larch (see IMI, Ad Ch 12019 3006,3910-1,1494i 6947,69499 8007; BN9 Iýls 
25775-6/1455-1520). It is hard to decide -whether delay led to deser- tion or desertion to delay. But clearly morale and discipline were 
suffering and this problem the council at Rouen referred to in a letter 
of the following June (see below P178). 
- --- - ------- 
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do 
plans to =educe Louviers and Conches over the winter, Talbot decided 
to turn back to the C= for th-, recovery of Dieppe and, between 17 and 
27 May, he set off with a sizable train of 
almost immediately called back by the news 
in strength down the Oise valley under the 
of King Charles and had already laid siege 
at Pont-de-foxche on 27 May gathering supp 
ordnance. 
(1) 
But he was 
that thd French were advancing 
command, for the first time, 
to Creil. Talbot was back 
lies for the relief of Creill 
only to hear that Creil had fallen on 24 1', IaY- 
(2) ýýho relief columno 
however, was kept together to succour Pontoise, on which the French 
advanced. 
The crzppaipm for Pontoise in 1441 was the last full scale operation 
undertaken by either side bef ore the final loss of Normandy. Tho cam- 
pai, -,, n took on additional significance because of the presence of King 
Charles at the head of the French army and became for the EnZliah more 
Several certificates dxavm up by William Forstedq I. -laster of artilleryg 
have survived all of which refer to service in May to the parts 
of Dieppe in the company of Lord Talbot. See particularly one 
printed by. -Stevenson in Wars of the EnýTlish, iiq P463 and also 
BNI Us Pr 26068/4346Y 469 51- 
(2) Beaucourtv iiip p180. Beaucourt gives a very detailed and well 
documented account of the events of the summer. 
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than the defence of a strategically placed town, 
(') 
for they saw the 
opportunity of inflicting a decisive dof eat in pitched battle on the 
King. Moreover, in his tireless defence of the town and his ef forts to 
bring the cautious Charles to battle, Talbot gave an ample demonstration 
of his skills as a soldier. 
The aiege was opened on a grand scale on 6 June. 
(2) 
A few days 
later Talbot moved forward from Pont-de-farche to Vernont which ho 
made his headquarters for the supplying of Pontoise. The council in 
Rouen was greatly concerned at the situation. "Close upon the feast 
of St. John" (24 June) it wrote to England bewailing the failure of 
Richard of York to arrive and giving. news of the siege. "Your chief 
adversary and his son"t it wrote, "have begun the said siege bofore 
that town, and how long it can hold out against them we cannot say. 
For they have a great body of troopst and are wonderfully wall provided 
with all kinds of necessaries and requisites for the waxg and their 
(1) Since its recapture in 1437 the English had paid special attention 
to it. Richemont had tried, unsuccessfullyt to storm the town in 
1438. Fearing another attack in 1439 ithad been revictualled and 
a substantial power of artillery had been installed by 12 January 
1440. In the following August reinforcements were sent to the then Captaino John Stanlawe, in case the a=rf then preparing to relieve Mmrfleur should make an attempt (Bourgeois, P344; BITt Ms Pr 26066/400; POv Talbot section 278V35; AN, K 66/34/1). 
(2) The main contemporary accounts are to be found in Waurint Chartier, Basin and Gruel. Waurin-(and subsequently Monstrelet) is the fullest. 
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spirits are raised and stimulated to a great pitch of pride on account of 
the conquest of Creil. Lord Talbot is at Vernon, waiting for all the 
troops that can be raisad to go with him, to do his best at the siegep 
by Goals help. Whatever diligence has been done, or whatever commands 
have been issued in your name to any Captains or troops by showinz, them 
your needl they have indifferently obeyed. 
0) 
It is a 6=oa-t misfortune 
for you, our sovereign lordq that the said Lord Talbot has not a suffi- 
cient strength, for he has a high and notable desire to do tho best he 
can for you against your said enemies" 9 
(2) 
The council did not expect 
much of a half-hearted and understrength army. Nevertheless, on 22 June 
Talbot did in f act succeed in entering Pontoise with supplies and rein- 
forcements under Lord Scalesq who took charge of the defence. 
(3) 
On 
24 June Talbot retired to Mantesp then Roueng where he collected more 
supplies which were probably delivered to Scales before the end of the 
month. 
At the beginnin3 of July York mcAe his lonS awaited appearance 
See075, n3. 
(2) Waxg of the Eng-liýh, ii, pp603 ff. 
Be, -. ucourt, iii, p181. Beaucourt states that Fauconberg vias also 
left in Pontoise. Nevertheless, he was mustered with other ale- 
ments of Talbot's army at Juziers on 13 JulY (B119 Ils Fr 25776/1528). 
So Waurin, 1431-47, PP322t 324. Basin, p262, coments that Talbot 
went to Pontoise twice from Rouen in June. 
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with a stroAg- army of fresh troops and set out for Pontoise almost imme- 
diately. He and Talbot joined forces and mustered their combined a=rj 
at Juziers on 13-14 July-(') They were then ready to brin, 3 King Charles 
to battle. On 16 July they entered Pontoise unopposed. Af ter revictual- 
ling the town the English drew up in battle array and proclaimed to King 
Charlesp who had retreated to the east bank of the river, their intention 
of crossing. And about two days later they succeeded in forcing- a 
passage lapstream above Beaumont. But Chaxles had no intention of fightingg 
and himself recrossed the river,. leavin, 3 a strong garrison in a bastille 
opposite Pontoise, and, after crossinj the Seine as wellq made hin way 
to Poissy. This left the Fximlish to fortify the left bank and the bridrýres 
across the river, whilst Talbot marched do,,,, m -to, 7iaxdp Conflans to keep 
an eye on King Charles. Without clearino the French from the bastillo 
York and Talbot set out once more in pursuit of Chraxles on about 24 JulY 
and recrossed the Oise at Neuville. 
(2) 
The events of the last week of July are by no means cloax, as accounts 
differ. It appears that one purpose in crossin,,,, to the right barilt of the 
Oise was to mit off French co=inications between Poissy and Pontoise. 
Both Waurin and Basin state that Talbot joinod York in "%. ouen. Other 
sources m2d7, e no mantion of where they met. Beaucourtq on the evidence 
of the musters at Juziers, assumed they met there. lWauring 1431-47, 
P326 Basin, p264; Beaucourtq p183; All, K 67/1/23-28; BNj Ms Rr 
2577ý/15289 9). 
(2) Beaucourt, iiip PP183-7- A bridge had to be built at Neuville. 
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York, or sorae of his men, met a supply column and in the skirmish that 
followed the En3, lish suffered serious casuhlties. 
(') 
Chartier, Gruel 
and 71aurin all agree that York at this point decided to return to Rouenq 
(2) 
but. Basin adds that Taibot su3. -ested af inal scIleme whereby Chaxles could 
be caught. This was for Talbot to cross the Seim at Mantes and sur- 
prise Charles at Poissy, whilst York waited north of the river to cut off 
his retreatý3)All the chroniclers agree that Talbot'carried out the raid 
on Poissy, probably at davm on 27 JulYP and Chartier supports Basin in 
suggesting that the aim was to capture Ch=-lesg which he narrowly 
failed to do. 
(4) (In his ariger he sacked the toym). Charles escaped 
to Conflans, but he was not intercepted by York, who had almost cer- 
tainly left the region. If Basin's report that a 'pincer' movement was 
suggested is correct, it seems probable that York rejected it and took - 
The accounts of Chartier and Waarin cxe moro in agrooment. Accor- 
ding to both thoir accounts one supply column successfully reached 
Pontoise, as did a second. It was apparently this second column 
which c, -; --ne upon the Enalish in the neighbourhood of Neuville. 
Accor- 
ding to Basin York raided into the Ile do France but there is no 
corroborating evidence of this. 
(2) Chartierg iiq p26; Gruel, P170; 71warin, 1431-47, P838. 
(3) Basin, i, pp266-a. 
(4) Chartier, ii, P26. 
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no part , as other accounts -witness , in Talbot Is =aid on Poissy. 
(1) 
Both sides were exhausted. The supplies around Pontoise and in 
the Ile de France had long been exhausted and the lack of food and fod- 
der seems to have been the chief factor in restrictiri,,,, the campaign 
to ten days. King Charles retired to St. Denis vftilst Yorkt after leav- 
ing Scales and F_-=onberc, in a much strengthened Pontoise, arrived 
back in Rouen on 1 August, his troops ha. ý&=dp starvin, 3 and exhausted. 
Talbot resumed his earlier role of collecting supplies, organisirz; a 
fresh convoy at Elbeouf. 
(3) 
Although the attempt to bring KirvP Chcxles 
to battle had failed, for the time being Pontoise was necurod. 
But Kina Charles, havirZ rested his troopsg decided to renevi the 
siege and on 16 August appearecl once more before Pontoise. Talbot moved 
(1) Burne, pp298-9, accepted Basin's account as it stooa, largely one 
suspects because it reflected credit on Talbot. To hi, -, hliSht his 
description of the attempt to ensnare Charles he tcýlzes a dotail from 
Chartier' s account - that York ,, -, =ived to se3 the French marching by froin a hill - which refers not to this episode but to the earlier 
attempt made to intercept supplies movin3 from Pois:; y to Pontoise. (Choxtior, U9 P25). Basin simply states that York was not able 
to cut off Chaxles. 
(2) Beauco=t, iii, P187 Basin, p266. Fmiconber3 had joinod Scales 
on 18 July (AIT, K 67ý1/29). Scales received supplies in Pontoise 
on 1 AuUmst (BN9 Ms Fr 26068/4335). 
(3) Talbot was at Elbeouf on- 16 Aug-ast (AIT, IC 67/1/319 2). 
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up to Pont-de-farche before 20 kigast and on 22 Augast slipped into 
Pontoise, avoiding the French who had tried to block his ro-ate. 
Fauconberg and Scales were then relieved, f or when Talbot left Pontoise 
on 24 August Lord Clinton was left as Captain. 
(') 
Talbot retired only 
as far as Mantes where he continued to keep an eye on Pontoise and main- 
tained the f lovi of supplies into the toyrn. He himself went there on at 
least two occasions, on 29 August and 6 September, accompanied by only 
a small section of his personal retinue. 
(2) 
With the lines of co=ni- 
cation thus kept open it was clear that Charles would never be able to 
reduce the town by siege before winter and so', he decided to tolco it by 
assault. On 16 September, after a heavy artillery baxrcCot the suburb 
around the churd. 1i of Notre Dame was taken and three days later the toVM 
fell to a general assault and Clinton was captured after a brave and 
vigorous defence. 
(3) 
The s=er of 1441 proved exha-ustiriS for both sideo. Aila, althoagh 
the English had eventually failed to save Pontoise, by their stubborn 
I Beaucourt, iii, PP188-90- Musters viere held at Pont-de-Ulxche from 
20 August. Acquittatces for the receipt of supplies by both SCalcs 
and Fa-aconberg betv; e3n 22 and 24 August have survived. 
All, K 67/l/33t 37t 39-41; BNt IL-Is Pr 25776/1532,3. 
Bea-acourt, iii, plgl. 
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resistance they had prevented any further advance into Illormandy. For 
this they had =ch to thank f or Talbot Is vigour, courage ana indef ati- 
gability, for over the whole summer he had overcome the indifference of 
many of the Enalish soldiers, the appalling conditions, and the harassing 
of the French in Louviers, 
(1) 
difficulties which perhaps partly explain 
the comparative brevity of York' s active participation. Talbot was a 
master at maintaining a small, but effective) mobile force in conditions 
which h=pered the movement of large armies. It was a quality recognised 
by the Bourgeois of Paris, whq commenting on the events of 1441, wrote 
that the English had one captaing named Talbot, who would face and hold 
his ground ai3ainst King Charles and'of whom indeed "il sembloit au 
semblant qulilz monstroient quo moult le doudtassent, car touzjours eux 
eslor. v, moient de lui XX ou M lieves 9 et il chevauchoit parv France plus 
hardiment qLxlilz ne faisoient. 11 
(2) 
During the campaign of 1441 there is a suspicion, which Basin's 
account heightens, that, as in 1436-7, York- again relied extensively on 
The French garrison of Louviers established a fort at St. Pierre du 
Vauvray, on the Seineq from which they effectively cut the co=unica- 
tions and the passa, -,, e of supplies by river between Rouen and Liant0s. 
On 29 July, for instance, council arranged for food and po,,,,; der to be sent 
to Pontoisel but warned against using the river route to Mantes because 
of enemy action (Cosneaug on ni o P323; BN, 1,11-s Fr 2r-')068/4335)- In 
Se-ptember 1441 the Captain of Louviers, Floquet, surp=ised Evroux. 
(2) Bouraeois, P359- 
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Talbot in military affairs. This is stren, 3thened by the arranoements made 
f or the goverment of the Duchy. York appointed Talbot his Lieutenant- 
General f or the conduct of the viar and at Ilichaelmas reappointed him 
Captain of Rouen. 
(1) 
There seams little doubt that the defence of 
Normandy was placed in his hands. It was probably in connection with 
his new commission that he returned to England at the beginnin3 of 1442. 
to raise reinforcements. 
(2) 
His stay was brief and the recruitin, -, of an 
a=Y Of 2,500 occupied. most of his time between February and. Ilay. His 
troops were ready to be =ste=ed on 25 May- 
(3) 
The most important event 
,,, 
ition of of this brief visit was his elevation to -an earldom in recom, 
his services to the Crown (4 MaY) - In the latin patant Talbot was 
created 'Comes Salopiael and it is likely that he had intended to be 
Imown as Earl of Shropshire, but from the very first his En3lish title 
was Earl of Shrewsbury. 
(4) 
The newly created Earl of Shrewsbury landed at Harfleur, where 
(1) BIT, Clair 202/8479/12; BNq Ms Fr 25763/734; u,, j, Ad Ch 470,1209. 
(2) Orders and acquittances for receipt of payment for the exTence of 
his journey to Englandp dated 6 and 11 Februarj 14429 have survived. 
BIT, POI Talbot section 2787/42; BN, Clair 202/8478/5- 
(3) Waxs of the ETk-Tlish, it 'PP430-1; R=Sayo At P42; CPR, , plo6. 
CP9 xiv P701. 
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his a=y was again raustered, on 15 June. He was joined by Lord Fauconberg 
and garrison contin3ents before opening his c=p, -i, --,, n, the original 
objective of which was to recover the French enclave of Louviersq Conches 
and Evreux. On 14-16 July he was at Pont-de4arche and from there 
marched down to Conches. His operations were made more difficult by 
the presence of a French army under Duni4 to the Southo which attacked ýj I 
Gallardon in an effort to dxaw Shrewsbury away from Conches. But the 
siege of Conches was not abando-aed. The town surrendered and after a 
garrison had been installed under Thomas Pigot, there was still time to 
save Gall=don. 
(') 
Having done so, Shrewsbury returned to the Louviers 
sector, where he was stationed at Gaillon on 13 September. 
It was probably because of Dunois' presence ana sallies made by the 
garrison of Evreux, 
(2) 
all hamperinj his operations, that Shrewsbury now 
decided to abandon any attempt on Louviers and L-'vreux and retire north 
of the Seine for an attack on Dieppe. Consequently, in preparation for 
a siege of this, the last French enclave in the Caux, an aimy and a 
large column of ordnance and supplies were gathered at Jumieges in the 
Beaucourt, iii, P25; PROO E 101/54/2; BNq Yls Fr 25776/1573-81 15819 
91; AIT, Y, 67/12/67-77; MI, Ad Ch 469. V-11usters were t&. en at 
Conches on 17-20 August. Thomas Pigot and 270 men of Shrewsbury's 
a=ry were installed in the tovm before 7 September. 
(2) Floquet, in Evreux, sallied out and discomforted a force of English, 
killing about 240, neax Granville (Vlaurin, 1431-47, p371). 
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the last days of October. 
(') 
His armyt however, was now much reduced, 
numbering at one estimate 1P 500 men, and it was this somewhat insuffi- 
cient force that marched to Dieppe in early November, 
(2) 
the fort of 
Charlemesnil being reduced en route. But Shrewsbury had little hope of 
maintaining a full siege and blockadej and sog on reaching Dieppep he 
decided to concentrate his men and artillery on a hill known as the 
Pollett overlooking the town and harbourg and to reduce the place by 
bombardment. Having supervised the establishment of this and the building 
of defences for his position he returned to Rouen in Decembert leaving 
Sir William Peyto in command. But even before he left the ubiquitous 
Dunois appeared with 1,000 men with which he took charge of the defence. 
(3) 
The establishment of the position on the Pollet proved to be 
Shrewsbury' s last act of war bef ore the Trace of Tours. Operations vir- 
tually came to a standstill. The f orce bef ore Dieppe remained isolated 
Musters of the army, consisting of 600 men from garrisons and the a=iy 
brought over in June# were taken on 27-28 October. The supplies and 
ordnance were carried in at least 55 carts (BN, Ms Pr 2577671586-91; 
BIP Ad Ch 144)- 
(2) So Chaxtierg UP P36. 
(3) Ibidt PP36-8; Waurinp 1431-479 P372. Talbot was still there when 
mustered on 28 Novemberg on which day Dunois arrived. He left part 
of his personal retinue in the fort under the command of (? ) his Lieutenant'Sir John Ripley. Chartier's information is remarkably 
accurate. He gives the size of the Enalish garrison left in the Pollet as 500-600. In January 1443 it was mustered at 500, in February and March at 550 and in May and June at 570 (BN9 11sPr 25776/15709 15899 16129 16289 1639). 
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and neglected throughout the winter and much of the f ollowing siimm or. 
York and Shrewsbury seem to have relied on receiving further reinforce- 
ments with which to complete the task of reducing the town. These, 
howevert were diverted to Somerset who was appointed to independent and 
equal command in Aquitaine and France. York received both insult and 
injury. In Juneq after it had become apparent that no supplies or 
reinforcements were forthoomingg Shrewsbury led a deputation on York's 
behalf to London. On 21 June he was assured that Somerset's appointment 
had implied no disrespect to York and on 8 and 13 July secured trifling 
grants in York's favour and assurances of support for the force before 
Dieppet including the somewhat insufficient posting of a ballinaer to 
their assistance. 
(') 
While at home he also took the opportunity to attond 
once more to his personal affairs. On 3 June he was at Cheswardine 
settling some of his estates on his eldest son by Margaret Beauchampp 
and on 12 July he appeared in dhancery to have his arrangements confirmed 
(2) 
and acimowledged. 
(1) C. L. Kingsfordt o-P citt P151; proc Priv Counct vt pp2899 290, 
298,30iP 306. For his stay in London wine and venison wore sent 
from Sheffield to London (THAS, vig p240). Before leaving he pro- 
bably received the promise of amuities worth C100 which were 
granted on 2 March following (CPR, 1441-6, p235). 
(2) CCRq 1441-479 PP155-6. 
______________________________ - 
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Shrewsbury returned to France early in August(') and a few days 
later, 14 August, his fortress outside Dieppe fell to the vigorous 
assault of the Dauphin. Three hundred English were killed and Sir 
William Peyto and many othersl including several of his own men, were 
taken prisoner. 
(2) 
Disgrantled and disillusioned perhaps with the 
council's attitudeq neither he nor York had done anything to assist 
themt although they could easily have mobilized the garrison continSents. 
No doubt intensified by this affairg one can detect a developing 
lethargy and weoxiness in Shrewsbury's actions in 1443, perhaps under- 
standable in a man who had passed his fifty-fifth year. It appears too 
that discipline and morale had so deteriorated that even he was findixc 
it difficult to control the troops. The author of Cleopatra C IV com- 
mented, 
"In this same yere the Erll of Shrewesbery leyd sege by 
watyr and lond to Depe; and kept it a whylo till he 
ferd so foule with his men, that thei wolde not longer 
abyde with him; and so he Whas fa e to high awey thence 
to Rooen and so bralc the seege". ( 
1443 perhapa markm the beginning of the diointegration of the a=yq 
when not only the soldiersl but also the most conscientiou: 3 and loyal 
of the commanders were losing ffaith and- a sense of purpose. 
His amour was carried down to Dover at the end'of July (TTTAS, vil 
p242). 
(2) Chartier, Us P39; Basing it p289; Waurin, 1431-47t pP381-2. The 
prisoners included Sir John Ripleyq Talbot's bastard song Henryq and John Housacre of his own retinue. 
C. L. Kingsfordq OP cito P150. 
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There is no reason to doubtq therefore, that Shrewsbury welcomed 
the peace moves which the council made in the beginning of 1444 after 
the debacle of Somerset's expedition. Suffolk was appointed to treat 
with Chaxles VII in February and passed through Rouen on his way to Tours 
in March. On 8 April Shrewsbury became a Conservator of a preliminary 
truce covering Vendome and Le Mans and on 28 May the general truce for 
two years was signed. 
(') 
He could at last look forward to the peaceful 
enjoyment of his Norman estates and other less onerous duties, such as 
acting as godfather at the christening of Yorka daughterv Elizabeth$ 
in Rouen Cathedral in September. 
(2) 
In 1445, howeverg he was rocalled to 
England, being appointed Lieutenant of Ireland for the second time on 
12 Uarch. 
(3) 
But before returning he was involved in the pageantry of 
the homecoming of Queen Margaret. In November 1444 Suffolk had returned 
to France to collect Henry VI's bride, In January he and Margaret mot at 
Nancy and it is likely that Shrewsbury was in the English party which was 
feted there for several weeks. 
(4) 
In, March the procession to England, 
(1) RamsaYs iii PP58-60; Bossuat, op cit, p281. 
(2)ý 29 Xis P701- 
(3) CPR, 1441-6, P345- 
(4) Ramsay, ii, pp61-3; Beaucourtj ivo p92. In the list printed by 
Stevenson Shrewsbury is not included in Suffolk's entouraae at Nancyq 
but d'Escouchy named him. 9 and his Countess was certainly in 
attendance with the Marchioness of Suffolk. Amongst those also in 
the English party were Sir James Ormond and Shrewsbury's brother- 
in-law, Sir Hugh Cokesey. 
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via Paris and Rouen, took place. Talbot was certainly in attendance 
then and returned to En. 31=-d in state with the Queen, 
(') 
The discussion of Talbott s caxeer in France has inevitably been 
taken 'up largely by a narrative of his military exploits. Yet he was 
also very much involved in both military and civilian, judicial and 
administrative workt although there is a general shortage of evidence 
on these matters. From 1436, as I-,, TBxshal of Francog he was supreme judge 
of all military disputes arising durinS- active service in Franco and 
Normandy. 
(2) 
His powers were challeng-ed by Humphrey, Duke of Gloucesterl 
in the early 1440s, who claimed the Marshalsea of Normancly, and viere 
appaxently undermined by the substit+n of 'commissions of ordinary 
judges in some cases. On appeal by Talbot , 
the Crovm ruled that tho 
Ilarchalsea of Normandy belon, -ed to the Maxshal of France =d declared 
that all causes of warp such as disputes over wagresp division of spoils 
and the possession of prisoners should be tried in tho Ilarshal's court. 
R=sa-y, ii, pp61-3; Beaucourt, ivq p92; Devon, Issues, PP448-9- 
Both SI., =ewsbury and his Countess received payment for their atten- 
dance on the Quean during the homecomina. Ho later presented her 
with a fine book-9 now deposited in the British Museum (Royal 1,13s, 
15.1ý II) - 
(2) Very little material has been printed on the role of Maxshals. For 
a brief co=ent see 
I. I. H. Keen, The Laws of War in the Late lliddle 
., -e-st pp26-7. 
A7 
College of A=s, 11269 f 35- 
i 
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Evidence of only one actual case has survived when, before 13 November 
1446, he gave a decision aggainst Sir Thomas Kyriel. in a case of deten- 
tion of vmCes. 
(1) 
Unfortunatelyq details of the poWers, duties and 
organisation of the office are obscure and althouZh important it remains 
a shadowy position. 
Talbot's civilian duties axe even harder to assess, for althou, 3h ho 
never held. supreme civil authority, he probably took over fairly wide 
responsibilities within the Duchy of Normandy. The only survivina evi- 
de-ice is that in 1438 he was Governor of the Vicorat4s of Auge, Orber 
and Pontaudemer, in which capacity he ordered his Ticomtes to issue a 
proclamation f orbiddinZ the friaintenance of dissolute woman' . 
(2) 
Ono 
may guess that this is but a glimpse of a far greater burden of civilian 
duty. 
(iii) 
Although appointed on 12 March 14459 Talbot was in no hurry to toke 
up his post as Licuten=-t of Ireland. He was in London in Julyp tLulciiiC 
CPR, 1446-529 p6- In 1452 he headed a commis2ion, presumably as 
Maxshall to look into complaints of soldiers returned from Prance 
and Norwmdy against various ca-ptains for detentions of waGes. He 
rAay also have been in 
' 
greneral command. of ordnance. There are several 
acquittances and musters in his name. 
(2) Rill Ad Ch 12005-- 
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p art in the welcome and entertainment of the French amba. -Madors , 
(1) 
and 
f ollowing this for over a year there is no record Whatsoever of his 
vfaereabouts or occupation. 1.7hile he enjoyed a rare period of leisurop 
Ireland was governed by his brother, the Archbishop of Dubling as 
Justiciar. It was not until September 1446, after he had been created 
E, arl of Waterford (17 July) to enhance his -authority thereq that he pro- 
pared to go to Ireland. Bven so ho was only there f or nino months and in 
July 1447 he was replaced by Richard of York. 
(2) 
It was probably aiSreed 
at the same time that he should return to ITomandy with his brother-in- 
law, Ed7und, Earl of Somerset, who after keen complotition with York had 
succeeded in winniiZ the Governorship which had been vacant since the 
end. of Yo3fic's term of office in 1445- 
By 1448 the situation in Normandy had deteriorated to the point that 
the council were contemplating the renewal of wax. All efforts to reach 
a permanent peace had be: -ýn undermined by the dispute ovor 11-aine. 
13ut 
the English were ill-prepared for war. The military administrationg 
which had shown si., -ns of deterioration before the trucet had almost 
completely broken down. Several English captains, such as Rogert Lord 
Camoys, had become freebooters and the countryside was plagued by bandits 
(1) Wars of the En, 71ish, is -PG7 ff - 
(2) For the details of -Shrewsbury's second ýena of office in Irelands see 
above PP134-5- 
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known as the "Faulx Visaiges'lo(l) The conquest, if it were to be hold, 
was in need of firm and imaginative governmentq and this it did not 
receives 
Somersett newly raised to the rar& of Dukel crossed to Normandy in 
MaY 1448p and-Shrewsburyp if he did not travel with himl arrived soon 
afterwards. Sbrewsbury was given the command of Lower Normandy, which 
he held all but independently of Somersetq and made Falaise his head- 
quartersl of which town he was'also Captain. 
(2) 
He was at Falaise by 
the beginning of July and stayed there at least until Easter 1449.0) 
Of his goverment of Lower Nomandy little is known. There is somo evi- 
dence of his attempting to ref orm the military administrationg f or Boon 
after his arrival he set about bringing some of the freelances under 
control and took musters of several key fortresses. 
(4) 
But it does not 
appeax that he achieved much. 
(1) A. Bossuat, op citt P320. The bandits were known as "Fauix Visaiges" 
simply because they were masked. - 
The great drop in the m=bor of sur- 
viving documents relating to the military administration after 1444 
is perhaps connected with the gradual collapse of tho-ayatem created 
over twenty years earlier. 
(2) DNBq lvP P322; A. Bossuatq 07P cito P322; 'Evidence put boforo 
Juvenal des Ursins on the taking of Fougereal in Basinj Hictol. ro des 
mr, nes de Charles VII et Louis XI, iv9 pp290-3479 p314; AN, X 60/2976. 
(3) Shrewsbury' s personal retinue of 160 men was mustered at Falaine on 
2 July and again on 27 December. He was also there at tho timo of the 
sack of Fougeres (AN, X 68/29/6; BNj Its Fr 25778/1830)- 
A. Bossuat, o-P citv P318, n4- 
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In the autumn he attended the peace conferences whicht originally 
plarmed for September between Pont-de-l! axche and Louviers, were even- 
tually held at Louviers in November, and which achieved an extension of 
the truce. 
(') 
However, the En, 31ish were already pl=iAS the fatal 
raid on Fougeres, which they intended (somewhat hopefully) to use to bar- 
gain for Le Mans. The chief participants in this scheme were Suffolki 
Somerset and Franpis d6 Surienne, but it is inconceivable that 
Shrewsbury did not know about, or t,, -Zce part in, preparations. Evidence 
to this effect was brought out in the inquiry held later before Juvena-l 
des Ursins. 
(2) 
One vritnessq C=-dinot Rocque, a spicer of Rouen, comen- 
ted that Somerset and Shrewsbury, bein3 married to tylo sisters, worked 
in close partnership (Isont alliez ensemble') and viere to all apPearan"s 
in complete a., greement. Rocque also stated that he had beon in Falaise 
during the winter and the marshal of Shrewsbury's troops there had told 
him that a great enterprise was beins planned of which he could not 
speak. 
(3) 
Shrewsbury had perhaps seen the risks involveds for according 
to another witness2 Surienne's clerkt Pierre Tuvachal ho had advised 
Somerset against the raid. But after the event, Tavache co=entedl both 
(1) Beaucourt, ivt PP3129 319; Feodera, V, Pt iiq P7- 
(2) The inquiry was held at Rouen in the following Novembar. The findinCs 
were printed as an appendix to the 1859 edition of Basin's Histoires (see n2 of previous page). 
'Evidence before Juvenal des Ursin't loc cit, P314. 
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Somerset and Shrewsbury were very pleased that the enterprise had turned 
out so well. 
(1) 
Fougeres, a cloth manuf acturing town on the border of Brittany, was 
surprised and captured by Surienne on 24 I'larch 1449. Talbot p not 
away at Falaise, immediately set about the supplying and victualling 
of the place. 
(2) 
Having reinforced Fouge'res as much as he couldq he 
retired to Rouen to join Somerset and wait events. On 11 April he wrote 
home from Rouen askin3 for reiriforeements. 
(3) 
In May the French took 
Pont-de-Lxche, Conches and Gerberoy in retaliation and 0, SrOOd to rOturn 
them only if Fougeres were returned to Brittany. This the English would 
not do. In July King Ch=-les declared wax. 
(4) 
(1) Ibia, PP304,307. 
(2) Ibid, The evidence in detail of Pierre Tuvachep Cardinot Rocque and 
Pierre du 11oustier. 
(3) A. Bossuat, op cit, P333. On 13 May it was announced that Suffolk 
would lead an army of reinforcements, but tUs plan was soon dban- 
doned and on 11 June a force of 19300 men, without Suffolk, was 
mustered at Portsmouth on its way to France. 
. 
(4) The detailed narrative account of the fall, of Normandy by the Herald 
Berry and Blondel were ddited by J. Stevenson for the Rolls series 
in Narratives of the Eýulsion of the En---, lish from No=andy. These 
can be au- gmented by William of Worcester's notes printed also by Stevenson in Wa=s of the Ený-, Plish, ii, p619 ff. For a full and clear 
secondary account see Ramsay, iiP PP391-411- 
'. 1 
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Two armiesq well equipped with gL= and siege enginesq under the 
Counts of Eu and Dunois attacked independently. 
(') 
Dunois opened his 
advance by taking Verneuil on 19 July and Eu advanced from Pont-de-fzxche 
to take Pontaudemer on 12 August. III-eeting -with scarcely any resistance 
the two armies took tovm after town before finally combininZ under E'-ing 
Charles himself in October and marching on Rouen. Strategically the 
one English hope had been to attack the divided armies at the very begin- 
nina of their advance. This inde-d Talbot threatened to do in July. 
When Dunois appeared before Verneuil the grarrison appealed for help Cold 
Talbot marched dovm as quickly as he could with a relief force. Dunois 
marched to meet him and the two armies eventually c=-e up against each 
other between Beaumont le Roger and Harcourt on 31 July- Shrewsbury 
placed himself in a strona defensive position, but Dunois refused to 
., 
to attack himselfg Shrewsbury withdrew during the attac]k. Not wishin, 3, 
following night and ignominiously returned to Rouon, alloviina- Dunois to 
continue his advance. 
(2) 
Not even a threat was made towards the other 
arMY and the English remained rooted in Rouen until the French appoaxed. 
(I - We t (1) '. A, third, under Francis, DuLce of Brittany operate in the s 
(2) J. 'Steverzon, Narratives, PP57-62j 258-61. According to Blonclel) 
Shrewsbury was at Beaunont le Roger vfhen the appeal cane. He 
marclaed south as far as Breteuil bat, decidizZ he collid do little 
to help Verne-ail, he withcarew to the position between Bea=ont 
and Haxco=t. He appoaxs iRever to have had the intention to attack 
himself. 
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Talbot may not have had a very laxge QxMy at his disposalp(l) but 
re, gardless of size it was probably the poor quality and morale of his 
troops which caused him to be so hesitant. And perhaps even he felt 
that resistance was useless. At all levels the Enolish no lor4ger had 
the ivill to resist. When Rouen was finally attacked Shrewsbury did show 
a final spark of his old vigour and daring but it was far too late. The 
French manaZed to scale the vialls on 16 October, but Shrewsbury personally 
led a detemined counter-attack and repulsed them. 
(2 ) 
Three days later 
(19 October), however, the citizens turned against the English who 
retreated to the castle, leaving the city to the French. Here a stand 
was attempted but King, Chaxles brought up such a power of artillery that 
resistance became pointless. Somerset attempted to negotiate an honour- 
able surrenderg but after ten days he was forced to accept King CharlOO, 
terms. These were that he was to surrender eiaht hostagesq includirZ 
Shrewsbury, as surety that not only Rouen but also the entire CaUX. 
would sur=ender in fifteen days. 
(3) 
The hostages viere h=-ded over and 
Somerset marched out to Caen. 
Although Blondel maintains 'lab omnium praesiaiorum..... copias armartor= congerit" there is unfortunately no documentary evidence 
on the size of his army (Ibid, P57)- 
Ibiclq PP295-6. 
(3) Ibido p296 ff. Berry tells that Somerset would, particularlynot 
, consent to leave Talbot as a hostage antil'the position became 
utterly hopeless (P306). For the treaty of surrender see 17. =-s of 
the E"lish, ii, pp607-18- 
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Talbot's yeaxs of service in Hiormandy thus came to an end. He was 
at first held at Rouen, paying a courtesy visit to King Charles who 
lodged at St. Katherine's mona-stry. He also witnessed the formal entry 
of the King to the city on 10 November from a window overloolcin, 3- 170tre 
Done in the company of his follow hostages, the ladies and other nota- 
bles. He was apparently asked if he did not consider the King was well 
egInipped, to which he replied that he did not hold much by the trappings 
of warp which were only to give heart to soldiers. But he praised the 
King, sayinZ that he would rather fight under him with ten thousand men 
t#an under another with twenty thousand. 
(') 
When the fo=alities were 
concluded he was transferred to Dreux and, because Harfleur and other 
places under his lieutenants refused to surrender, he was kept prisoner- 
In fact, he was not released until 11 JulY 1450, when his garrison at 
Falaise surrendered, and then only on condition that he undertook a pil- 
grimaZe to Rome , which he had given the Kir4g to underst and was 
his wish. 
(2) 
And so he left Normandy for the last time. 
There can be little doubt that the decline in Talbot's powersp 
(1) Beaucourtt v, ppl8,23-4; J. Stevensong 1, Ta=ativesg P319- 
(2) Wars of the Eýlish, ii, pp629t 735-42, paxticul=-ly 1)738, Clause 4 
of the Treaty of Falaise in Nvhich*Sbxe%vsbury agreed to go to Rome. 
It was also said by 'William Worcester' that he unaertooll: at the 
surrender of ", Rouen not to carry arms against France for one yeax (Lb-idy P767)- 
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traceable as early as 1443, was more marked after 1448. 
(') 
If blene 
is to be attached to the commanders for the loss of 11ormandy, Shrewsbury 
was no less culpable than Somerset. Yet it is remaxIcable that his repu- 
tation was in no way dented by the disaster. The French themselves paid 
a compliment to it in insisting that he should be removed from the 
theatre of war. It was indeed perhaps this very factý and the manner in 
which Somerset had to accept his surrender as a hostaget that saved-his 
name. The poems attacking Suffolk's regime infer thatq if free, he would 
still have saved Normandy, for Suffolk was to blm-e that 
"he is bounden that our dore should kepe 
that is Talbot our goode dog, -, e". (2) 
Týwo years later, when York accused Somersetq Talbot was carefully exemp- 
ted from any association with the blunders. Althou,,,, h York had no 
quarrel vrith Talbot, '. he may also have been mazintaininý3 the current imaSO 
of Talbotj the frastrated hero. 
(3) 
It was an ironic twist that, although 
he did little in the last year of the occupation of Normandy to enhance 
his n=e, he became re-, arded as the thw=-ted ch=pion of Enaland. Q_j 
Blondelq who devoted one chapter (30) to reflections oil Talbotts con- 
duct early in the campaign, e; c-Dressed in his oym oratorical way the 
opinion that 
, 
Talbot was broken in spirit and had lost all his old 
violent energy (J. Stevenson, Narratives, pp60-2). 
(2) Political Son7s and Poems (Rolls Series 14), Pt U9 pp2220 224. 
(3) Paston Letters, i, P103 ff. York, may also have hoped to detach Talbot 
from his connection with Somerset. It is perhaps si3nificant that 
Pigott's comment that Talbot was most feared of all others in war 
was made on the occasion of his return from Ilome. 
-- -- -- _- --------------- - _i___ 
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Shrewsbury returned to Englaxid from Rome on 20 December 1450(l) to 
find the realm in a restless state; London and the South-East had been 
shaken by Cade's rebellion and his old enemiesp the Berkeleys, had 
taken advantage of the presence of Lord Lisle in the Kirig's a=Iy at 
Blackheath/ to sack the manor of Wotton-under-Edge. 
(2) 
After Suffolk's 
banishment and death, both York and Somerset had returned from overseas 
to compete for pre-eminence at court. Somerset's early success 'was chal- 
lenged by York in Parliament and threatened by riots in Londonj 4-or- 
which York took the credit for suppressing., Shrewsbury was thus straight- 
way placed in a dilemma between supporting his own Lord, Yorki or his 
brother-in-lawo Somerset*(3) In the following eighteen months, ih loyally 
serving his Kingg he inevitably appeared to be more closely attached to 
Somerset's court party. 
On 27 January he was appointed to a commission of oyer and terminer 
in Kent under Somerset. 
(4) 
The court clearly attached some importancep 
for the Kim, - presided over the tour of Rochester, Canterbury and Favershmt 
(1) The fourth Sunday in Advent. C. L. Kingsford, English Historical 
Literaturep P372. 
(2) Ibido P366. 
(3) For details of Talbot's connection with York see below p228 
(4) CPR, 1446-529 PP435,442. York had appaxently refused to serve on 




which saw the exedution of at least thirty suspect rebels. 
(') 
In March 
and Aprilg Shrewsbury was further occupied in conducting inquisitions on 
further suspects and in May he was appointed to another commission of oyer 
and terminer in Surrey. 
(2) 
But by 16 June he had left London and the 
court and was reported to be in Gloucestershire planning to attack Lord 
Berkeley and swearing not to return to court until he had done so. 
(3) 
In fact, in Septemberp at the time of the Eaxl of Devon's campaign in 
Somerset against Lord Bonvillq he was summoned to join the King in the 
Midlands with as many men as he could muster. 
(4) 
It was at this time 
that his son, Viscount Lislep seized Berkeley castle. 
It is clear that Shrewsbury did not become an important figure at 
court or a leading member of the council. He remained in the backaxound 
of politics. Neverthelesst it was no doubt in recognition of their ser- 
vices that he and Viscount Lisle were granted the custody of Porchenter 
castle and the governorship of Portsmouth in November 1451. 
(5) 
One 
reason why Shrewsbury did not identify himself with the court faction 
(1) C. L. Kingsfords oi) cito P372. 
(2) CPR, 
-1446-529 PP443P 
4449 4759 477- 
(3) So Isabel, lady Berkeleyq writing to her husband (J. Smytho Lives of 
the Berkeleys, ii, p63). 
(4) R. L. Storeyv The End of the House of Lancaster, p9l. 




wan that he had no personal quarrel with York. Indeed, it was no doubt 
because their close connection still survived that York asked Shrewsbury, 
with the Bishop of Hereford, to come to Ludlow towards the end of 1451 
in order that he might defend and justify his position. To them, wrote 
York on 9 January, he offered to swear his loyalty on the sacr=ents and 
begged them to report his offer to the King. 
(1) 
Nevertheless, in 
February, when York ended his self-imposed exile and made another attempt 
to oust Somersetl this time by force, Shrewsbury stayed firmly by the 
King. He was with the court when it moved to Northampton to meet York 
and was presumably still there when it ceme face to face with him at 
Dartford on 3 March. 
(2) 
He was not, howeverg one of those chosen then to 
act as mediator, but he was probably prominent in the negotiations that 
took place between 3 and 10 March at Westminster and on 13 March he was 
one of the arbitrators appointed to attempt to resolve the feud between 
the two Dukes. 
(3) 
The attention of the court was also drawn to the desperate situation 
in France. laving conquered Aquitaine in 1451 ,a year later King Charles 
was preparing to attack Calaisp the lazt remaining Enjlish foothold on the 
(1) Paston Lettersq i, p96. 
(2) C. L. Kingsford, OP citý P373. 




If in disagreement in all else, Somerset and 
York probably both approved of Shrewsbury's appointment on 14 March 
to the co=and of the fleet and the defence of Calais and if necessary 
the coasts of England. 
(2) 
On his paxt Shrewsbury was probably glad of 
a chance to escape from court intrigues. Letters were sent out to 
various lords and the meyors of various ports requesting them to gather 
men and ships at Sandwich or elsewhere. Lord Clifford, for instancep was 
asked to brine five shipst one his own, and 10000 men, and was paid 500 
marks in aclvance. 
(3) 
Indentures seem to have been bypassed. It is 
unknowng howeverp. how quickly or completely the fleet was raised or if 
it ever put to sea at that time, for the innediate darZer passed away 
when King Charles called off the attack on Calais. Nor was Shrewsbury 
in any hurry to go to sea. 
(4) 
On 11 May he was appointed once again to 
a commission of oyer ancl teminer in Kent. During this assize he exe- 
cuted many more suspect rebels and caused a further 28 heads to be 
displayed on London Briclge. 
(5) 
It was not until July that he turned 
once more to the business of his service at sea. 
Beaucourt, vo PP349 364; Proc Priv Counc, viv p119; N7ars of the 
Eý-, lishj iit P477- 
(2) Proc Priv Counc, vi, p120. 
(3) Ibid, pp120-5; Wars of the Ervlishs ii, PP477-8- 
(4) He was possibly at Painswick, Gloucesternhiret on 1 April. (S. Rudder 
A New HistoM[ of Gloucestershirej P593)- 
C. L. Kingsfordq op-cit, P368; CPR9 1A46-521 P577P 1A52-619 p101. 
One of those executed was a captain of a band of rebels, John Wilkins, 
who was temporarily imprisoned in the Tower before execution at Dartford. 
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On 17 July Shrewsbury drew C2,000 from the exchequer for 3,000 
raen. On the s=e day indentures were drawn up with his ca#ains. 
(1) 
It had now been decided to send the a=y to Gascony. In M=-ch envoys 
had come over to England from Bordeaux to request for assistancep but 
originally Calais was the council's principal concern. Only when it 
pedition became cleax that Calais was safe was it decided to mount an ex- 
to Gascony. On 2 September Shrewsbury was appointed Lieutenant of 
Aquitaine , 
(2) (when prepaxations were almost complete) and the expedition 
set sail later in the s=e month. 
Shrewsbury and his fleet enjoyed a comfortable and speedy journey 
and landed in the Garonne near Soulac on 21 October. '-ýho followirC evo- 
ning Bordeaux opened its gates. 
(3) 
The Enallish were in fact welcomed as 
a liberating army and most of Gascony followed Bordeaux's ex=ple. 
(4) 
By the. winter Shrewsbury had established himself in the whole area with 
the greatest of ease. In England an army of reinforcements of over 
21000 men was raised to be commanded by Viscount Lisle. Those men were 
PRO Issue Rollt Easter 30 Hen V, m5; CPR, 1452-600 PP78,103; 
CCRs 1447-54, P36o. John Sharpe of Bristol agreed to provide the 
11,11arie' 300 tons for the fleet. His chief captains were Edward HUll 
and Gervaise Clifton. 
(2) CPR, 1452-60, P55. 
Beaucourt, v, pp265-7- For the fullest account of the events that 
followed see also H. Ribadieu, La. Conaugtede la Guyeme, for the 
latest-', Y. Renouaxa, Bordeaux sous les Rois D'Anileterre, PP515-8- 
St. Vakeris, Ryons, Langon, 11ark, Libourne, St. Emilion and Castillon 
had all been occupied by 25 December (CPRý 1452-60, PP78o 108)- 
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mustered at Dartmouth or Plymouth on 26 January and joined Shrewsbury 
at the end of March 1453. 
(') 
He had now to weather the French counter- 
attack. 
As in Normandyq King Charles advanced on several fronts. The Count 
of Clerm, ontt the Count of Foix and Jean Bureau were given command of 
three separate a=ies converging from the North and West on Bordeaux. 
Talbot, howevert was first in the field and took Fronsacp but thent as 
the French armies began their advancelhe moved back to Bordeaux. BY 
June, Cle=ont had reduced St. Severs and entered thý Medoc. Here he was 
joined by Gaston de Foix and Shrewsbury decided to challenae them. On 
21 June he sent a verbal challenge and then advanced with his army to 
I'lartignas. But, as at Harcourt four years earlier, after assessirc the 
strength of his enemy he withdrew. He appears to have been gripped by 
indecision once more. He had probably sent home for more troops and Was 
Possibly Tiaitin, - for their arrival. Be that as it may, he waited irreso- 
lutely in Bordeaux. On 8 July the army Uder Bureau movirL, - down the 
Dordoýo, me laid siege to Castillon and the Garrison wrote desperately for 
., P, 3ested 
that he would not aid. One chronicler, Mathew d'Escouchy, sur 
have gone had it not been for the citizens who were beGinnin,!; to accuse 
Waxs of týn Eirlish, ý iiq pp479-80. Lisle co--, -, nanded a retinue of 8809 whilst a further 19440 men were provided by Lords 11oleyn, ", and 
Camoys, Sir John Lisle and Johnv Bastaxd of Somerset. 
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him openly of bad faith and cowardice. Anotherg Jouvencal, was more 
favourably inclined and considered that he now decided to turn on 
Bureau's smaller army and having dealt with that turn on the other. 
There may viell have been trath in both, for Shrewsbury hesitated no 
longer and maxched straight to Castillon. 
(1) 
The story of this the last battle of his life, and the last of the 
Hundred Years War, will not be repeated in detail. A -vivid account has 
been given by A. H. Burne. 
(2) 
It All suffice hcre to emphasise car- 
, -ty, as 
legerdmaintains , he was still over tain factors. Although not eiT'h 
sixty-five, an age at which even in our day men are ex-pected to retire. 
But Shrewsbury, if perhaps his age had told in his hesitancy durinj the 
summerg now showed some of his old dash and resolution as he led his 
amV by forced day and night marches to Castillon. These forced marches 
may have had some bearing on the battle for, as at Patay, his soldie3? S 
haa little time to rest and must have been tired. lz'Lloreover, duriiZ the 
march the van of mounted man had easily outstripped the footmen and it 
was essentially this van that was thrown a, 3ainst the French enc=-Pm0nt- 
On hearing of the Ena-lish approach Bureau had brokon off the siege and 
retired to a fortified c=p, and the battle took the form of =- assault 
on this position which was heavily defended by artillery. The-most puz- 
ZlinC question is why Shrewsbury attacked this position with only the 
(1) Beaucourt, v, pp268-72. 
(2) The ligincourt wax, PP333. - 342. 
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forward sections of his a=iy who had not fully rested after a lon,,, r 
marchý' It appears that soon after arrivirz at Castillon he was mis- 
informed by a scout that the French had struck camp and were retreatirZ. 
On this information, and against the advice of some of his captainso he 
gave the order to advance in battle array, only to find the enemy waiting 
behind their defences. He still could have delayed, but rather than 
give a counter order and lose face he decided to press on with the attack. 
Pride and chivalric code no doubt played its part. The subsequent battle 
was fierce and for a time the English gained the ramparts. But the 
massed cannon fire at short range was devastating and when a troop of 
cavalry charged tha flank the army fell back. Shrewsbury and Lisle seem 
to have fallen tryin, 3 to rally their men and after their deaths the ErClish 
were routed. On the following day Shrewsbury's body vias found but only 
recognised by a missing tooth. Eventually his remains ivere sent back to 
rihitchurch where they were interrea in the parish church. 
(') 
The aefea-t 
The official account of the battle by the herald Berry (P469) was 
written within one year ý)f the battle; those of Chartier (iii, P7) and 
Mlathew 41 Escouchy (119 PP36-41) were Yxitten within af aw years - Basin 
vrciting 24 ye =-s after thc) event tells of the advice to del y the battl a 
(ii, PP195-6). For a full discussion of the reports of th6 battle see 
(Y; 
so'ne say that Burne, PP344-5. The accounts of how he was Ulled var 
havir, - been wounded and unhorsed this throat was cut Berry and 
Chaxtier), others that he received a blow on the skull (d'EscouchY). 
The evidence of his skeleton, when disinterred in 18749 seemed to 
endorse the latter for there was af racture in his skull n'ý11 x 
Bit 
(71. H. ESerton, 'Talbot's Tomb', TSAS, viii, PP413-409 P=ticularl-v- 
P425). The body was reco3nised by the absence of a mol=- tooth on 
the left side. It so happens that his*. granddaughterv Anxie 11ovibray, 
(contirmed overlea-f) 
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and Shrewsbury's death spelt the end of EnC-lish rule in Gascony. I 
(iv). 
Talbot was by no means the brilliant general portrayed by 
A. H. Burne. Yet his qualities are not easily assessed. E. Caxleton 
Williams, for instance, suggested that he had neither the ability to 
read his opponents' minds nor the skill to forestall their movementso 
but rather whenever he caught sight of the enemy dashed headlona at 
him regardless of the odds. 
(') 
The first of these criticisms seem to be 
of her own invention; the second demonstratively untrue. On several 
whose body was uncovered at the Minories in 19659 was found to have 
a 'congenital absence of upper and lower permanent second molars on 
the left' (M. A. Rushtont 'The Teeth of Anne 141owbray', British 
Dental Journal, 19 October 1965, PP355-6). The manner in which 
d'Escouchy reports the recognition of the bodyq the fact that in 1874 
his skull was found to have only one molar (which aide was not stated) 
and this evidence strongly suggest that he shared this abnormality. 
He has been supposed to have suffered from symphalangismg the congeni- 
tal fusing of the joints of the fingers, found in later generations of 
the family but there is little cx no evidence to support this (for a 
discussion of this see S. G. Elkington and R. G. Huntsman, 'The 
Talbot Fingers: a study in symphalangism. 19 British Medical Journalt 
18 February 1967P PP407-11); (The authors, strangblyl do not make any 
reference to the possibilit of a congenital dental abnormality). 
(1) E. Carleton Williams, IIT Lord of Bedford,, PP148v 170- 
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occasions Talbot appears to have been only too aware of the odds against 
him. Four times at least in his career he refused to be drawn into battle 
with an enemy prepaxed to challenge him; he refused to fight in 
Beaugency on 17 June 1429 and durin3 the sieo;, e of Pontoise in AuTast 1441, 
when the odds were too great, but he might have been well advised to 
fight near Harcourt on 31 July 1449 and at Martignas in June 1453- Indeed, 
in his later years he appears to have become increasinaly irresolute 
and overcautious. 
Nor do Talbot's two major defeats seem to have resulted simply from 
recklessness. At Patay the mistake was largely strategic - attemptirIg 
to hold an advance front with a weak and divided army. Withdrawin3 too 
late, his army was caught by surprise and did not stand a chance. His 
fault seems to have been his stubborn refusal to give &=ound and his, 
understandable, failure to appreciate the miraculous chanae in French 
morale achieved by Jeanne DIAxc. These same traits revealed themsolves, 
tactically, at Castillon. Finding himself in front of a vastly superior 
enemy, he refused towithdraw or issue counter-orders. His judgment and 
capability no doubt declined with aae, but he was temperamentally ill- 
suited to general command, being alternately ±-rresolute and, once a 
decision was made, inflexible. 
On the other hand, Talbot's vreaknesses as a general co=anaer did 
not diminish his qualities as a captain of a small force. Stubbornness, 
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i 
a refusal to give groundq allied with his undoubted personal prowess 
and coura,, -el vipour and indefatigability, were just the qualities nceded 
for the defence of Normandy between 1435 and 1445. They probably saved 
the Duchy in 1436. His ability to move fast and to drive and inspire 
his men to do likewise was remarkable. Both Patay and Castillon were 
fought after forced marches, which perhaps contributed to the defeatsp 
but in smaller engagements, as at the relief of La 1,.,, Ian3 in 1428, the 
relief of Gisors in 1436 or the sack. of Poissy in 1441, he showed a real 
flair. 's, 'ihat he lacIzed as a strategist and tactician he made up as a 
I leader of men. He was above all a soldier's soldier and at the pook of 
his proviess, before advancing age undermined his o-vm and othelpý) confi- 
dence in his abilities, the cry of 'Talbot! St. Georg-e! l could achieve 
much. 
(') 
But his reputation was founded on more than his prowess or his 
abilities as a soldier. One element was the cruel and ruthless otreak 
in his nature. It vra-s this that made a particular impression on French 
cOMmentators. Chartier wrote in an obituary comment of "ce famoux ot 
renomme chef analois qui aepuis si longtomps pas3oit pour l'un des 
fleaux le plus reformidable et plus jurez ennemis ae la Francet dont 
. D=e him with Gonoral Patton (1) One may perhaapsý in this respect, corr. 
in the Second World War- 
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il avoit paru estre lleffroy et la terreur". 
(l) 
Basing more philosop- 
hicallyq wrote of his death "et sic judicium ei sine misericordia 
redditum est, qui aliis misericordi= non fecerat et qui gladio multos 
percusserat gladio et ipse periit. Fuerat enim sevus admod= et 
crudelis in Francos, unde ad ultim= paxem sibi eciam vicem retulerant. " 
(2) 
These are opinions born out not only by personal acts of cruelty 
occasionally recorded by the chroniclersq(3) but also by the policy of 
wholesale destraction in the Caux and the Ile de France which may be 
attributed to him. The age was no doubt fax less delicate than ourst 
but there is reason to suspect that Talbot's brutality was exceptional. 
Yet, as far as England was concernedg the end justified the meansp and 
he bec=e a hero, not a villain. 
To Henry VI and his council Talbot's methods were relatively unimPor- 
tant. His greatest quality was his loyaltyl diligence and his dedication 
(1) Chaxtier, iii, P7. 
1 (2) Basin, ii, piggs 
(3) After taking Laval in 14289 for instance, he is supposed to have 
had 65 meng including priests, executed as traitors. The sane fate 
befell some of the citizens of Gisors in 1436 and those of Rouen in 
1449. On one occasiong during the defence of Pontoise in 14412 Basin 
tells that he struck down a helpless French prisoner with his axe. 
This story may be fanciful but the fact that it is told is evidence 
that he was exceptionally violent. And it was not only Frenchmen who' 
noted such incidents. The Irish found him a hard ruler and t-he citi- 
zens of Lbnaon were -, clisgusted, by, his -dispky, ot r4lbel 
heaas in 1452. (Hall 
P143; Monstrelet, ii, P33; Basin, i, p274; Annals of 'William Worcester', Warn of the Enplish, iii P765; E. Curtis, History of Medieval Ireland, p292; C. L. Kingsford, op cit, pp368,372). 
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to the task of holding the Lancastrian continental conquests. He had 
served in France under Henry V and was perhaps personally inspired by 
Henry's dream of conquest to give the greater part of his life and his 
death to the forlorn straggle. And although even his enthusiasm and 
abilities waned towards the end, he spent far longer in France than 
any of his contemporary peers. His loyalty did not pass unnoticed by 
either the Norman or English council. In 1441 the council at Rouen 
c1rew attention to his 'high and notable desire to do the best he can for 
you against your said enemies'9 and in 1446 the English council recom- 
mended his creation as Earl or Waterford partly I in consideration of his 
strenuous probity even to old age in the wars'. 
(') 
Probity and a sense of political responsibility wore perhaps the 
key factors in his attitude to conciliar government and home politics- 
In the early years of the reign of Henry VI he was most closely aosociated 
with Johng Duke of Bedfordý and Richard, Earl of Warwicko and probably 
shared with them their desire for a united councill above the domination 
of any one man or faction. In his later yearsq when the hope for this had 
long been lost, he was careful not to associate himself too closely with 
either York or Somersetv endeavouring perhapaq without compromising his 
own unreserved loyalty to the Kingq to find means of bringing about a 
reconciliation. 
Wars of the En,, -71ish, 11, pp603 ff; gR, 1441-6, P448- 
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Why then the legend? Several reasons may be suggested. Talbot was 
the last of Henry V's companions. The length of his career, his age, 
his association with the glorious years helped to create an aura in the 
knightly class at a time when heroes were rare. Although he was not a 
great general and was lacking in some at least of the chivalric qualitiesp 
he was the epitome of a warrior and a model patriot, having those quali- 
ties of valour and loyalty and a sense of duty and self respect which were 
the essentials of the knightly code. One must not forgot that war was seen 
in terms of valour# not terms of generalship. And there can be no doubt 
that Talbot demonstrated his valour time and time again. It is of thist 
not his abilities as a general, that Polydore Vergil spoke when he des- 
cribed him as a 'man amongst men.... who was conqueror in so many sundry 
conflictes'. It was upon this, not strategic or tactical skillso that 
military glory was based. Moreovert the manner of his deathp leadim a 
traditional medieval charge against massed artilleryg very soon came to 
symbolise the passing of a military age and theeclipse of the prowess 
of English arms on the continent of Europe for two hundred and fifty years. 
Reality is rarely a match to an ideal and perhaps after Ul John Talbot, 
the mant was not much less deserving than other more renowned knights to 
be the subject of a legend of chivalry. 
